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Chapter 193: Wrong Bag 

Chapter 193 

Lin Kai listened to Long Xiaoyun’s words and tried to control his body, not allowing his 
body to panic. As expected, this trick worked, and Lin Kai’s body quickly changed from 
being in the air to diving! 

After seeing this scene, Long Xiaoyun also breathed a sigh of relief. It seems that this 
kid Lin Kai is not low in comprehension, and he can control his body so well in the first 
parachuting. 

At this moment, on the plane, Zhang Zhuang suddenly stood up from the corner and 
walked slowly to the door of the plane, looking at Lin Kai and Long Xiaoyun who had 
already jumped. 

Lin Kai’s words completely stimulated Zhang Zhuang! 

Being a special soldier is his dream! 

He didn’t want to lose the opportunity to become a special soldier because he was 
afraid of heights. 

He knew that after the plane landed, he would really lose his qualifications as a special 
soldier. 

He doesn’t want to give up halfway! 

And what is the best way to prove yourself? That is to jump from here, let Long Xiaoyun 
see with his own eyes, he is not afraid of heights! You can be a special soldier! 

Lin Kai can, why can’t he? Isn’t it just a death? If I can’t be a special soldier, what if I 
die? 

Zhang Zhuang, who was thoroughly stimulated by Lin Kai, had an impulse in his heart 
at this time. 

I will jump from here! 

Thinking of this, Zhang Zhuang picked up an umbrella bag from the side and carried it 
on his back. 



He also took a theory class, and Lin Kai didn’t jump over the umbrella, so he dared to 
jump, and he could do it too! 

The fat man also saw Zhang Zhuang’s actions. Is it possible that Zhang Zhuang also 
parachutes? 

“Zhang Zhuang, what are you going to do?” the fat man asked. 

Zhang Zhuang glanced at the fat man, tried to control his trembling mouth, and 
stammered: “Prove… Prove yourself!” 

The pilot who was driving the helicopter took a look, his face turned pale at the time, 
and he shouted, “Stop him!” 

But it was too late. With a swish, Zhang Zhuang exhausted all his strength and jumped 
down. The moment he left the plane, everyone in the Wolf Squadron heard Zhang 
Zhuang’s roar! 

That is the roar that challenges the limit! he made it! 

Fatty’s eyes were all gratified. It seemed that his comrades-in-arms didn’t need to leave 
him anymore. He did it. He overcame his fear of heights! 

“What are you doing to stop him? The captain managed to influence him, no matter how 
stupid this kid is, he will never forget to pull the parachute, right?” The fat man smiled 
with relief. 

At this time, the pilot looked furious, picked up a bottle of mineral water and smashed it 
on the fat man’s head, and said angrily: “Probate your sister! He didn’t bring an umbrella 
bag!” 

“Huh?” The fat man was almost scared off his chin at the time. He had just seen Zhang 
Zhuang jumping down with an umbrella bag on his back! 

“No? He just carried the umbrella bag, right?” The fat man even had a hint of doubt. 

The pilot almost burst into tears at this moment: “Then it’s not an umbrella bag! That’s 
Lao Tzu’s computer bag!” 

“I rely on…” Almost everyone burst into a swear word, Zhang Zhuang didn’t even 
distinguish between a computer bag and an umbrella bag, and he jumped straight off 
after carrying one? 

Isn’t he a dead end? 

Almost everyone is dumbfounded, Zhang Zhuang is tantamount to suicide! 



At this moment, the fat man suddenly reacted and quickly picked up the walkie-talkie to 
call Lin Kai and Long Xiaoyun. 

“Instructor! Captain! Zhang Zhuang jumped down! He took the wrong bag! He jumped 
down carrying the pilot’s computer bag!” The fat man called with a pale face. 

At this moment, Long Xiaoyun, who was flying in the air, heard the call, almost choked 
to death without a breath, and jumped down with his computer bag on his back? 

Long Xiaoyun didn’t know whether to exaggerate Zhang Zhuang or scold Zhang 
Zhuang. 

Jumping from a height of 5,000 meters with a computer bag on your back, even if you 
fall into the sea, your internal organs will be crushed by the huge impact! 

Zhang Zhuang, the chance of surviving is almost zero! 

After Lin Kai heard the news, his eyes widened. He originally wanted to inspire Zhang 
Zhuang, but he did not expect that the impulsive Zhang Zhuangs IQ dropped rapidly, 
and the appearance of the pilots computer bag and umbrella bag was somewhat 
similar, so Will take the wrong bag. 

How to do? How to do? Lin Kai sweated anxiously. If Zhang Zhuang died, he would not 
be able to get out of it! I don’t want to live in guilt for the rest of my life! 

Looking up, Lin Kai seemed to see a black spot on his left. If he caught him and opened 
the umbrella bag, would he be able to save him? 

“Instructor! I want to catch him!” Lin Kai called. 

Long Xiaoyun’s voice came immediately, saying: “Impossible! We are only three 
kilometers away from the ground, and he is still 4,500 meters away from the ground! It 
is impossible to catch him!” 

“If you open the umbrella bag to pick him up, he will break your umbrella bag, and then 
neither of you will survive!” 

“Don’t be impulsive, Lin Kai! Protecting yourself is the most important thing!” Long 
Xiaoyun said anxiously. 

“I don’t care! I want to save him!” Lin Kai red eyes, roared, and controlled his direction in 
the air, flying towards Zhang Zhuang’s right below. 

When Long Xiaoyun saw this scene, she was anxious at the time, but she couldn’t help 
it. 



Lin Kai flew right below Zhang Zhuang, he was 1,500 meters away from the ground, 
and Zhang Zhuang was still three kilometers away from the ground. 

This distance will not be shortened. If Lin Kai opened the umbrella bag, Zhang Zhuang 
would smash it on the umbrella bag, and both would die. 

If you don’t open the umbrella bag, the distance between the two has always been 
1,500 meters, and it is impossible for Lin Kai to catch him! 

“No matter! Balloon skill, turn it on!” Lin Kai said silently. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai’s body began to show signs of being inflated, his body was 
obviously swollen, and his weight became a lot lighter. 

As expected, the speed of Lin Kai’s whereabouts has been slowed down a lot. 

My current descending speed is slower than Zhang Zhuang, that is to say, I have a 
chance to catch Zhang Zhuang before opening the umbrella, and then the two of them 
return to the ground safely! 

And Long Xiaoyun also peculiarly discovered that Lin Kai’s body seemed to have 
become lighter, and the speed of his descent actually became slower. 

How is this possible? One hundred catties and two hundred catties were dropped from 
five kilometers at the same time, at almost the same speed! How did Lin Kai control his 
landing speed? 

“Impossible!” Long Xiaoyun’s jaw was almost shocked at this time. 

This is not in line with common sense! 

Lin Kai carrying 500 kilograms and doing push-ups, Long Xiaoyun can understand. This 
can be understood as Lin Kai’s natural supernatural power, but his descending speed is 
slower than hers, which Long Xiaoyun can’t figure out. 

But anyway, now Long Xiaoyun sees the hope of Zhang Zhuang’s rescue, maybe Lin 
Kai can really save Zhang Zhuang! 

And Zhang Zhuang, who was in the air, also discovered that his umbrella bag couldn’t 
be opened at all, he didn’t even have a bracelet, and he touched it back, hard, where is 
this umbrella bag? This is obviously a computer bag! 

“My mother! I regret it! I want to go back!” 

Chapter 194: Very Low Open Umbrella 



Chapter 194 

Zhang Zhuang even regrets his intestines at this time. He had known that this would 
happen, and he would not dare to jump down if he was killed! 

The computer bag on his back was now like a **** of death, strangling Zhang Zhuang’s 
fate. 

It seems that this time, it is destined to sacrifice! 

Sacrificing in training is really my biggest shame! 

But at this time, Zhang Zhuang showed a smile of relief, because even if he died, he 
would die in the name of a special soldier. He would not be eliminated. When he was 
dying, he was also a special soldier. 

and many more! 

Just as Zhang Zhuang felt desperate, he narrowed his eyes, and he seemed to see Lin 
Kai below him. 

Ok? 

How can it be? He jumped a lot earlier than he himself, he shouldn’t be able to meet Lin 
Kai in the air! 

Besides, Lin Kai seems to be one kilometer away from the ground, and he is two 
kilometers away from the ground. Can Lin Kai have a chance to catch him? 

Although it was unlikely, Zhang Zhuang still regarded Lin Kai as his last straw! 

And Long Xiaoyun under Lin Kai has been forced to open her umbrella. If she doesn’t 
open the umbrella anymore, she will be thrown into flesh! 

With a loud crash, Long Xiaoyun opened his parachute, and saw that a flower bloomed 
in the sky, while Lin Kai and Zhang Zhuang in the distance were just two small black 
spots in the sky. 

At this time, Lin Kai was still 800 meters away from the ground, and Zhang Zhuang was 
still 1,500 meters away from the ground. 

The distance is once again narrowed! 

Long Xiaoyun looked up, his face was incredible, how did Lin Kai do it? You can 
actually slow down your landing speed in the air! 



If he hadn’t seen it with his own eyes, Long Xiaoyun would even think he was watching 
a blockbuster movie! 

At this time, Lin Kai was five hundred meters away from the ground, and Zhang Zhuang 
was one kilometer away from the ground! 

The difference between the two is only 500 meters! 

But Long Xiaoyun knew that if Lin Kai didn’t open his umbrella at this time, both of them 
would die! 

And Zhang Zhuang also saw it. He found that Lin Kai was already very close to the 
ground. If he didn’t open the umbrella at this time, he would really die. 

Ever since, Zhang Zhuang shouted at Lin Kai: “Captain! Leave me alone! Open the 
umbrella!” 

Even if Zhang Zhuang knew that Lin Kai couldn’t hear him, he still roared out. 

At this time, Lin Kai’s body was inflated like a balloon. He blushed, and his blue veins 
forehead burst. At this time, Lin Kai’s body swelled, the more pressure he put on him! 

He has almost used his balloon skills to the limit! 

But Lin Kai knew that this was not enough, and Zhang Zhuang could not be saved by 
doing so. He had to expand even more! 

Lin Kai almost used all his strength for feeding, and saw his body expand rapidly again, 
really floating in the air like a big balloon. 

The speed of his landing was slowed down again, and he was still 300 meters away 
from the ground, and Zhang Zhuang was still 500 meters away from the ground. 

There is still a difference of 200 meters between the two. 

When Long Xiaoyun saw this scene, he was really anxious. Lin Kai was the strongest 
newcomer in the Southeast Military Region. She couldn’t see Lin Kai just die. 

You know, the minimum parachute height of a professional airborne soldier is 300 
meters. If you don’t open the parachute after 300 meters, it is very likely that you will be 
thrown into mud if you can’t even open the parachute! 

Once Lin Kaixiang fell to about 200 meters, he could basically be sentenced to death. 

“Lin Kai, quickly open the umbrella! Quick!” Long Xiaoyun roared into the headset. 



But Lin Kai ignored him, he must save Zhang Zhuang! 

Two hundred meters! Lin Kai is only two hundred meters away from the ground, and 
Zhang Zhuang is the last one hundred meters away from Lin Kai! 

However, in Zhang Zhuang and Long Xiaoyun’s eyes, the last one hundred meters was 
already the difference between **** and heaven. 

Lin Kai, the possibility of surviving is unlikely. 

Long Xiaoyun covered her eyes and watched her body slowly fall to the ground, but her 
emotions collapsed because he buried the best special forces of the Southeast Military 
Region in his hands. 

If she knew this before, she wouldn’t take Lin Kai to parachuting with Lin Kai! 

One hundred meters! Lin Kai is only the last one hundred meters from the ground! 

It was at this moment that Lin Kai hugged Zhang Zhuang who rushed down from the 
sky. At the same time, Lin Kai opened the parachute behind him in a thunderous 
manner. 

With a clatter, the parachute opened. When it was 30 meters above the ground, the 
parachute finally worked, buffering Lin Kai and Zhang Zhuang most of the ground’s 
gravity. 

But the speed of descent was still very fast. The distance of 30 meters was quickly 
reduced to one meter. With a bang, Lin Kai stepped on the ground and saw that the 
ground was stepped out of a huge hole by Lin Kai! 

Both of Lin Kai’s legs sank into the ground, but Zhang Zhuang, who was embraced by 
Lin Kai, was unscathed. 

With a crash, the parachute floated behind Lin Kai, and Lin Kai looked at the ground at 
this time, and sweat the size of soybeans appeared on his forehead. 

His body, which was inflated like a balloon, also quickly returned to normal. 

But Zhang Zhuang, his eyes widened at this time, the sweat on his body was not less 
than that of Lin Kai, on the contrary, the sweat on his body was more than that of Lin 
Kai! It can be said to be sweating. 

Zhang Zhuang panted, with an incredible face, and asked tentatively: “This is heaven?” 

“Hurry up and roll off Lao Tzu’s **** body, Lao Tzu’s leg is about to break!” Lin Kai said 
suddenly. 



“Ah? Oh, oh…” Zhang Zhuang was taken aback, then he reacted, and when he got up, 
he found that Lin Kai’s legs were almost stuck in the ground, only the upper body was 
left. 

Seeing this scene, Zhang Zhuang’s jaw almost fell off, and at the same time, there was 
a feeling of moving in my heart. 

He knew that Lin Kaiming could roll on the ground to cushion the impact, but he was 
afraid of hurting himself so he would resist. 

At this time, Lin Kai only felt that his legs had lost consciousness. Fortunately, the 
parachute offset most of the impact, otherwise Lin Kai would not dare to say that he 
could survive. 

It seems that the defense power of 300 points is still useful. If it were ordinary people, 
they would have been smashed into mud! 

At this time, Long Xiaoyun’s chin was almost shocked in the distance, and the walkie-
talkie that he took out also fell to the ground. 

Lin Kai actually survived? How did he do that? You know, he opened his umbrella at a 
low altitude of 100 meters! This is already a very low umbrella! 

Lin Kai refreshed Long Xiaoyun’s world view once again. In the Southeast Military 
Region, no one dared to open an umbrella below 100 meters, but Lin Kai, a recruit, he 
did it again. 

He once again created a miracle! 

Opening the parachute at low altitude is not the biggest miracle. The biggest miracle is 
that he actually saved a special soldier in the air without a parachute! 

Moreover, when the two were thousands of meters apart, it was only now that Long 
Xiaoyun discovered that Lin Kai was no ordinary person! 

Chapter 195: Superpower 

Chapter 195 Super Power 

“Huhuhu…” Lin Kai panted, and with Zhang Zhuang’s help, he worked hard to pull his 
thighs out of the mud. 

As soon as the thigh was pulled out, Lin Kai immediately felt a heart-piercing pain, 
hurting his muscles and bones for a hundred days. Even if Lin Kai’s physical fitness is 
extremely strong, I am afraid that within a week or two, he will not recover. . 



With a wry smile on Lin Kai’s face, he wanted to inspire Zhang Zhuang, but he didn’t 
expect to make things like this, and both of them almost died. 

“Lin Kai!” At this time, only a scream was heard, and when he looked up, he saw Long 
Xiaoyun swaying hugely and running over, with an angry expression on his face. 

Seeing Lin Kai, without saying anything, she kicked Lin Kai to the ground, and Lin Kai, 
who was already injured, was grinning with pain. 

“What are you doing?” Lin Kai said angrily. 

When Lin Kai became angry, Long Xiaoyun became more angry. She pointed to Lin Kai 
and said angrily: “Do you know that you almost died just now! Even if you don’t take 
your own life seriously, you should also consider other people’s feelings? Ok?” 

When Long Xiaoyun said this, his chest was up and down with anger, and his eyes 
were moist. 

Seeing this scene, Lin Kai was slightly stunned. How could Long Xiaoyun care about 
himself so much? 

Zhang Zhuang on the side was also at a loss, scratching his head. 

Long Xiaoyun also realized that there was something wrong with what he said, and 
quickly added: “I mean, if you die, my responsibility is great!” 

After all, Long Xiaoyun ignored Lin Kai and ran away. 

After seeing this scene, Zhang Zhuang gave Lin Kai a thumbs up: “Go, Captain!” 

“Get out!” Lin Kaibai glanced at Zhang Zhuang, and said angrily: “Hurry up and help me 
up, I seem to have broken both legs!” 

“it is good!” 

… 

At night, Lin Kai sat in the infirmary and looked at his legs, crying without tears. He saw 
that his legs had been put in a heavy cast. Now Lin Kai can only walk on a wheelchair. 

The doctor said that the bones were severely broken and there was no chance of 
recovery. 

But Lin Kai understood that he had no chance to recover, just because he didn’t know 
the strength of Lin Kai’s physical fitness. Lin Kai only needed half a month to stand up 
again! 



At this time, in front of Lin Kai, there were five people sitting, and these five people were 
naturally Lin Kai’s teammates. 

Fatty Liu Wanjin, Xiao Jingling, Li Wenzhuang, Zhang Zhuang, and someone who has 
never mentioned it before. His name is Wang Shunhu. 

These five people are currently Lin Kai’s teammates. 

“Don’t read it, don’t read it. I said it. It will be fine in half a month. You don’t have to look 
at me like cancer patients.” Lin Kai couldn’t laugh or cry. This is the first time he didn’t 
know how many times he said this today. . 

But they all believed the doctor’s words, thinking that Lin Kai would never stand up 
anymore. 

At this moment, Zhang Zhuang cried like a child in front of Lin Kai: “Captain, yes…I am 
sorry for you, if it weren’t for my impulse, you…you wouldn’t be like this…” 

Lin Kai also shook his head helplessly. He knew that they wouldn’t believe how he 
explained it. 

At this moment, there was a knock on the door, and everyone looked back, and saw 
Long Xiaoyun and Long Xiaotian appear at the door of the ward. 

After seeing Long Xiaotian, everyone was full of spirits, stood up and saluted Long 
Xiaoyun and Long Xiaotian. 

“Good head!” everyone shouted. 

Long Xiaotian nodded, waved his hand, and said with a smile: “Hello comrades, you 
should go out first. I have something I want to talk to Comrade Lin Kai alone.” 

“Yes!” Since the chief had spoken, everyone left the ward with unwilling emotions. 

Lin Kai was a little flattered. He didn’t expect Long Xiaotian to come to see him in 
person. His rank is a major general! 

Lin Kai, who was sitting in a wheelchair, was about to stand up and salute. Long 
Xiaotian hurried over and held Lin Kai. 

“Don’t don’t don’t, you are injured now, rest is the most important thing.” Long Xiaotian 
said with a smile. 

Lin Kai just sat back, and the face of Long Xiaotian in his thirties was dark skin and 
average-looking, but very imposing. 



A kind of leadership momentum. 

“Slightly hurt, why bother to the commissioner to visit me personally?” Lin Kai laughed. 

“For you, it’s a small injury. For others, I’m afraid it’s a long time ago? Hahaha!” Long 
Xiaotian said jokingly. 

But Lin Kai clearly felt that his eyes were not quite right. 

One kind, the look in the eyes of a piece of peerless treasure, it’s wrong, the kind of 
eyes that look at the beauty without clothes, the saliva will flow down. 

And listening to his tone, he seemed to know something. 

“Ah? What do you mean?” Lin Kai pretended not to understand, and asked. 

“I have read your information. Every record of yours cannot be created by manpower. I 
found a piece of Kuibao!” Long Xiaotian said with a smile. 

Lin happily gets nervous, has it been discovered that he has a system? 

“What do you mean by that commissioner?” Lin Kai asked. 

“Do you know the superpowers?” Long Xiaotian suddenly asked mysteriously. 

“Superpower?” Lin Kai was confused. 

“Yes, the so-called superpowers refer to genetic changes that have acquired some 
abilities that exceed ordinary people, such as immense power and extremely fast 
speed. These people are superpowers.” 

“But there are strong and weak superpowers, and they are very rare. In the Southeast 
Military Region, I only found you.” 

After listening to Long Xiaotian’s words, Lin Kai’s eyes almost didn’t come out. There 
are such people in the world? 

Lin Kai always thought that such people were only found on TV and in novels, but he 
did not expect that there are so-called superpowers in this world. 

“Really?” Lin Kai asked dubiously. 

Long Xiaotian nodded heavily: “Of course it is true. I think you are very talented. Come 
on. I am optimistic about you. When you grow up, I recommend you to go to the 
professional superpower team in Beijing. Your home.” 



“It’s just that you have too little contact with the troops now. It will take a while to get 
used to. My sister Long Xiaoyun will teach you well during this time.” 

Long Xiaoyun stood behind Long Xiaotian, holding his arms, and didn’t even look at Lin 
Kai. He seemed to have a grudge against Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai nodded. In the Southeast Military Region, he can no longer find an opponent. He 
is eager to integrate into the circle of the strong and make himself stronger! 

“By the way, Lin Kai, do you have a girlfriend?” Long Xiaotian suddenly asked such a 
sentence abruptly. 

Lin Kai was taken aback, and shook his head honestly: “No, what’s the matter?” 

Long Xiaotian smiled playfully, glanced at Long Xiaoyun behind him, and asked Xiang 
Lin Kai: “What do you think of my sister?” 

Chapter 196: Yanjing Military Region 
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This sentence stunned Lin Kai and Long Xiaoyun. 

Lin Kai didn’t expect Long Xiaotian to say such things, and Long Xiaoyun didn’t know 
that his brother wanted to introduce himself to Lin Kai. 

How is this possible? 

What is good about Lin Kai? Isn’t it just looking handsome, rich in family, strong, and 
responsible? 

“Brother, what are you talking about?” Long Xiaoyun was so angry that he pinched Long 
Xiaotian, and cast a blank look at Long Xiaotian. 

Long Xiaotian smiled and said: “Xiaoyun, Lin Kai is very good. In terms of family history, 
he can be said to be right in line with our Long family. In terms of strength, he is not 
worse than you. In terms of appearance, Lin Kai is a handsome guy, Xiaoyun. , You are 
not young anymore, you should find someone you like to marry.” 

Lin Kai was speechless at this time, and his heart was very complicated. 

On the one hand, it was Tian Guo’s pursuit. Now Long Xiaotian actually wants to 
introduce Long Xiaoyun to himself. How can he stand it? 

However, looking at Long Xiaoyun carefully up and down, Lin Kai found that Long 
Xiaoyun’s figure and appearance were not bad, and he was worthy of him. 



And Long Xiaoyun was so angry that his face blushed: “If you want to marry you marry, 
I won’t marry!” 

After all, Long Xiaoyun walked out of the ward quickly. 

And Long Xiaotian’s face showed an awkward smile: “Haha, Xiaoyun usually looks like 
this, don’t mind, she listens to me, as long as you nod your head, I will immediately 
contact your Lin family and get married immediately. “ 

Happiness came so suddenly, Lin Kai was a little confused. 

Lin Kai doesn’t know Long Xiaoyun very well now, and Long Xiaoyun is also a more 
domineering woman, this is not the type Lin Kai likes. 

Although she is beautiful, there are so many beautiful women in this world. I can never 
see one and like one, right? 

“Ahem, thank you for your kind intentions, but marriage is a lifelong event, I have to 
think about it.” Lin Kai smiled embarrassedly. 

Long Xiaotian was not surprised by Lin Kai’s answer, he nodded. 

“Well, if you think about it, call me anytime, this is my number.” 

After all, Long Xiaotian took out a note from his pocket. The note was Long Xiaotian’s 
phone number. 

After putting the note on the table, Long Xiaotian came to the door of the ward and 
waved to Lin Kai: “If you think about it, call me and heal your injuries. I will come to see 
you often.” 

After all, Long Xiaotian left. 

Lin Kai breathed a sigh of relief. He had only been reborn for a few months, so why did 
he find good things one by one? Could this be the protagonist’s halo? 

Lin Kai controlled the remote control in his hand, and the wheelchair automatically 
walked out of the ward. This is an electric wheelchair. It can basically satisfy Lin Kai 
wherever Lin Kai wants to go. 

He came to the yard in a wheelchair and found a cooler place to take a nap. He whistled 
and shook a fan in his hand. It was a treat. 

But it was dark, and there seemed to be someone standing in front of Lin Kai’s eyes. 



After opening his eyes, he saw Long Xiaoyun standing in front of Lin Kai with an angry 
face with his hips akimbo. His eyebrows were cold and his expression seemed to eat 
people. 

“You can still sleep?” Long Xiaoyun said angrily. 

“What’s wrong?” Lin Kaitian really blinked. 

“I will send you to the Yanjing Military Region soon, don’t you like to pursue excitement? 
Go to the Yanjing Military Region to pursue excitement! The masters there are like 
clouds, enough to beat you into a dead pig!” 

Snapped! 

A transfer order was thrown on Lin Kai’s face, Lin Kai looked dazed. 

Long Xiaoyun is taking gunpowder? 

After picking up the transfer order, Lin Kai was happy at the time. When this little girl 
caught fire, He Zhijun had to be afraid of three points. He immediately approved the 
transfer order and asked Lin Kai to study in the Yanjing Military Region for a period of 
time. 

Lin Kai didn’t know. When Long Xiaotian said that she would marry Long Xiaoyun to Lin 
Kai, she was very angry on the surface, but there was actually a hint of joy in her heart. 

But when he heard that Lin Kai rejected her, Long Xiaoyun exploded at the time. Isn’t 
my old lady so good and not worthy of you? Are you still rejecting me? 

Row! I will let you go to the Yanjing Military Region to reflect on it! 

An hour later, Lin Kai tearfully boarded the helicopter to the Yanjing Military Region, and 
finally left this silly old lady! 

The Yanjing Military Region is one of the relatively strong military regions of Huaxia 
State and the backbone of Huaxia States military. 

In the past few years, the Yanjing Military Region was actually not that strong. It was 
because of the appearance of one person that the current Yanjing Military Region was 
created, and his name was Ye Nantian. 

Lin Kai didn’t know how many times he heard the name Ye Nantian, his ears were 
almost out of cocoons, is this Ye Nantian really that powerful? 

There is also a trace of desire in his heart. 



Lin Kai arrived in the Yanjing Military Region almost overnight. After arriving in the 
Yanjing Military Region, it was already three o’clock in the morning. After the plane sent 
Lin Kai here, he left. 

Lin Kai was taken to the reception room of the Yanjing Military Region and slept. 

The Southeast Military Region was built in the mountains, unlike the Yanjing Military 
Region. The Yanjing Military Region was built in the plain. After entering the Yanjing 
Military Region, Lin Kai immediately felt a different atmosphere from the Southeast 
Military Region. 

Here, there is a slight sense of tension in the air, and the breath of murder permeates 
every corner. Ye Nantian seems to have integrated with the Yanjing Military Region. 
When people come here, they will remember these three words, Ye Nantian . 

The army that Lin Kai is going to is called the King of War Special Forces, which is a 
very powerful special force in the Yanjing Military Region. 

Even the Spike Special Brigade of the Southeast Military Region is not the opponent of 
the King of War, and the Thunder Commando has been abused by the King of War. 

When he heard the news, Lin Kai was eager to try. He didn’t know how strong the 
special forces in the Yanjing Military Region would be. 

After sleeping in the reception room for one night, early the next morning, Lin Kai 
carried his backpack and was in an electric wheelchair, and walked all the way to the 
gate of the King of War Base. 

The Yanjing Military Region is the Yanjing Military Region. Their special operations 
base is domineering. Unlike the two-story buildings of the Southeast Military Region, 
their special operations base is completely built in a huge building. After entering, you 
can only see The ruthless steel buildings, on the walls, are the honors once won by the 
King of War Special Forces. 

The King of War Special Team, won the first-class merit of China! 

Awesome! 

In this era without war, it is really amazing to get first-class merit, and Lin Kai gave them 
a thumbs up in his heart. 

After entering this huge building, a person immediately came to Lin Kai. 

This person is about 1.8 meters tall, wearing a desert yellow camouflage uniform, 
carrying his hands on his back, frowning at Lin Kai, and asking, “Who are you? This is 
the King of War Special Operations Base. Outsiders are not allowed to enter.” 



Lin Kai took out the transfer order from his pocket and handed it to him: “I am a soldier 
from the Southeast Military Region to learn. This is a transfer order.” 

After the burly man read the order, his brows tightened: “Southeast Military Region? 
Hehe, a weak chicken was sent a while ago, but today he was sent a **** again. What 
did you think?” 
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The burly man looked up and down at Lin Kai, with a look of disdain on his face. 

“Since there is a transfer order, let’s go in.” The burly man said extremely impatiently. 

It seems to be sending a beggar. 

Lin Xingli was very unhappy. He was here to learn, but not to beg. What is his attitude 
toward him? 

Controlling an electric wheelchair, Lin Kai followed the burly man and walked all the way 
into the King of War Special Operations Base. The base is large and fully enclosed, with 
no sunlight coming in, only lights. 

And in the base, there were all kinds of fitness equipment, as well as all kinds of 
wooden stakes and human stakes. After walking for a certain distance, Lin Kai heard 
the sound of beating. 

Snapped! Pop! Snapped! 

Taking a closer look, Lin Kai found that a short man was hitting a wooden stake. His 
movements were not fast or powerful, but he felt clean and neat. 

He is short, but very strong, with strong dark muscles on his upper body and almost no 
hair. 

“Hey, Lizhan, let’s see what kind of trash and disability came to our King of War Base! 
Hahaha!” The burly man smiled at the delicate man who was driving the stakes. 

Hearing that, the strong man also stopped. He looked up and down Lin Kai. Lin Kai’s 
skin was white and tender, his appearance was clean and handsome, and his legs were 
disabled. He didn’t look like a soldier at all. 



Lizhan laughed and shook his head: “I’m afraid it’s a gilded man who came to the army? 
It’s really interesting. It’s the first time we have a disabled person in the King of War 
base.” 

“Hahahaha!” Fierce Fighting also laughed loudly: “I see, this Southeast Military Region 
has fallen into disarray until now there are only disabled people. This may already be 
the strongest soldier in the Southeast Military Region, haha!” 

The code name of the burly man is called Meng Zhan, and the code name of the strong 
man is called Li Zhan. 

As soon as he entered, Lin Kai was insulted by the two men in turn, and the other party 
also insulted the Southeast Military Region. Lin Kai felt a little unhappy at the time. 

“Hey, I am not a disabled person, I just suffered a little injury.” Lin Kai frowned and 
explained. 

“Are you not a disabled person? Hehe, in my eyes, even if you have a good leg, you are 
only worthy of a disabled person! I can take care of you with one hand!” Fierce Fighting 
smiled disdainfully. 

“Little white face, this is not the Southeast Military Region, the Southeast Military 
Region, there are all gilded young masters. Some time ago, I sent a waste study, and 
today I sent a disability study. It is true that our King of War base is for you this group of 
garbage gilded Is it?” Li Zhan also smiled nonchalantly on the side. 

It seems that they have great opinions on the Southeast Military Region! 

Yes, the overall strength of the Southeast Military Region is not as strong as the Yanjing 
Military Region, but their attitude is too arrogant, right? 

Relying on the courage of his talents, so look down on the soldiers of the Southeast 
Military Region? 

“I tell you, I am not a disabled person, nor am I here to gilded! I said I came to study, I 
just came to see you group of children fighting!” Lin Kai said coldly. 

As soon as these words came out, both Fierce Fight and Li Zhan looked at Lin Kai, and 
there was a hint of coldness in their eyes. 

Lin Kai actually uttered such wild words? 

They once defeated countless masters in the Southeastern Military Region in the King 
of War, but now he actually said he came to see children fighting? 



“You are not old, and your tone is not young. If it weren’t for you to be disabled, I would 
have beaten you down!” Fiercely glared at Lin Kai and said fiercely. 

“Even if I don’t use legs, you are not my opponent!” 

“Kingyan!” He rolled his sleeves fiercely, and was ready to teach Lin Kai a lesson. 

However, Lizhan caught the fierce fighting and winked at it. 

Fierce Fighting glanced back, and immediately stood at attention with a sharp spirit all 
over his body. 

“War King!” 

I saw behind the two of them. I dont know when another person appeared. An adult 
man of 1.78 meters tall, about twenty-eighty-nine years old, wearing a desert-colored 
camouflage uniform with his hands behind his back and his face A scar is very hideous. 

He watched the fierce and forceful battle, and said coldly: “If you don’t train, are you 
waiting to be captured by the enemy on the battlefield?” 

“The King of War, there is a newcomer from the Southeast Military Region.” Fierce 
Battle handed Lin Kai’s dispatch order to King of War. 

Lin Kai was also looking at the King of War in front of him. This King of War should be 
the captain of the King of War Commando. Judging from his appearance, he seemed to 
have some strength. 

But his attitude is similar to fierce or vigorous battle. 

“How did the Southeast Military Region send a disability? Is this for him to learn, or for 
us to serve him?” The King of War threw the transfer order into the trash can. 

Afterwards, he looked at Lin Kai and said coldly: “Where are you from and where you 
are going back, we don’t need waste and disabled people in the King of War base.” 

Hearing this, both fierce battle and strength battle stared at Lin Kai gleefully. 

Lin Kai frowned. Since he was not welcome, he had no reason to stay. 

“Oh, just go.” Lin Kai controlled his electric wheelchair, preparing to leave the King of 
War base. 

But as soon as he turned around, Lin Kai heard a word from the fierce battle behind 
him: “The South East Military Region produces waste, and it really deserves its 
reputation.” 



This sentence made Lin Kai’s wheelchair just turning to a halt, and he slowly turned his 
head, his eyes immediately collided with the fierce fighting eyes. 

Lin Kai’s eyes immediately burst out with killing intent, straight into the depths of the 
fierce battle. 

The fierce battle was shocked by the look of Lin Kai’s eyes, and he took a step back, 
but felt that he was embarrassed, and immediately angrily said, “What are you looking 
at? Why don’t you get out?” 

“I’m going to **** your mother!” Lin Kai couldn’t bear it, and suddenly turned the wheel of 
the wheelchair, with a stab, the wheel of the wheelchair even rubbed sparks on the 
ground, and rushed into a fierce battle! 

The speed of the fierce battle was also extremely fast. He turned and immediately 
avoided. Lin Kai rushed past him in a wheelchair, and stopped after a drift. 

“So fast?” Fierce Fight was a little surprised, how powerful is this man’s arm? It can 
actually make the wheelchair burst at such a speed! 

Just now, Fierce Fight thought that a motorcycle had hit him, and he was shocked. 

The King of War also stared at Lin Kai with great interest. It seemed that the 
newcomer’s disability was not a complete rubbish, it was still a bit of strength. 

However, in his opinion, this is still just something in the kindergarten. 

“You can insult me, but you can’t insult the Southeast Military Region!” Lin Kai said 
angrily, staring at the fierce battle. 

Fierce and Lizhan looked at each other and both laughed. 

“What about insulting the Southeastern Military Region? Only our King Special Forces 
can fight the invincibles of the Southeastern Military Region. What kind of soldiers can 
you bring out of the Southeastern Military Region?” 

“All the bears are brought out! Waste! There are also disabilities! Where do you come 
from, go back to where you are! As long as the King of War base is strong, don’t have 
disabilities!” 

Chapter 198: Fierce Marksmanship 

Chapter 198 

“Who gives you a sense of superiority?” Lin Kai asked while sitting in a wheelchair, 
squinting. 



He laughed fiercely, very playfully, and said: “You seem to be very dissatisfied with us? 
Let you know?” 

“It just so happens that I also want to see how powerful the special forces of the so-
called Yanjing Military Region really are!” Lin Kai said very seriously. 

Fierce Zhan glanced at the King of War and seemed to be asking for his opinion. 

The King of War nodded slightly, agreeing, sneered fiercely, and looked at Lin Kai: 
“Since you are deliberately looking for abuse, then I will let you, the disabled, take a 
look at what is the strongest special force!” 

“Go! Shooting range!” 

After all, Fierce Fighting strode out, Li Zhan followed closely, and King Zhan tilted his 
head and walked out. 

The soldiers of the Yanjing Military Region are too crazy! 

The arrogance in them is a hundred times stronger than Lei Zhan! 

Although being a special soldier has some personality, but too arrogant, his character is 
problematic. 

The King of War Special Team is indeed strong, but Lin Kai doesn’t believe it, he is 
weaker than them! 

Controlling the electric wheelchair, Lin Kai also followed them out of the huge King of 
War base. 

Along the way, many soldiers pointed at Lin Kai. Lin Kai was wearing a military uniform 
but sitting in a wheelchair. In the Yanjing Military Region, it was very rare and almost 
impossible to see. 

Looking at them fiercely again, they strode towards the shooting range. When the 
soldiers around saw them, they all avoided them. Their eyes were full of jealousy and 
admiration. 

In the shooting range, many soldiers were practicing their marksmanship, but as soon 
as they appeared in a fierce battle, the gunfire at the shooting range stopped almost 
instantly, and everyone looked at them. 

You know, they don’t usually come to the shooting range in fierce battle, their 
marksmanship is too strong, and the target shooting has no effect on them. 

Countless eyes moved on Lin Kaihe fiercely against them. 



Lin Kai came to the shooting point and watched the fierce battle. 

Fierce Zhan smiled slightly, took out a black cloth from his pocket, covered his eyes, 
and said to Lin Kai: “Now I will let you know what marksmanship is.” 

After all, he picked up a pistol from the side and loaded it into the magazine, and he 
started spinning around in circles! 

That’s right, keep your head down and turn around! 

What does he want to do? Without relying on his own eyes, and without relying on his 
own feelings, he has to shoot after turning around. Can he make a shot? 

Lin Kai frowned slightly. 

After turning ten laps, there was almost no hesitation in the fierce battle, and he raised 
his hand and shot at the target! With a bang, this shot directly hit the ten rings! 

A sound of exclamation sounded around, and the eyes of all the soldiers looking at the 
fierce battle were full of worship! 

Too tough! You can hit the target even if you turn ten times blindfolded. It’s still ten 
rings. This kind of ability can only be achieved by the people of the special battle team. 

Vigorously took off the black cloth from his eyes, smiled triumphantly at Lin Kai, threw 
the pistol to Lin Kai, and questioned: “Can you do it?” 

Li Zhan also gave a disdainful smile, and shook his head. Lin Kai, who has thin arms 
and legs, doesn’t even have a callus on his hands. He doesn’t touch the gun often at 
first sight. It is difficult for him to hit ten rings, let alone blindfolded. It went in circles. 

Everyone also looked at Lin Kai, and it seemed that there was a good show to watch! 

Looking at Lin Kai’s appearance, so handsome, but he is actually a disabled person, 
why did the fierce fight target him? 

At this moment, Li Zhan let out a cry, holding Lin Kai’s personal information and 
laughed: “Hahaha! Lin Kai, right? This year’s new king of the Southeast Military Region? 
He is actually disabled? Is the strength of the Southeast Military Region so weak? “ 

“Hahahahaha…” As soon as the words of Lizhan came out, everyone laughed, and the 
soldiers who watched the excitement in the distance also laughed playfully. 

Just like Lin Kai, the new king of the Southeast Military Region? 



After knowing that Lin Kai was not a member of the Yanjing Military Region, they were 
more or less hostile to Lin Kai, and seeing Lin Kai look like this, is this too weak? 

White and thin, his physical strength is weak at first glance, and he is still too young. 
The most important thing is that he is still disabled. 

How did such a person become the new king of the Southeast Military Region? 

The King of War smiled and shook his head. It seems that this Lin Kai is definitely here 
for the gilding of the troops. Since he is here for the gilding, he can still come to the 
Yanjing Military Region, indicating that the background behind it is definitely not weak. 
Stiff and good. 

“Okay, fight fiercely. Just let him see the capabilities of our King of War Special Forces 
team. Don’t embarrass him. After returning, find him a single dormitory, let him live in a 
few days, and then send him away.” 

After the war king said, he wanted to leave with his arms. 

Fierce Fight also nodded, tilted his head and smiled: “Haha! Good! Send the disabled 
home!” 

After all, pushing Lin Kai’s wheelchair fiercely, he walked outside the shooting range. 

This farce ended so quickly, everyone smiled and shook their heads, treating Lin Kai as 
a casual joke. 

In their hearts, they were more or less disdainful of Lin Kai. They came to the army for 
gilding, what do you think of the army? 

Still a rookie like this? Putting into the recruit company is probably the bottom of the 
existence! 

Besides, he is disabled, how did he become a soldier? 

In Lin Kai’s hand, he was still holding a fierce pistol. There were three bullets in this 
pistol, all of which were empty. 

Lin joked with the pistol in his hand. It has been a long time since no one questioned his 
marksmanship, and no one has been proud of his marksmanship in front of him. 

At this moment, Lin Kai raised the gun in his hand, closed his eyes, and pointed the gun 
directly at the back of King Zhan’s head. 

Fierce Fighting saw this scene, his eyes widened at the time, what did Lin Kai want to 
do? Sneak attack on the King of War? 



Is he angry? 

“What are you doing?” He roared fiercely, trying to **** the pistol in Lin Kai’s hand. 

But Lin Kai’s speed Kai is comparable to him? 

Snapped! Snapped! Snapped! 

With three gunshots, Lin Kai fired directly. At that time, everyone in the shooting range 
turned to Lin Kai. 

Did Lin Kai shoot at the King of War? 

The King of War stood there, and after a while, he turned around and stared at Lin Kai 
in an incredible way. 

Click, click, click. 

There were three sounds, and the three buttons on the shoulders of the king fell to the 
ground, and a clear bullet mark appeared in the center of each button. 

“This…” They fought fiercely for a while. What marksmanship was this? 

Close your eyes and knock out the three buttons on the shoulder of the king? How did 
he do that? 

Pointing a pistol at someone is very stressful. Is it possible for him not to be afraid of 
hitting the King of War with a single shot, thus losing his qualifications as a soldier? 

The most important thing is that he hits from a low place to a high place. How did he 
make the bullet flying from below hit the button on the shoulder of the King of War? 

Lin Kai threw his handgun to Fierce Fighting casually, shook his head and smiled: “It’s 
just a kid’s toy.” 

Chapter 199: Fight Hard 

Chapter 199 

Lin Kai’s three shots shocked the audience, and all the soldiers who watched Lin Kai 
were shocked. 

They felt that the fierce marksmanship was already very powerful, and they could hit the 
target with their own feelings. 



But Lin’s marksmanship is even more powerful! Three shots with closed eyes! Hit the 
three buttons on the shoulder of the King of War from an incredible angle, which is 
much more difficult than shooting a target! 

It seems that the soldiers from the Southeast Military Region are not completely weak! 

The King of War lowered his head and glanced at Lin Kai who was sitting in the 
wheelchair. He also smiled, with approval and anger in his smile. 

His King of War only likes powerful people, but he doesn’t like people who scream in 
front of him, who dares to use himself as a target. He must let Lin Kai know that King of 
War is not to be provocative! 

Both the fierce battle and the force battle were a bit daunting, neither of them thought 
that Lin Kai’s marksmanship would be so powerful. 

Fiercely holding the pistol in his hand, he was speechless for a long time. Even if he 
was replaced, he did not dare to say that he could shoot the three buttons on the 
shoulder of the King of War with three shots. 

Lin Kai can do this, indeed, his marksmanship can’t be faulty! 

But if you think about it again, you can be relieved. After all, Lin Kai was sent by the 
Southeast Military Region. He must be superior in certain aspects. This marksmanship 
may be his strong point. 

“Haha, your boy’s marksmanship is good, but how about good marksmanship? You are 
a handicapped person! How can you go to the battlefield with limited mobility?” Fierce 
Zhan’s eyes flashed angrily. 

“Lizhan, let him see, what is the melee ability!” said Fierce angrily. 

“Good.” Lizhan nodded and sneered. 

I saw him stand up and beckon to the soldiers who were shooting in the distance, and 
said, “Come on, you five, go on together.” 

The five soldiers looked at each other. Although there was a look of fear in their eyes, 
they still stood up and surrounded Lizhan. 

If they can defeat Lizhan, they will be famous in the Yanjing Military Region! So there 
was an impulse in the eyes of these five people. 

“Drink!” Only one soldier yelled, a high kick hit Lizhan’s face, and the other soldiers also 
attacked from different angles. 



The methods of attack are different. The despicable soldiers steal directly from the 
lower body of the battle, while the rest of the soldiers greet the weak points of the battle, 
such as the face and knees of the battle. 

Facing the attack of the five people, he did not rush, he laughed, his body swayed in a 
large arc on the spot. This large arc of sway seemed very stupid, but it exquisitely 
avoided all the five people. attack! 

Afterwards, Lizhan grabbed a man, but his seemingly sturdy body exploded with 
amazing strength, and threw the soldier out with one hand! Flew a full ten meters away, 
and then landed on the grass. 

thump! 

After knocking down one person, Lizhan then launched a fierce attack. Lizhans 
offensive method is very interesting. His body will swing in a large arc, and this kind of 
swing is not seen before Lin Kai, and it can cleverly avoid everyone. Offense. 

The name Lizhan is indeed not for nothing, his strength is indeed surprisingly strong, he 
can throw an adult man more than ten meters away with one hand. 

The most important thing is that he does not lack calmness and wisdom while being 
domineering. 

It only took more than ten seconds to solve all five people. 

It can be seen that the five people absolutely did not release the water, and Li Zhan 
used his own strength to solve the five people. 

Lizhan patted his hand, came to Lin Kai, and stared at Lin Kai condescendingly: “How 
about? Can you? Look at your legs. If the enemy touches it, you have only one dead 
end!” 

Li Zhan pulled back a round for the fierce fight, and a triumphant smile appeared on his 
face. 

“Heh, the disabled, do you think you can do whatever you want in front of us if you have 
good marksmanship? On the battlefield, your wheelchair has become a dead person 
before it moves!” 

“The disability of the Southeast Military Region, think about it!” 

The fierce battle laughed very loudly. 

Lin Kai looked at Lizhan, and the flames of war appeared in his eyes. 



It was the war after seeing the strong. 

Powerful combat is stronger than the melee ability of the mountain wolf. 

Mountain wolf’s melee ability is very domineering, but Lizhan is different. At the same 
time as Lizhan is domineering, it also has a feminine power. This kind of feminine power 
can make Lizhan have enough protection for itself. 

Lin Kai wants to try some. 

He wanted to try whether he could defeat Lizhan without using his legs. 

At that time, Lin Kai said with piercing eyes: “Strong combat, right? The melee ability is 
good, but I want to challenge you.” 

As soon as this sentence came out, the battle was stunned. 

Not only was Li Zhan stunned, but also both Fierce Fighting and Zhan Wang were 
stunned. The soldiers surrounding the crowd were all stunned. 

Lin Kai actually wants to challenge the strength war? 

Didnt he know that Lizhans heads-up ability is the strongest in the Kings Special Forces 
besides the King of War? 

Besides, Lin Kai looks delicate and tender, and he doesn’t seem to have any fighting 
power. What does he use to challenge the power battle? 

He is still a disabled person! It is inconvenient to move, and you still want to challenge 
the king of special forces and fight hard? 

“Aren’t you teasing me? Disabled?” Li Zhan asked, squinting his eyes, with an incredible 
expression on his face. 

After Lin Kai heard the three words for the disabled, his face immediately cooled down: 
“I hope that after a while you will be defeated by the disabled, you will have such 
conceited mentality.” 

“Hahahaha!” Lizhan burst into laughter, and the people around also laughed: “I don’t 
believe that Lizhan will be defeated by a disabled person!” 

“You want to challenge me, right? Yes, in order not to bully your own legs can’t be used, 
I use one hand, can I?” Lizhan looked contemptuous. 

In his opinion, defeating Lin Kai is just a matter of moving his fingers. 



After all, Lizhan had experienced too much on the battlefield, and the killing skills he 
mastered were beyond Lin Kai’s imagination. 

For example, the swing dodge just now was what he realized when he was fighting with 
a master, and he also relied on that move to become the current battle. 

“No, just do your best, otherwise it’s boring.” Lin Kai said lightly. 

This is Lin Kai’s true thoughts. I am here to challenge stronger people, not to challenge 
the special forces that he can defeat casually. 

In that case, it doesn’t make sense to win. 

However, in the eyes of others, Lin Kai is bragging and pretending to be a handicapped 
person, who actually wants to challenge the strength war? Isn’t this asking for hardship? 

Lizhan, who is that? The one with the strongest melee ability in the King of War 
Commando! Lin Kai couldn’t even control his own legs, so he still wanted to challenge 
Lizhan? That is simply a dream! 

Chapter 200: Defeat 

Chapter 200 

What happened at the shooting range immediately attracted a crowd of onlookers, not 
to mention soldiers practicing marksmanship, even the company commanders of the 
recruits looked at this place with great interest. 

The King of War Commando is well-known in the Yanjing Military Region, and Lin Kai is 
just a rookie from the Southeast Military Region. Why does he dare to compare with the 
people of the King of War Commando? 

Now he actually has to challenge Lizhan? 

This is simply a dream! Even if Lin Kai’s legs are not disabled, he is definitely not an 
opponent to fight hard. 

The overall strength of the Southeast Military Region is much weaker than that of the 
Yanjing Military Region, and with only the King Commando, you can sweep all the 
special forces in the Southeast Military Region! 

Lin Kai, the new king of the Southeast Military Region? So what? Anyone from the 
Commando Commando of War King is placed in the Southeast Military Region, they are 
all peerless geniuses! 

“This newcomer is so mad! It’s going to be a challenge!” 



“That’s right! The melee ability of vigorous warfare is not a blow. As you saw just now, 
five strong soldiers easily put down.” 

“Do you know how this person’s leg was broken? It was because of pretending to be 
broken!” 

“People in the Southeast Military Region can only brag!” 

… 

There was a lot of discussion among the people around, and basically no one was 
optimistic about Lin Kai. 

Because of regional issues, but also because of strength issues, whoever is strong and 
who is weak can be seen at a glance. 

“Come on, handicapped, let you understand how powerful the real king of soldiers is!” Li 
Zhan looked at Lin Kai with disdain. 

Lin Kai pushed his wheelchair and came to Lizhan, looking up at Lizhan with cold eyes. 

“Come on,” Lin Kai said lightly. 

Lizhan shook his head, with a playful look in his eyes. To deal with a person who can’t 
even move his legs, he is still a rookie, and he can use one hand! 

With a brush, Lizhan kicked Lin Kai’s head! Very fast! With a scream, the legs have 
come to Lin Kai’s eyes! 

“Good leg!” The people around couldn’t help exclaiming, fighting against this leg, kicking 
extremely beautifully, Lin Kai’s legs are inconvenient, and the speed of fighting is so 
fast, he will definitely be knocked down! 

But Lin Kai narrowed his eyes and gave a sneer. In the eyes of others, Li Zhan’s legs 
were indeed fast, but in Lin Kai’s eyes, he was not that fast. 

With a snap, I saw Lin Kai directly catch Lizhan’s calf with one of his own hands! 

As for the menacing leg, Lin Kai directly pinched it in his hand and made a muffled 
sound. 

The smug expression on Li Zhan’s face gradually solidified, because he found that his 
legs seemed to be unable to move. 



It shouldn’t be! Although I didn’t exert my full strength, everyone knew the truth that his 
arms couldn’t twist his thighs. How did this thin young man catch his legs without 
supporting his lower body? 

Twitching his legs, Lizhan found that his legs couldn’t move at all, and the opponent 
was as powerful as a cow! 

“You!” Li Zhan’s eyes widened, his expression unbelievable. 

Lin Kai smiled faintly, his strength was so powerful that Li Zhan would never 
understand! 

With a clatter, Li Zhan was directly dragged out by Lin Kai and fell to the ground. 

But Lizhan ejected and stood up directly from the ground, glaring at Lin Kai. 

“Impossible!” Li Zhan said angrily. 

“Your weight is only one hundred twenty thirty pounds, how can such a powerful force 
burst out?” Li Zhan asked angrily, widening his eyes. 

The others around were also dumbfounded, and no one thought that the extremely 
powerful heads-up battle would be defeated by Lin Kai. 

Will be defeated by a disabled person from the Southeast Military Region! 

Dont you say that the soldiers in the Southeast Military Region are weak? How did this 
disabled person be able to put down his strength and fight? 

And still without using his own legs. 

Even the King of War on the side narrowed his eyes and changed his mind about Lin 
Kai. 

This time the guy from the Southeast Military Region seems a bit interesting! 

Facing Lizhan’s doubts, Lin Kai just smiled slightly and shook his head: “It’s because 
you are too weak, it’s not impossible. If you refuse to accept it, come again.” 

Lin Kai’s understatement immediately angered Lizhan, Lizhan had never been so 
stimulated in the Yanjing Military Region! 

What’s more, Lin Kai is still a disabled person! 

The current force battle is like being defeated by a three-year-old child, with a fiery pain 
on his face. 



“You’re looking for death!” Li Zhan roared, and directly pounced on Lin Kai, a set of 
military punches directly greeted him! 

This time, Li Zhan used his full strength. He must have this disabled person know how 
terrifying the special forces in the Yanjing Military Region are! 

In the eyes of others, fighting this set of martial arts fist is indeed a powerful force. If you 
greet Lin Kai, Lin Kai will definitely be seriously injured! 

But in Lin Kai’s eyes, Li Zhan was not so fast. After all, Lin Kai’s reaction was more than 
a hundred points. No matter how fast he was, in Lin Kai’s eyes, he could deal with it. 

With a few muffled noises, Lin Kai’s set of martial arts fists was directly blocked by Lin 
Kai’s hands. Then, Lin Kai narrowed his eyes and pushed his wheelchair abruptly. With 
a muffled bang, the wheelchair hit directly. At the knee of the battle! 

The knee must not be hurt, a little bit of injury can make a person’s legs completely 
scrapped! 

Li Zhan only felt that his knees were soft, and he couldn’t help kneeling down. He didn’t 
expect that even if Lin Kai didn’t have any legs, he could take a set of his martial arts 
punches! 

And can make such a counterattack. 

Just when Li Zhan was about to kneel down, with a snap, Lin Kai held his arm with one 
hand and pulled him up. 

The tremendous strength caused Li Zhan to step back several steps, and looked at Lin 
Kai with surprise. 

It seems that Lin Kai is not only very powerful, but also extremely fast. The most 
important thing is that his reaction is not slow! 

Without using your legs, you can beat yourself so easily! 

How can Li Zhan not be shocked in his heart? 

After all, Lin Kai seems to be only 18 or 9 years old! Still a recruit! When did the 
Southeast Military Region become so powerful? Even a recruit can fight like this? 

It seems that Lin Kai, the rookie king, is not called verbally! There are really two 
brushes! 

And Lin Kai stared at Li Zhan playfully at this time. After fighting with the wild wolf and 
the others, Lin Kai truly realized the mystery of fighting. 



Fighting skills must not be counseled! Just like at the beginning, Lin Kaiming had the 
strength to compete with the wolf and the others, but he chose to escape. 

Confidence is what a special soldier needs most! 

“Congratulations to the host for once again understanding the heart of the strong, plus 
ten for the heart of the strong!” 

When Lin Kai heard the news, his eyes lit up, and the heart of the strong increased! 
Pretty! 

Li Zhan stared at Lin Kai in amazement. Lin Kai’s performance really shocked him. 
Although he was a little unconvinced in his heart, he knew that he was not Lin Kai’s 
opponent. 

Chapter 201: Strength Testing Machine 

Chapter 201 Strength Test Machine 

Strong, it is too strong! 

Lin Kai’s combat effectiveness was not lost to force combat at all, and even stronger 
than force combat. 

It seems that this time, the Southeast Military Region did not send a waste, but a real 
master to study. 

It’s just that his legs can’t move for the time being. 

At this time, Li Zhan looked at Lin Kai with a look of fear, and was defeated by Lin Kai 
twice in a row. There was a sense of frustration in his heart. 

But I was a little grateful to Lin Kai, because Lin Kai didn’t really shame him in front of 
everyone just now. If he really knelt down just now, that would be a shame. 

“You are very strong.” At this time, Li Zhan finally praised Lin Kai from the bottom of his 
heart. 

Fierce Fight had been watching just now, losing to Lin Kai in marksmanship. He was not 
very convinced, but now seeing that Li Zhan had also lost to Lin Kai, his heart was 
finally balanced. 

It seems not that he is too weak, but that this kid is too strong. 

The King of War smiled slightly, and took a high look at Lin Kai: “Your kid’s potential is 
pretty good, let’s go and go back to the base.” 



The King of War finally recognized Lin Kai. They only make friends with the strong. If 
you are not strong enough, they will look down on you at all. 

This is the most essential difference between the soldiers of the Yanjing Military Region 
and the Southeast Military Region. They have arrogance in their hearts, which belongs 
to the arrogance of the Yanjing Military Region. 

Because they have Ye Nantian in the Yanjing Military Region! 

Fierce Fighting also recognized Lin Kai at this time. He pushed Lin Kai’s wheelchair and 
led Lin Kai out of the shooting range. 

After the group of people really left the shooting range, there was a sound of 
exclamation in the shooting range. 

Almost everyone is discussing the name Lin Kai. 

“This Lin Kai is too tough? Is he the rookie king of the Southeast Military Region?” 

“I have always felt that there are no strong players in the Southeast Military Region. 
This Lin Kai feels very different to me!” 

“Yes, the fierce battle lost to him in marksmanship, and he also lost to him in fighting. 
He is still a disabled person. Such a rookie king is indeed amazing!” 

“Interesting, the Southeast Military Region finally sent a fierce man!” 

… 

Soon, Lin Kai was taken back to the King of War base by the King of War. In the King of 
War base, several other members of the King of War special team also appeared in 
front of Lin Kai. 

There were five people in the King of War Commando team. Lin Kai saw three of them, 
and there were two others that Lin Kai had never seen. 

A person is exactly one meter and seven meters tall, with wicked brows and mouse 
eyes, and a wretched expression on his face. He is the kind of person who does not 
look like a soldier at all. 

His code name is Rat War. In the King of War Commando, his main task is to be in 
charge of lurking. Although his combat effectiveness is not that strong, he has learned 
top-notch camouflage skills. His camouflage ability is unmatched. ratio. 

The King of War commando team relied on the information provided by the Rat War 
several times to defeat the enemy. 



Another person, about 1.79 meters tall, looks fair and looks almost like Lin Kai, but he is 
quieter and wears glasses. 

His code name is Cyber Warfare, and as the name suggests, he is the only hacker in 
the King of War Commando. 

He is good at computers and assassinations. He can easily destroy the enemy’s 
security system and camera system, making the enemy lose his eyes. 

The commando of the King of War has many talents, whether it is a spy or a hacker, 
whether it is a sniper or an assassin, everything is available. 

No wonder the King Commando can easily sweep the various special forces of the 
Southeast Military Region because they are comprehensive and more powerful. 

All five people gathered together, the King of War held their hands on their backs, 
looked at Lin Kai, and smiled: “Rookie King, right? You can be regarded as passing the 
first test of our Commando Warlord assault team. You have some strength.” 

“But just marksmanship and fighting are far from enough. We have to test your 
comprehensive abilities.” The King of War explained. 

Lin Kai frowned in a wheelchair: “Test my comprehensive ability? How to test it? What 
else do you want to compare with me?” 

When Lin Kai was in the Southeast Military Region, countless people questioned Lin 
Kai’s strength, and Lin Kai also understood that if they didn’t use their true strength to 
defeat them, they would not respect him at all. 

The King of War shook his head: “Man-made testing? No, it’s too low. Our King of War 
commando has the most cutting-edge technology, and there is no need for human 
testing.” 

“Get on the machine.” With a wave of the King of War, Li Zhan pushed a huge machine 
to Lin Kai’s face. 

It was a square machine with a red shock-absorbing pad on the machine’s body, and a 
digital display on the red shock-absorbing pad. 

“This machine is called a strength tester. It can withstand a force of less than three tons, 
and show it to him.” The King of War said lightly. 

“okay.” 



Li Zhan can be said to be the most powerful person in the King of War Commando. He 
came to the machine, moved his muscles and bones, walked a few steps back, roared, 
and hit the machine with a fist. Red shock cushion! 

“what!” 

There was a roar, a loud bang, and the digital display on the red shock-absorbing pad 
began to pop out numbers, which grew rapidly from the beginning! 

Ten, twenty, thirty… 

eighty! 

hundred! 

one hundred and ten! 

one hundred twenty! 

When it was one hundred and twenty, the numbers on the digital display finally stopped, 
Li Zhan smiled triumphantly, and looked at Lin Kai. 

This is his full strength, one punch can produce 120 points of strength! 

Looking at the machine, Lin Kai was also lost in thought. Is this one hundred and twenty 
o’clock and his own one hundred and forty o’clock the same calculation method? 

“Hey, kid, don’t underestimate the power of this hundred and twenty points.” 

“Generally speaking, an ordinary person has only ten points of strength. Even a burly 
person has a strength of twenty points.” 

“Special forces, at most 50 points of strength, are talented in strength. In the Yanjing 
Military Region, I have not seen anyone who is stronger than force combat.” 

He held his arms fiercely and explained on the side. 

It’s the same way as own power calculation! 

Lin Kai’s eyes lit up, and it seemed that the strength of this force battle was indeed not 
low, and that an average person could have a strength of 120 points was indeed 
considered abnormal. 

“Assess your first level, come on and see if your strength can reach fifty points.” Li Zhan 
said proudly, holding his arms. 



Lin Kai’s strength is great, he has experienced it, but Lizhan did not give full play to his 
strength when confronted with Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai looks so thin and weak, but his strength is indeed not weak, he must have a 
strength of fifty or sixty points. 

Thinking of this, Lizhan couldn’t help but smile proudly. Do you think you are stronger 
than me? Do not! In fact, I let you, let you understand now, the gap between you and 
me in general! 

Chapter 202: Amazing Punch 

Chapter 202 

The King of War also looked at Lin Kai with a smile, but he wanted to see how powerful 
this rookie Wang Lin Kai from the Southeast Military Region really was. 

But the King of War did not think that Lin Kai’s power would be stronger than Lizhan. 
After all, Lizhan was a talented person, and the effect of strength was only 30%. 

The remaining 70% are all born. 

Looking at Lin Kai’s thin and weak appearance, he didn’t have much explosive power to 
think about it. Physical fitness determines everything about a person. 

Lin Kai pushed his wheelchair to the machine and glanced at the machine, Lin Kai was 
also eager to try. 

Although Lin Kais strength is one hundred and forty points on the surface, it is definitely 
more than one hundred and forty points, because Lin Kais speed is still one hundred 
points, and a speed of one hundred points brings up a force of one hundred and four, 
then Lin Kai You cant simply calculate the power of one hundred and forty points. 

This is common sense. For example, a person’s long jump ability is three meters, but in 
the case of a run-up, he can jump five meters. This is the same truth, and the force of 
inertia is also very powerful. 

The faster the speed, the stronger the inertia! 

Lizhan seems to have 120 points of strength, but speed and inertia have added a lot of 
points to him. In fact, he only has 80 points of strength, but this is also considered a gift. 

Both Li Zhan and Fierce Zhan stared at Lin Kai with interest, holding their arms. They 
wanted to see how powerful this person in a wheelchair could be. 



As for the Rat Warfare and Net Warfare, they don’t know much about Lin Kai. Now they 
only use Lin Kai’s surface to give their first impression of Lin Kai. Their first impression 
is that they are disabled. 

Yes indeed! A disabled person, no matter how strong it is, how strong can it be? 

Lin Kai looked at the machine in front of him, then looked at the wheelchair under his 
butt, and furiously said to them, “Thank you for pushing the wheelchair for me. I will 
have a lot of recoil in a while.” 

That’s right, when Lin Kai hit the machine with a punch, the huge force would definitely 
rebound to Lin Kai, but Lin Kai’s legs were injured, and the wheelchair tires were round 
again, so one would definitely = straight backwards. 

If no one stood up to the wheelchair, Lin Kai would not be able to exert his full strength. 

Fierce Zhan shook his head slightly, came behind Lin Kai, and helped Lin Kai to 
withstand the wheelchair. 

But Lin Kai shook his head and said, “Two more people.” 

“What?” The fierce battle was taken aback, thinking that he had heard it wrong. 

Can’t stand Lin Kai’s recoil alone? Are you kidding me? 

And Lin Kai had a serious look: “I said, two more people, you can’t stand it alone.” 

Fierce Fight almost didn’t laugh. Although his strength was not as good as Li Fight, he 
was also the strongest person in the King of War Commando. Lin Kai actually said he 
was not enough alone? 

How much power can Lin Kai’s thin body burst out? 

“Hehe, it’s really arrogant, then there will be another person, I want to see how much 
power you can erupt!” Fierce Zhan gave a grin of disdain, and made an effort to fight Li 
Zhan. 

Li Zhan walked over and came behind Fierce Zhan, and the two of them stood against 
Lin Kai’s wheelchair together. 

“I said, there are two more people here, and one person is still missing.” Lin Kai said 
again, a little impatient. 

“Not enough? Yes! Satisfy you!” Li Zhan tilted his head and laughed, and as soon as he 
waved, another person came up. 



This time, it was a rat war. 

The three people together withstood the wheelchair under Lin Kai’s ass. 

Lizhan wanted Lin to be arrogant. He overestimated his own strength and 
underestimated the strength of the three of them. Let alone three, one person can 
completely offset the recoil of Lin Kai’s fist. 

The higher you are now, the worse you will fall in a while! 

With the three people in wheelchairs behind him, Lin Kai let go of his heart. This time, I 
can finally get a good punch! 

This is Lin Kai’s true thoughts now, he has never fully exploded his own power, because 
he is facing, not a real enemy, if all the power of a punch burst out, it will be fatal. 

But now, he is facing a machine, not a living person, so he doesn’t need to have this 
concern. 

Taking a deep breath, Lin Kai raised his fist and adjusted his body to the best state. The 
power and speed exploded, and the powerful inertia pushed Lin Kai’s fist to the 
machine. 

There was a loud bang! 

A strong recoil came, and the three of them didn’t react at all. What was going on, only 
felt that a strong force came, and the three of them all flew out! 

And the wheelchair under Lin Kai’s buttocks also collapsed in the air because it couldn’t 
bear the tremendous force. 

Looking at the strength testing machine again, the red shock-absorbing pad was directly 
punched with a big hole by Lin Kai! And that machine was blasted several meters away 
with a punch by Lin Kai! 

Look at the digital display above the red shock-absorbing pad, and it will burst directly! 
With a snap, the digital display is directly broken! 

“Fuck me…” The King of War and Net War, who had been watching, cursed in unison. 

They couldn’t help it. 

The power detector is actually **** broken? 

Was it broken by Lin Kai with a punch? 



Looking at the three of them at Lizhan, they could not withstand the huge rebound force. 
All three of them were shot out? 

What the **** is this perverted strength? 

Even the wheelchair could not withstand the huge force and was fragmented. 

Everyone was dumbfounded. 

Look at the power detector, it was already broken by Lin Kai with a punch! It is not 
broken in general, it is completely broken! 

Even if it is a force battle, the force detector can only move less than half a meter. 

And Lin Kai actually punched the power detector several meters away! You know, this 
thing weighs three tons without using pulleys! 

There was silence for a while, and there seemed to be a row of crows flying over 
everyone’s heads. 

The king’s jaw almost fell to the ground. 

This is the strength that a disabled person should have? 

This is a soldier from the Southeast Military District? When did the Southeast Military 
Region have such a perversion? This strength is not even half of his strength! 

At this time, Lin Kai sitting on the ground came out very bitterly: “That is to say, my legs 
are not good. If my legs are good, I might explode with one punch.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, everyone wanted to go forward and beat people! Your 
strength is so abnormal, you still say that it is not your full strength? How does this 
make others live? 

Lizhan opened his mouth wide. To tell the truth, Lizhan has never convinced anyone in 
terms of strength, and has never seen anyone comparable to himself in terms of 
strength. 

But the appearance of Lin Kai made Li Zhan a little skeptical about life. Is it true that 
there are people outside the world, and there are days outside the world? 

However, the huge blow still made Lizhan somewhat unacceptable. If Lin Kai was just a 
little stronger than him, he would still be able to accept it, but the current situation is that 
Lin Kai can get rid of him! 

Chapter 203: Fifty Gears 



Chapter 203 

Lin Kai curled his lips and asked, “So what, my grades are okay?” 

Hearing what Lin Kai said, Li Zhan’s face blushed, recalling what he said to Lin Kai just 
now, he wanted to find a crack to bury his head in. 

Just now, I was playing a big sword in front of Guan Gong! 

“Yes.” Li Zhan said with a blushing face, holding back for a long time. 

I can’t say you are strong, right? I don’t want face? 

The King of War also nodded. In terms of strength, Lin Kai was indeed very tough, 
unable to fault. 

No wonder, no wonder the Southeast Military Region will send a disabled soldier to 
study because this disabled soldier is really powerful. 

No matter whether it is marksmanship or strength, there is no choice. 

No wonder he can become the rookie king of the Southeast Military Region this year. 
He does have two brushes. 

“Your strength is really good. You fought fiercely, but you found him a new wheelchair.” 
The King of War ordered. 

Vigorously stood up from the ground, patted the dirt on his butt, nodded, and went to 
find Lin Kai for a wheelchair. 

Ten minutes later, he pushed back a new wheelchair fiercely, and Lin Kai got on it. 

I feel pretty good and comfortable. 

He grinned fiercely and said, “Haha! Not bad, this is the strongest wheelchair in our 
Yanjing Military Region!” 

Lin Kai was also dumbfounded. 

With a new wheelchair, the King of War must naturally consider how to make things 
difficult for Lin Kai. 

After all, he is a member of the Southeast Military Region. No matter how strong he is, 
as the saying goes, a strong dragon will not crush a snake. Whether you are a dragon 
or not, when you come to the Yanjing Military Region, if it is a dragon, you will give it to 
me. I am lying down. 



“The next assessment item is to test your speed, but depending on how you look now, 
let’s forget it. We are more sympathetic to the disabled.” The King of War said sourly 
with his arms on the side. 

This obviously looks down on Lin Kai! 

Your legs are disabled and the speed test is almost zero. What do you say? Explain that 
you have strengths and weaknesses, be a man, don’t be too crazy. 

Lin Kai thought for a while, speed doesn’t have to depend on the legs. If he relies on his 
arms, he can still show fast speed. 

“Wait a minute, although I am in a wheelchair, this does not mean that I have lost the 
ability to move. I want to try the speed test.” Lin Kai actively said. 

King Zhan was shocked again, he had just said casually to stimulate Lin Kai. 

After all, he is a handicapped person. He can’t be bullied too much, or he won’t be 
justified by spreading it out. 

But he didn’t expect that a person who was already in a wheelchair would even say that 
he wanted to try the speed test. 

What did he try? Take your own wheelchair? 

“Puff……” The fierce battle of drinking water on the side suddenly spewed out a big 
mouthful of mineral water, his eyes widened, and he looked at Lin Kai: “I said, buddy, 
your head is okay? You have good marksmanship and strong strength. We have to 
obey these two points, but you are in a wheelchair and still want to pass the speed test? 
Dreaming?” 

Li Zhan also persuaded him from the side: “Yes, with your current strength, you have 
been approved by us. You can stay in the King of War base. There is no need to 
perform.” 

Both of them came to persuade Lin Kai. 

But Lin Kai has a strong desire to conquer. He feels that he can do things that others 
can’t do. 

“No, I want to try it.” Lin Kai said firmly. 

The King of War smiled, since you sincerely want to be embarrassed, don’t blame my 
men for being merciless. 



With a mouthful, someone immediately understood, and soon after, a treadmill was 
moved in front of everyone. 

Compared with ordinary treadmills, this treadmill is larger in size, and it can be seen that 
this treadmill has undergone special treatment and looks stronger. 

The King of War patted the treadmill and explained to Lin Kai: “This treadmill is specially 
processed by us. It has a total of 100 gears. Of course, at the limit of human speed, it is 
impossible to run to 100 gears. .” 

“Mouse War, show them.” 

“Good.” Rat Zhan agreed and stood up. 

Don’t look at this kid’s height is only 1.7 meters, but his legs are really long, plus his 
body looks very thin, and his speed ability should be very strong. 

He stood on the treadmill and started the treadmill. The treadmill was slowly 
accelerating from fast to slow. 

Mouse Zhan jogged while explaining to Lin Kai: “The fifth gear is jogging, and ordinary 
people don’t have any pressure to run.” 

“Ten gears belong to the medium speed. If a person with weak physique runs, he will 
stick to it for ten minutes.” 

“Fifteenth gear is fast. If most people come to run, 15 minutes is almost the limit.” 

“Twenty-five gears, almost athlete-level speed.” 

As he ran, Mouse War had reached the speed of 20 gears, and he saw his legs swiftly 
running, and his face was also very relaxed. 

“Next, I will show you what is the limit of speed!” 

After all, Mouse War directly increased the speed to forty gears! 

As soon as the speed of the forty gear came out, the legs of the mouse war were as if 
they were opened, and there was no trace at all. The speed was a fast. 

Lin Kai guessed that Liu Xiang could not catch up with such a speed. 

After a few minutes, the speed of the treadmill finally dropped, and the mouse war 
jumped off the treadmill, wiped the sweat from his forehead, and said with a smile: “I 
just relied on the speed I have trained for so many years to escape, otherwise I This 
little life is long gone.” 



Being a spy or an intelligence officer is indeed a very dangerous job. Once discovered, 
if you are not agile enough, it will be a dead end. 

Lin Kai also admired the speed of Rat Fight, I’m afraid he and the wolf are of the same 
speed. 

“You are in a wheelchair, I guess it would be good if you can run out of fifth gear.” Rat 
Zhan took a sip of water and said. 

It’s not that he looks down on Lin Kai, turning the tires with both hands is not the same 
as running with two feet, it feels hard to think about it. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and said, “I want to try it. Please lift me onto the treadmill.” 

Fierce Fighting smiled helplessly, picked up the wheelchair, and lifted Lin Kai onto the 
treadmill. 

“You can do it, right? Run! I want to see if you can fall off the treadmill!” Fierce Fighting 
said with some glee. 

Lin Kai got used to it, clicked the button of fifth gear, and turned the wheel of the 
wheelchair with his hands. 

There was a grazing sound, and Lin Kai’s hands kept turning the wheel of the 
wheelchair, but he could run out of fifth gear, which is the speed of ordinary people 
jogging. 

After seeing this scene, everyone is not surprised, but anyone with a little talent can do 
this step. 

After Lin Kai got used to it, he directly pressed a fifty gear. 

“Puff!” The sip of water that the King of War had just drunk directly sprayed out, fifty 
gears? 
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Chapter 204 

Even the Rat Fight, who is talented in speed, can only run at forty gears, but Lin Kai 
actually wants to challenge fifty gears? 

If he runs on legs, King of War will not be so surprised, the key is that he runs on a 
wheelchair! 



How fast can his hands go? Can he turn his wheelchair to run so fast? 

“Are you crazy?” War King asked loudly. 

At this time, Lin Kai didn’t take care of the King of War at all, but quickly turned the 
wheelchair under his butt. 

“Quick! Get ready to catch him!” The King of War shouted. 

The speed of fifty gears is very fast, and the powerful throwing force will throw Lin Kai 
away! 

As soon as the King of War screamed, the other people surrounded Lin Kai for fear of 
Lin Kai’s fall. 

After all, this is their own place, and something happened in their place, like yellow mud 
on the crotch, not **** but shit. 

But after a while, Lin Kai seemed to show no signs of falling. 

On the contrary, as the track speed of the treadmill accelerated, Lin Kai’s hands also 
accelerated! 

I saw the wheel of the wheelchair under his **** spinning again at a very exaggerated 
speed! 

After a while, I saw that the wheelchair tires had already appeared ghosts! It’s the kind 
of phantom that only appears when a car tire turns on a highway. 

Looking at Lin Kai’s hands again, there is almost no shadow, so I can only vaguely see 
that Lin Kai still has hands! 

The fifty-speed speeds all broke out quickly, Lin Kai’s hands were a fast, a wheelchair, 
and he ran out of a motorcycle speed! 

If Lin Kai ran so fast on the road in a wheelchair, it is estimated that he would be on the 
national news the next day! 

Let’s not talk about the national news, at this time the people in the Commando of the 
King of War are already looking silly. 

You take a look at you take a look, is this a human thing? 

Running out of fifty gears in a wheelchair is something abnormal can do, right? 



After a while, the treadmill was stopped by a fierce battle, and Lin Kai was lifted off the 
treadmill. 

At this time, Lin Kai’s face was not red, his heart was not beating, and he was not 
sweaty at all. On the contrary, he was very relaxed. 

Lin Kai said with some regret at this time: “If it wasn’t for the inconvenience of legs and 
feet in the past two days, I actually want to try the 70th gear, 50 gears, it’s really boring!” 

Boom! 

I saw that a can in Mouse Zhan’s hand was directly crushed by him, and Mouse Zhan’s 
face was ugly. 

It’s really deceiving! 

You look at you, is this what people say? 

I want to challenge the speed of 70 gears, where do you put my old face? 

The current rat battle is the same as the idea of the force battle just now. 

Lin Kai also deliberately pretended to be innocent and asked: “Look, can I be at this 
speed?” 

Mouse Zhan said nothing, but Li Zhan gave a dry cough, a little embarrassing: “Cough 
cough, okay, okay.” 

Several people were shocked by Lin Kai once again. 

They discovered that Lin Kai, who could not move his legs, had too many secrets 
hidden in his body. They thought Lin Kai was a trash, but on the contrary, Lin Kai was 
not just a trash, but a very powerful character. 

It seems that the Southeast Military Region really sent a master this time! 

“Yes, your speed is very good, the next thing to test is the reaction ability.” The king 
nodded. 

He became more and more curious about Lin Kai, but he wanted to see how strong Lin 
Kai’s overall strength really was. 

Now the King of War had already taken Lin Kai’s eyes seriously, he didn’t want to 
embarrass him, just wanted to see how powerful this young man has potential. 



Soon after, a machine was moved out again, this machine is very simple, similar to a 
huge grape rack. 

On the shelf are hanging sticks one after another. 

After the machine was moved out, the King of War explained: “This machine is to test 
your responsiveness. There are ten gears. The higher the gear, the more difficult it is. 
Lets show it online.” 

The cyber warfare, which has not always been said so much, finally stood up. He 
pushed the glasses on the bridge of his nose and stood under the machine. 

And Mouse Fight pressed the button of five gears on the side. 

“Generally speaking, ordinary people can barely handle the first gear with their reflexes, 
and those with better reflexes can try the second gear. The reflexes of net warfare are 
amazing, and he can handle the fifth gear.” Explained to the side. 

Soon, the test began, and I saw the net warfare looking up, staring at the countless 
wooden sticks on the shelf. 

Suddenly, a wooden stick fell off, and the net warfare also reacted immediately and 
caught the stick with his hand. 

As soon as he caught the stick, another stick fell from behind him. 

The sticks fall very fast, but the response ability of the net battle is not bad. All the sticks 
that fall can be caught with his hands very calmly. 

Less than a minute passed, the net battle caught all the sticks, and the assessment got 
full marks! 

“Responsiveness assessment is very difficult. It doesn’t mean that I can catch it with 
great power and speed. No matter how fast you are, your brain can’t keep up, and you 
can’t send signals quickly. It’s useless.” Explained. 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “This game is a bit interesting. Push me over.” 

Lin Kai came under the big shelf and looked up at the wooden sticks on top of his head. 
The sticks on top of his head would fall down one by one. If it is a person with very slow 
reaction ability, he will not be able to reach the stick. 

Lin Kai’s reaction power is one hundred and forty points, but he wants to give it a try, 
can his reaction power of one hundred and forty points be able to handle ten gears. 

Ever since, Lin Kai said again: “Give me a ten-stage try.” 



“Puff…” This time, almost everyone sprayed. Let’s try a tenth gear? 

Even the rarely talked-about cyber warfare widened his eyes and asked, “Do you know 
how fast ten gears are? In ten seconds, almost all of the hundred sticks are dropped, 
can you?” 

“What’s wrong? If there were 20 gears, I would have increased it to 20 gears.” Lin Kai 
looked confident. 

Look, look, look, this is human words? 

Although everyone had some doubts about Lin Kai, with the abilities that Lin Kai 
demonstrated before, everyone actually felt that Lin Kai might really do it! 

Then add ten gears for you! 

Ever since, the speed of cyber warfare was adjusted to ten gears. 

Afterwards, the cyber warfare also stared at Lin Kai expectantly. At ten speeds, the 
cyber warfare couldn’t cope with it, and he didn’t think Lin Kai could cope with it. After 
all, the reflexes are basically innate, and there is almost no training. What’s the use. 

Lin Kai is very powerful, his marksmanship is good, and his speed is fast, but his 
response is really difficult to learn. 

If Lin Kai is even very strong in reaction ability, he can be said to be an all-around 
wizard! 

The first stick fell! Lin opened his eyes and swiftly, and directly caught the wooden stick 
with a snap. 

At the same time, ten sticks fell down almost at the same time, Lin Kai was also taken 
aback and couldn’t help but explode with a swear word: “Fuck me!” 

Chapter 205: Hacker 

Chapter 205 

Is the tenth gear so perverted? Lin Kai still underestimated the abnormality of this 
machine. 

No wonder they all looked at themselves with such a weird look. People who can handle 
the tenth gear of this machine perfectly are all abnormal, right? 

But Lin Kai’s 140-point reaction power and 100-point speed are not vegetarian. 



When the Mountain Stone skill was activated, Lin Kai’s speed and reaction increased by 
20 points. Now Lin Kai has a 160-point reaction and a 120-point speed. 

Brush! 

A few afterimages flashed past, and Lin Kai’s hand instantly caught the ten wooden 
sticks, and none of them fell to the ground. 

Just caught the ten sticks, and ten sticks fell from the shelf almost at the same time. Lin 
Kai threw down the sticks in his hand, once again exploded with his own reaction and 
speed, and once again perfectly caught the ten sticks. Stick. 

Ten seconds passed, all 100 wooden sticks fell down, Lin Kai caught them all with his 
hands, and none of them fell to the ground. 

After seeing this scene, everyone gasped. 

This reaction ability and speed are really abnormal, right? 

This is ten gears! Even if it is a net battle, he can only accept the test of five gears. 
Adding another gear will put a lot of pressure on him. In ten gears, he simply cannot do 
it. 

But Lin Kai in a wheelchair in front of him can pick up a stick that fell in ten gears! 

This is really too tough. 

At this time, the King of War’s eyes had already burst into light! 

Lin Kai’s demonstrated strength has completely attracted him. It just so happened that 
their King Commando team needed a versatile type of talent, and Lin Kai just met his 
conditions of selection. 

Full score for speed, full score for power, full score for marksmanship, full score for 
response. 

This shows that Lin Kai has a strong comprehension, and that such a talent can do it 
very quickly no matter what he learns. 

After seeing Lin Kai’s performance in the cyber warfare, his face had turned green, too 
tough, to throw him eight streets! 

You must know that the difference between the fifth gear and the tenth gear is more 
than simply doubling the difficulty. Every time you add a gear, the difficulty increases 
several times for a person. 



Ten gears, even if ordinary people know when and where these sticks will fall, it is very 
difficult to catch. 

But Lin Kai created a miracle! 

Lin Kai dropped the wooden stick in his hand and clapped his hands, revealing a very 
simple expression: “Well, my reflexes, right?” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, everyone’s faces were dark, and they wanted to go up 
and beat Lin Kai violently. 

Isn’t this okay? This is simply a monster, okay? 

The King of War nodded: “Yes, you have performed well in all aspects. You can join our 
King of War special team.” 

Hearing what the King of War said, Lin Kai was taken aback: “What? Join the King of 
War Special Team? I haven’t said it!” 

“Don’t you want to join King of War?” King of War tilted his head and asked curiously. 

You know, the Yanjing Military Region is much stronger than the Southeast Military 
Region. Their King of War Special Forces is a famous special team in the Yanjing 
Military Region. They asked Lin Kai to join, Lin Kai should be very happy! 

Is it possible that he doesn’t want to join the King of War Special Team? Shouldn’t it? 
Wasn’t he coming this time just to fly onto the branch and become a phoenix? 

Lin Kai shook his head: “Sorry, I am the captain of the Wolf Squadron of the Southeast 
Military Region. Unless my superiors transfer me to the Yanjing Military Region, 
otherwise I will not join other special forces.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, the King of War frowned. Lin Kai didn’t want to join their 
King of War special team! 

Communicate with the leaders of the Southeast Military Region? Impossible, how could 
they give them such a good seedling to the Yanjing Military Region? 

“You won’t join our King of War Special Forces? You know, if our King of War Special 
Forces is placed in your southeast military region, it will be the top special forces!” 
Fierce Battle asked in surprise. 

Lin Kai smiled faintly, and shook his head: “As long as you are in China, you are the 
same in any unit.” 



With Lin Kai’s words, Li Zhan once again recognized Lin Kai, his character was good, 
and he would not leave his original army for a little benefit. 

But this just aroused the king’s desire to conquer, such a good seed, if you don’t join 
their king’s special team, it would be a pity. 

“Is there anything else to be assessed? Just come and see if I have any shortcomings.” 
Lin Kai asked expectantly. 

The series of assessments designed by Zhan Wang made Lin Kai feel quite interesting, 
as he could enhance his strength and understand his limits. 

The King of War gave a wry smile. Judging from their understanding of Lin Kai’s 
strength, it should not be difficult for Lin Kai to assess physical fitness. 

Since there is no difficulty, it is necessary to assess professional knowledge. 

“You passed, but if you want to give yourself extra points, you can also try the 
advantages of cyber warfare.” Li Zhan laughed. 

The net war was rather shy and scratched his head, looking embarrassed. 

The strong point of cyber warfare is playing on the computer, but hackers can’t be 
learned in a day or two. It takes a lot of time and energy. The most important thing is 
that you have to be interested in hackers. 

Lin Kai looked at the cyber warfare and looked forward to it: “Cyber warfare, show it?” 

Netwar took a look at Warlord, Warlord nodded, and after permission, Netwar took out 
his computer from the side. 

After taking out the computer, he randomly opened a small yellow web page with 
discordant content. 

After seeing this scene, everyone laughed playfully. 

After Lin Kai saw the familiar scene, his face blushed. He seemed to think of himself in 
the previous life, and he did not look at these things less. 

But what do you show yourself about in cyber warfare? Want to applaud yourself for 
love? 

I saw a few fingers of the cyber warfare quickly tapping on the keyboard, crackling, and 
complex codes appeared on the screen. 



After ten seconds, as the Enter key was pressed down, the computer screen flashed, 
and the small yellow webpage immediately became completely new! 

On the screen, all the originally discordant videos disappeared. At the top of the 
website, there were six words: Standing upright, establishing a new style! 

“Damn! It’s awesome!” Lin Kai couldn’t help but stretched out his thumb and exclaimed. 

Lin Kai really admires the website of anyone he wants to hack. Although he knows a 
little about computers, he can’t do it as powerful as cyber warfare. 

Seeing Lin Kai’s thumbs up, the faces of several members of the King of War Special 
Team finally showed a trace of arrogance. The recruits, Lin Kai, were hit in a mess in 
other ways. Now there is finally one aspect that can make him all. I sighed for it. 

Chapter 206: I Want To Try 

Chapter 206 I Want to Try 

Lin Kai is indeed not very proficient in computer, and Lin Kai has no skills to help him 
improve his computer skills. 

So when he saw that a website had been hacked in a few seconds, Lin Kai could only 
show his thumb to express his admiration. 

Hackers are also very important in special forces. He can paralyze the enemy’s defense 
system in minutes, allowing the commando to complete the mission more smoothly. 

But the Wolf Warriors squadron seems to have no such talents. 

At this time, Lin Kais ears suddenly sounded the systems voice: “Dangdangdang! The 
cute system has appeared again! Is it hit in some way? Now the system tells you that 
Yuris ability can improve your computer skills. Ability!” 

Hearing this, Lin Kai’s eyes lit up, isn’t Yuri ability mind control ability? 

Can it actually improve defects that you don’t understand on your computer? 

“Yuri’s ability can not only control the enemy’s brain, but also invade the computer. In 
the computer world, you can do whatever you want!” the system replied. 

Lin Kai heard this and patted his thigh: “Awesome!” 

This awesome sound made everyone in the King of War Special Team look at Lin Kai. 



The net war patted Lin Kai’s shoulder and smiled helplessly: “Big brother, I know I’m 
awesome, don’t you need to be so excited?” 

Everyone also smiled, thinking that Lin Kai was conquered by the hacking technique of 
cyber warfare. 

But Lin Kai’s eyes were piercing, watching the net battle, and asked, “Can I give it a 
try?” 

“You try it?” Hearing the words of the cyber warfare, he was taken aback for a moment 
and looked at other people. 

How to try this? 

You know, hackers are not so easy to be a hacker. To become a hacker, you must first 
have a certain level of knowledge, and then you can understand some knowledge of 
computer code. Being a hacker is not a soldier. You can practice it. 

It takes time to accumulate. 

Besides, a person who does not understand computers tries to hack a website, isn’t that 
a joke? 

“What? You know computers too?” The King of War raised an eyebrow and asked. 

Lin Kai is very strong in physical fitness. Isn’t this kid still a hacker? 

If this is the case, Lin Kai is really a talent in all aspects. 

“No, I don’t understand, but I just want to try it.” Lin Kai said honestly. 

After saying this, the other people looked at Lin Kai even more weird. 

You don’t even understand a computer, and you want to hack a website? Don’t talk 
about big websites, you probably won’t be able to black out just such a small yellow 
station! 

“Brother, you can’t do things too hastily. Hackers, you can’t be a hacker.” Net War 
patted Lin Kai on the shoulder and said sympathetically. 

In their opinion, Lin Kai must have not been hit by anyone before, so seeing that others 
have something better than himself, he was not convinced. 

But they didn’t believe that Lin Kai had that strength at all. After all, hackers were really 
technicians. 



But Lin Kai was very stubborn: “No, I just want to try it. You can help me find a little 
yellow webpage. I’ll try it.” 

Seeing Lin Kai’s attitude so firm, Net Warfare knew that he had to let him hit the wall 
once. 

“Okay, but I dont have a small yellow website anymore. There is only one. Let me find 
another website for you.” 

Net Warfare said very helplessly. Soon after, a novel website was displayed in front of 
Lin Kai. 

It is very difficult to hack a serious website. After all, small yellow websites are not made 
by technicians, and such formal websites have a clear protection system. 

Not to mention Lin Kai, even if it is a net battle, it takes some hands and feet to be 
hacked, and it takes at least ten minutes. 

And Net War didn’t think Lin Kai could hack a website, so he randomly found a website 
to fool Lin Kai. 

Zhan Wang and the others looked at each other and all smiled. They didn’t believe that 
Lin Kai could succeed. 

Lin Kai came to the computer, held the mouse, and muttered Yuri’s ability silently in his 
heart. Then, there was only a buzz in his head, and a mental force rushed into the 
computer! 

Then, in Lin Kai’s mind, he saw a different world. 

This world is composed of different codes, and each group of different codes can form a 
brand new computer interface. 

Before, Lin Kai definitely couldn’t understand it. 

But after possessing Yuri’s ability, Lin Kai felt that he and these codes were very 
familiar. 

He wanted to hack a novel website, fiddled with the code a few times, and a set of data 
appeared in Lin Kai’s mind. 

This set of data told him that after ten seconds, the novel website would be hacked. 

With a buzzing, Lin Kai came back to his senses and looked at that computer again. 



Yuri’s ability, actually has this kind of function? Yuri’s ability can turn Lin Kai’s mental 
power into code, enter the computer world, and direct other codes to complete what 
they want to do. 

I have to say, it’s amazing. 

In order to pretend to be forced, Lin Kai randomly typed on the computer keyboard a 
few times, then pressed the Enter key, and smiled faintly: “Okay, this website has been 
hacked by me!” 

When the warlords heard this, they all looked at the computer, and there was no change 
in the computer screen. 

Lizhan looked up at Lin Kai in surprise, and asked, “Lin Kai, your legs are not working 
well, why is your brain still affected?” 

The cyber warfare also looked at Lin Kai weirdly and asked: “Lin Kai, I’m a hacker 
master. The sequence of typing on the keyboard just now was wrong. Even the code 
program was not displayed on the computer screen. Are you sure you hacked this 
house? Website?” 

“Lin Kai, it takes at least ten minutes for me to hack this website, but you hacked this 
website in less than ten seconds?” Net Warfare asked playfully. 

From their point of view, Lin Kai is just pretending to be forced! 

It only takes ten seconds to hack a website? Even the top contemporary hackers may 
not be able to do it, but Lin Kai, a person who knows nothing about computers, typed a 
few times on the computer keyboard and said that he had hacked this website? 

This is simply impossible! 

Lin Kai smiled faintly and said, “I really hacked this website, and there are still three 
seconds left. If you don’t believe me, look at it.” 

“Okay.” Netwar nodded heavily and said: “I want to see how you hacked this website!” 

A group of six people, all staring at the computer screen. 

Although the five of them knew that Lin Kai was bragging, they still couldn’t move their 
eyes. They knew that the computer screen would not change, but they still wanted to 
look at the computer screen. 

“three!” 

“two!” 



“One!” 

After clapping his hands, Netwar stared at Lin Kai with a smile on his face: “Look, there 
is no change, Lin Kai, hackers are not special forces, but you are not good enough to be 
able to take charge.” 

Chapter 207: Enchanting 

Chapter 207 

As soon as the net war was finished saying this, the mouse war suddenly slapped the 
net war on the shoulder, frightening the net war. 

“Online warfare! Look!” Mouse War yelled a little excitedly. 

Net War followed Mouse War’s fingers and looked at the computer screen. In the 
computer screen, the previous novel website had undergone earth-shaking changes. 

On the computer screen, the original novel website has now become a website selling 
underwear! 

All kinds of underwear styles, everything! 

His eyes widened during the cyber warfare. He thought there was a problem with the 
computer or the web site. After careful inspection, the cyber war found that there was no 
problem with the computer and the web site. It was the previous web site, but now It 
turned into a website selling underwear. 

“Fuck…” Net Wars couldn’t help but burst out a foul language. 

This is too abnormal, right? Online warfare is really unexpected. Which hacker in China 
can turn a novel website into a website selling underwear in ten seconds. 

The entire Chinese nation is unique. 

At this time, Net Warfare’s eyes on Lin Kai had changed, as if he was looking at a 
monster. 

No wonder he couldn’t understand the way Lin Kai typed the keyboard just now, not 
because Lin Kai didn’t understand it, but because the way Lin Kai typed the code was 
too advanced, he didn’t reach that level and couldn’t bother at all! 

The King of War and others were also shocked. Cyber warfare was the pride of their 
King of War Special Forces. In the entire Southeast Military Region, in terms of network, 
no one could compare with their King of War Special Forces. 



All this is because they have a net war. 

But the young man who appeared now, he could easily turn a normal novel website into 
a website that sells underwear. Even the online battle was shocked, and it was really 
powerful. 

Recalling the various strengths that Lin Kai just demonstrated, no wonder he is the new 
king of the Southeast Military Region. Even if such strength is placed in their Yanjing 
Military Region, it is properly the new king! 

Awesome! 

Seeing a calm look on Lin Kai’s face, the King of War and others began to wonder if 
their strength was that strong. 

Today, they were all abused by a recruit. 

“Are there any extra points for assessment?” Lin Kaitian blinked his eyes. 

The King of War and others were silent for a while. 

“If not, I will go back to my room and rest.” Lin Kai said, turning the tires of his 
wheelchair, leaving everyone in sight. 

After returning to the room, Lin Kai packed up the luggage he was carrying with him, 
lying on the bed and couldn’t help stretching. 

I moved my legs, but it still hurts, but I can barely walk. If I want to recover, it will take 
two or three days. 

Lin Kai could only spend these two or three days in a wheelchair. 

After a good night’s sleep in the afternoon, Lin Kai returned to the dormitory after eating 
dinner, took out his mobile phone and computer, and after playing for a while, he went 
to bed at night. 

Early the next morning, after washing up, Lin Kai arrived outside the King of War Base 
in a wheelchair to feel the fresh air in the morning. 

Although Lin Kai came to study in name, it was actually because Long Xiaoyun was 
angry that he transferred him over. 

Besides, Lin Kai was injured and he was still learning a fart! Come and relax for a while, 
then go back. 

“Huh!” Lin Kai’s ear suddenly heard the voice of the system. 



The system rarely makes a sound on its own initiative. Once it makes a sound, 
something must be done! 

Lin Kai’s spirit tensed immediately and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

“There is a monster!” The tone of the system at this time is more serious. 

Lin Kai was taken aback, this system also read Journey to the West? Demon? When 
did it become so joking? 

“What do you mean?” Lin Kai asked in a daze. 

“Stupid host, don’t you know that there are really monsters in this world?” the system 
said mysteriously. 

After listening to the system, Lin Xinzhong immediately became nervous. In this world, 
are there really monsters? 

In the previous world, Lin Kai was an atheist, but now he has been reborn as a damn. It 
is not uncommon to have a monster or something. 

It’s just that Lin Kai is a little worried now, if he really meets a monster, will he be able to 
beat it. 

“Don’t be nervous, the monster I’m talking about is not a real monster.” The system 
seemed to see Lin Kai’s nervousness, and gave another comfort. 

“Not a real monster? What is that?” Lin Kai asked. 

“All animals have spiritual intelligence, and human beings are also an animal. Human IQ 
is almost the highest among all animals.” 

“But it is not ruled out that among other races, animals with high intelligence have been 
born.” 

“This type of animal has the ability to communicate with humans and has an extremely 
high IQ. I call this type of animal a monster.” 

After listening to the systematic explanation, Lin Kai breathed a sigh of relief. It turned 
out that it was not a real monster. 

But what is higher IQ than humans? Lin Kai was curious. 

“Where is it? Take me to see.” Lin Kai asked. 



The system hesitated for a while and said, “Go to the left, walk about 300 meters, and 
you will see it.” 

Lin Kai nodded, pushed his wheelchair, and walked to the left. 

After walking for a while, Lin Kai smelled a burst of scent. He actually came to the 
cooking class. The cooking class was full of excitement, and several cooking classes 
were busy. 

Where is the monster here? 

Taking a closer look, Lin Kai saw a kitten lying on the roof of the cooking class. 

The kitten was basking in the sun in all kinds of boredom, with a lazy face, bright all 
over, very clean, white and fat. 

Is it this cat? 

At this time, a soldier from the cooking class passed by Lin Kai. Lin Kai grabbed him 
and asked, “Comrade, is the cat raised by your cooking class?” 

The soldier in the cooking class was taken aback, looked at the cat on the roof, shook 
his head, and said, “No, this cat seems to be a wild cat, but this wild cat seems to have 
a high IQ. It is actually cute, so I come here regularly every day. What to eat is quite 
picky. If you dont eat white noodles and buns, you have to eat meat at least.” 

The cooking soldier smiled helplessly, turned and left. 

It should be it, Lin Kai’s eyes lit up, but I want to see what is the difference between this 
refined cat and the normal cat! 

But now I am disabled, how can I catch it? 

Yes! 

Lin Kai made a living and came to the cooking soldier. With his leg injury, he ordered a 
chicken leg and came to the cat again. 

But the little kitten who had been ignorant of Lin Kai’s eyes lit up when he saw Lin Kai 
came out with a chicken leg. 

Only heard it uttered a meow, and actually held a fist at Lin Kai on the roof! 

While holding a fist, it stared at Lin Kai pitifully, seemingly eager for the chicken leg in 
Lin Kai’s hand. 



Chapter 208: Cat 

Chapter 208 

Whoops hey. 

Lin Kai was immediately amused by the scene before him. This cat seemed to be really 
human. 

Ever since, Lin Kai took the chicken drumstick, pushed his wheelchair with one hand 
and walked away. 

The cat also jumped off the roof, followed Lin Kai behind Lin Kai, and it made noises 
from time to time. 

After following Lin Kai to the playground, Lin Kai stopped, and the cat looked at Lin Kai 
pitifully, meowing. 

Lin Kai wanted to talk to him, but he felt stupid to talk to a cat, so he asked the system 
in his heart: “Does this cat understand people?” 

The systematic answer was a little helpless: “Can your cat understand humans?” 

“Didn’t you say that this cat has a high IQ?” Lin Kai asked again. 

“No matter how high the IQ is, it is also an animal. Doesn’t it mean that you can 
communicate with it like a person, understand?” The system replied. 

After listening to the system, Lin Kai looked at the cat in front of him and gestured in 
front of it with his hands. 

It means that if you go with me, I will give you chicken legs. 

But the cat looked at Lin Kai with a mentally retarded look, and stared straight at the 
chicken legs. 

Lin Kai held the chicken leg and shook it before his eyes, and the cat’s eyes moved with 
the chicken leg. 

After that, Lin Kai opened his mouth and was about to eat the chicken legs. The cat 
meowed at this moment, seeming to be very anxious, and scratched Lin Kai with his 
little paw. 

Lin Kai stretched out his hand to touch its head, it was not afraid of people, and let Lin 
Kai touch its head, but its eyes were fixed on the chicken leg in Lin Kai’s hand. 



Lin Kai tore a piece of meat from the chicken thigh and handed it to it. It directly bit it 
with its mouth, chewed a few times and swallowed it, and then stared at Lin Kai eagerly. 

Lin Kai gestured again, meaning that you surrendered to me, and the drumsticks would 
be eaten for you. 

This time the cat seemed to understand Lin Kai’s meaning, and actually nodded. 

When Lin Kai was happy, he handed the whole chicken leg to the cat. 

It was a joy for the cat to hug the chicken legs and eat on the playground. Within a few 
minutes, the chicken legs were wiped out by it, and there were no bones left. 

After eating the chicken legs, the cat hiccuped and lay on Lin Kai’s thigh, rubbing Lin 
Kai’s arm very affectionately. 

It has expressed its friendliness to Lin Kai, of course, with chicken legs. 

The IQ of this cat is indeed not low, but it needs Lin Kai’s development. After all, no 
matter how smart it is, it is only an animal. 

Ever since, Lin Kai went to the supermarket in the army and bought a pack of biscuits. 

The little guy seemed to know that the things in Lin Kai’s hand were delicious, and he 
kept rubbing Lin Kai’s arm. 

Back on the playground again, a small frisbee had appeared in Lin Kai’s hands. 

Lin Kai put the cat on the ground and threw the frisbee out. The silly cat stared at the 
biscuit in Lin Kai’s hand unmoved. 

Lin Kai personally demonstrated, he pushed his wheelchair over, picked up the Frisbee, 
and rewarded himself with a cookie. 

After seeing this scene, the kitty screamed thoughtfully. 

Following the same procedure, Lin Kai threw the frisbee once again. This time, only the 
kitten rushed out. Not long after, the frisbee was picked up by it. 

After seeing this scene, Lin Kai nodded in relief and rewarded it with a cookie. 

“So smart.” Lin Kai sighed, no wonder the system said that there was a monster, this cat 
was really about to become a spirit. 

“Bow!” At this time, a dog barking broke the silence, and the kitten was also taken 
aback, dropped the biscuit, and jumped into Lin Kai’s arms. 



Lin Kai looked back and saw that a few soldiers trot over with a few army dogs. They 
were going to train the army dogs on the playground. 

And these military dogs are all German shepherds, which is what we commonly call wolf 
dogs. 

This breed of dog is more loyal to its owner, and is naturally smart and easy to train, so 
it has always been the standard military dog in various military districts. 

The little cats seemed to be very afraid of these big guys, and the shepherd dogs all 
looked at the little cats and raised their ears, showing that they were very hostile. 

After a dog barking, finally, a shepherd dog rushed to Lin Kai, jumping up and down to 
look at the kitten in Lin Kai’s arms. 

“Old Ba!” At this time, a loud shout sounded, and the shepherd dog ran back to his 
master without hesitation, as if it had received a military order. 

His master, who was 1.78 meters tall, had dark skin, thick eyebrows and big eyes, and 
looked very energetic. He brought the shepherd dog to Lin Kai’s side and looked at the 
cat in Lin Kai’s arms. 

He glanced at Lin Kai’s legs again, his brows wrinkled, and he was very unhappy. 

“Which class are you in?” the man asked sharply. 

Lin Kai answered truthfully: “War Wolf Squadron.” 

“Wolf Warrior Squadron?” The man was obviously shocked, he hadn’t heard of it! 

“Which war wolf squadron? Do you know that pets are not allowed in the military area? 
Where did this cat come from?” the man asked harshly, his face also very serious. 

Lin Kai glanced at his rank, he was a major, and his rank was not low! 

After the major tossed like this, several other soldiers also came over with their army 
dogs and looked at Lin Kai with interest. 

Lin Kai was surrounded by so many people, feeling like a clown, unhappy, and frowned. 

“No pets allowed? Don’t you all have them?” Lin Kai asked in an unhappy tone. 

“Haha.” The major immediately laughed: “We are not keeping pets! They are army 
dogs! They can go on the battlefield. Can your kittens be good?” 



“Where did you find the wild cat? Release me immediately! Right away!” the major 
commanded. 

Lin Kai was very displeased by his tone of voice, frowning and looking at him: “How old 
are you? Why let me release? My military rank is not lower than you!” 

As soon as Lin Kai’s words came out, everyone looked at Lin Kai’s collar. Sure enough, 
after seeing the rank of Major Lin Kai, most people’s faces appeared jealous. 

But the major was not afraid. He stared at Lin Kai and said solemnly: “What if you are a 
major? I am a trainer, and the entire Yanjing Military Region’s military dogs are under 
my control! Yanjing Military Region, except the military Dogs, no other animals are 
allowed!” 

The majors tone was very confident. Although Lin Kai was of the same rank and rank as 
his, he was not afraid at all! 

Because Lin Kai didn’t understand how difficult it was to raise the rank to major by 
training military dogs. 

He can be said to be the best trainer in the entire Yanjing Military Region, and the army 
dogs he brought out have repeatedly made extraordinary achievements! 

And his army dog Lao Ba is a famous army dog in the entire Yanjing Military Region. Its 
merits can scare Lin Kai to death. 

When performing a breakthrough mission, the old dog dangling the enemy’s bomb and 
threw the bomb at the enemy’s camp, killing eight terrorists. 

If military dogs can also have the rank of military, the old eight is probably also the rank 
of major. 

Chapter 209: Army Cat 

Chapter 209 

The major’s attitude is very arrogant. After all, in the Yanjing Military Region, all the 
trainers for raising army dogs are basically under his control. 

The major has never been deflated in the Yanjing Military Region. All the soldiers who 
kept pets in the Yanjing Military Region were caught by him and all severely punished. 

Unless you give him something good, you will never be spared. 

But today he ran into a fool who took his pet out to bask in the sun openly, and was 
caught by him. He had to die. 



Lin Kai looked at the kitten in his arms, and fell silent. Indeed, pets are not allowed in 
the military area, but this cat, Lin Kai feels that it can play a big role! 

Lin Kai couldn’t bear to abandon such a spiritual kitty. 

Ever since, Lin Kai said: “My cat is not a pet, he is a military cat.” 

“Military cat?” After hearing Lin Kai’s words, several trainers almost laughed. 

Lin Kai is too funny, right? Actually say that your cat is a military cat? 

In the entire China, there is only such a military animal as a military dog! There are no 
military cats at all! 

Cats have poor understanding and are very lazy. They are not as high as dogs. They 
still dont obey orders. No cats can join the army. 

“Joke! Where did you come from? I think you don’t want to be a soldier, right? Get out of 
the Yanjing Military District!” The major sneered. 

He held his arms with an arrogant attitude. He knew in his heart that it was wrong for Lin 
Kai to keep pets, so he was so confident. 

Even if this matter is brought to the front of the chief, he is justified! 

It’s just that his attitude is indeed very unsatisfactory. 

The little cat in Lin Kai’s embrace seemed to be frightened by the major’s ferocious 
attitude, and shivered in Lin Kai’s embrace. 

Lin Kai frowned. The major in front of him relied on being a trainer and didn’t know how 
to respect others. He was ordering Lin Kai, not coordinating with Lin Kai! 

Lin Kai eats soft or hard, no matter where he is, he will never allow anyone to ride wild 
on his neck! 

“I said it is a military cat, it is a military cat! If you have the ability, you can go to the chief 
and sue me. If you can drive me away, you will be considered powerful in the Yanjing 
Military Region!” Lin Kai said proudly. 

Suddenly, Lin Kai felt that it was so cool to have someone behind him. Lao Tzu belongs 
to the Southeast Military Region. If you have the ability, you should go! 

How about telling you to the head of the Yanjing Military Region? Does he have the 
right to punish me? Even if he told his chief He Zhijun, is He Zhijun willing to punish 
himself? 



Lin Xinli was a dark cool. 

Seeing Lin Kai’s arrogant attitude, the major was also angrily laughed: “Hehe, 
shameless, don’t you? You, immediately contact me with Chief Zhang of our brigade. I 
have to let you go around today. !” 

After the major spoke, someone trot to contact Chief Zhang. 

Lin Kai is not afraid at all: “There are tricks to go, but no trick to die!” 

“You!” The major was choked by anger, but he looked at the kitten in Lin Kai’s arms 
again, his eyes rolled, and he sneered: “A military cat, right? How do you prove it is a 
military cat?” 

“How to prove it?” Lin Kai was speechless for a while, yes, how can I prove that it is a 
military cat? 

Without waiting for Lin Kai to speak, the major said first: “Don’t say I don’t give you a 
chance, what my army dog can do, if your army cat can do it, I will let you raise this cat!” 

“Old Ba, go get it back!” 

After all, the major didn’t wait for Lin Kai to agree, he smiled triumphantly, and threw the 
frisbee in his hand! 

As soon as the frisbee was thrown out, Lao Ba immediately pricked up his ears, looked 
at the frisbee, and then swept out! 

The Frisbee hadn’t landed yet, so I saw Lao Ba directly flew up, bit the Frisbee, and 
then took the Frisbee back. 

All this was seen by the little cat in Lin Kai’s arms. 

Grip the Frisbee, this can be said to be a small game that all military dogs can do. It is 
very simple for dogs, and domestic pet dogs can do it. 

But for cats, it’s as difficult as the sky! 

Cats are not the same as dogs. Cats are lazy, dogs are diligent, and their understanding 
is not as strong as dogs. Cats are an animal that doesnt look down on you whether you 
have money or not. 

When you are happy, I will let you play the cat. 

Basically no cat can memorize the actions and commands of the owner. 



The major touched the head of his army dog and looked at Lin Kai with a smug look on 
his face, while the other trainers also stared at Lin Kai with a smile. 

Aren’t you pissed? Are you awesome? Isn’t your cat a military cat? Take a look! 

“Come on! Major, isn’t your cat a military cat? I want to see if your military cat can play 
such a simple game!” The major was almost watching Lin Kai with his nostrils. 

“Hahahaha! Military cats are so funny, bragging without drafts, I have never seen a 
military cat before!” 

“It doesn’t matter if you keep a pet privately, it’s funny to say that your cat is a military 
cat.” 

“Have you been slapped? Does your army cat pick a Frisbee? Hahahaha!” 

Several trainers also surrounded the major and looked at Lin Kai with a mocking 
expression. 

They don’t believe that Lin Kai’s cat is a military cat, because a cat is a creature that is 
not as spiritual as a dog. Although it also recognizes the master, its attitude is far from 
that of a dog! 

Lin Kai looked at the little cat in his arms, and laughed too. He threw out the frisbee in 
his hand, and the little cat in his arms rushed out! 

The kitty is very human. Through the physical movements of Lin Kai and the group of 
trainers, it can see that these people are embarrassing Lin Kai, and it also sees the 
provocation in the dog’s eyes! 

The kitten knows that humans are comparing each other, Lin Kai feeds it food, it has to 
give Lin Kai a face! 

So the kitten rushed out and jumped high. The cats jumping ability is many times 
stronger than that of the dog. The kitten jumped several meters and grabbed the 
Frisbee in the air, and then ran to Lin Kai quickly. In the arms of Lin Kai, he put the 
Frisbee on Lin Kai’s thigh. 

At this time, the laughter of the trainers who had laughed abruptly stopped. 

They looked at the little cat on Lin Kai’s lap and were stunned. 

I rely on? This cat can actually grab a Frisbee? 

Could it be true that there are military cats? They patted their faces, somewhat doubting 
life. 



The smile on the major’s face also began to freeze, and he also had some doubts 
whether what he saw was true. 

He is a professional instructor, he knows how difficult it is to train a cat, and he also 
knows how arrogant a cat is. 

It really takes a lot of effort to get a cat to grab a frisbee! 

And the Lin Kai in front of him actually did it! 

He can make cats so obedient! 

Suddenly, the major felt a little unacceptable. He was the best trainer of the Southeast 
Military Region. What could even Lin Kai do that he couldn’t do? 

This is impossible! 

For a while, the major who was beaten only felt hot on his face, and he was very 
unhappy in his heart. 

Chapter 210: Attack Him 

Chapter 210 

“Hehe, the frisbee is a dog city, this does not prove that it is a military cat!” said the 
major with an ugly expression. 

Lin Kai looked at the major with a smile. 

The major’s eyes rolled and sneered. 

Although Lin Kai’s cat knows a little game that ordinary pet dogs can do, it is still far 
behind his army dog. 

His army dog, Lao Ba, is a serious army dog and one of the best in army dogs. It has 
countless military skills. Lin Kai’s little cat will definitely not be able to learn it. 

As a result, the major took out a towel from his pocket and let the dog sniff it, and then 
hid the towel in the hands of one of the trainers. 

“Go, old ba, find me the towel!” the major commanded. 

Old Ba wagged his tail and searched each trainer carefully. The dog’s sense of smell 
was fifty times that of humans, and it could smell the smell that humans could not smell. 

This is also an important reason why dogs can become military dogs. 



A few seconds later, the old Bayi barked for a while and shouted at one of the trainers. 

The trainer also smiled, took out the towel hidden in his pocket, and touched Lao Ba’s 
head, and smiled: “Hey, awesome!” 

Old Ba wagging his tail triumphantly, enjoying the touch of the trainer, and staring at the 
kitten. 

The smile on the major’s face was thicker, and he didn’t believe that the little cat raised 
by Lin Kai could find the towel by his own sense of smell! 

Although cats and dogs have similar sense of smell, dogs can be trained to become 
military dogs. However, no matter how cats are trained, they will never use their sense 
of smell to help their owners find things! 

The first is because the cat is not very spiritual, and the second is because the cat is a 
more arrogant animal, and it does not listen to human commands. 

Therefore, there are only military dogs and no military cats in the army. 

And all this was seen by the little cat. After he saw Lao Ba relying on his sense of smell 
to find the towel, he had already learned. 

This is the horror of this cat. It is too spiritual and its IQ is too high, so it will alarm the 
system. 

Lin Kai secretly rejoiced in his heart, this major is simply teaching this little cat how to 
find things! 

At that time, Lin Kai calmly took out a small biscuit from his pocket, and covered the 
cat’s eyes, and handed the small biscuit to the major in front of him. 

“Please hide this biscuit,” Lin Kai said. 

The major snorted, took the cookie, and put it in his pocket. 

The major was not afraid at all. He knew that no matter how smart this cat was, he 
would never look for food from strangers! 

Because a cat is a kind of animal that is more afraid of human beings, not to mention 
that it will not look for biscuits. Even if it does, it will be afraid to contact humans. 

Lin Kai let go of the hand covering the cat’s eyes, the kitten glanced at Lin Kai, then 
jumped to the ground, avoided a few big dogs, and smelled carefully on the person. 

After seeing this scene, a look of horror appeared in the eyes of several trainers. 



This cat is actually looking for things from humans! 

Can cats be domesticated like this? Can such a cat really be called a cat? 

The major’s face also showed a look of shock. He never thought that this cat could 
actually replace the army dog. The army dog could, and it could also. 

How did Lin Kai do it? 

The major couldn’t figure it out. He was the best trainer in the entire Yanjing Military 
Region, and he had tried to domesticate other animals, but in the end he discovered 
that, except for dogs, other animals had a terrifyingly low success rate in domestication! 

What he couldn’t do, how did Lin Kai in front of him do it? 

The major felt as uncomfortable as being blocked. 

It must have just come down and stroll around, it must have no idea that the cookies are 
hidden on its body, and the major’s heart is actually a little nervous. 

But the cat stopped in front of him. The cat looked up at the major and made a meow 
sound. 

“Hahahaha! Obedient! Come back.” Lin Kai laughed, and the cat returned to Lin Kai’s 
arms again. 

“How? Is it a military cat?” Lin Kai asked with a smile. 

The major’s face had become very ugly, and he never thought that this cat could 
actually find the cookies hidden on him! 

How can it obey human orders? Are not all cats arrogant? 

How did Lin Kai do it? The major couldn’t figure it out. 

The seven or eight trainers in a group were dumbfounded at this time, and they were all 
shocked by Lin Kai’s hand. 

“I don’t believe it!” The major roared, his neck flushed. 

His most proud strength was hit hard by Lin Kai at this time, and he refused to accept it! 

He didn’t want to accept that someone was better than himself in domestication, he felt 
that Lin Kai was just luck! 

A ruthless look appeared in the trainer’s eyes, right? I don’t believe it, so will you! 



“Old Ba!” the major shouted. 

The next trainer readily understood, put on a protective sleeve to protect his arm, and 
ran out. 

Old Ba also stared straight at the trainer wearing the protective sleeve. 

“Baby! Get on it! Throw him down!” the major commanded, pointing to the trainer who 
was running wild. 

The old ba can really understand what the major said. As soon as the major’s voice fell, 
he only heard a sound of Wang, and the old ba flew out and went straight to the 
instructor! 

As soon as the trainer ran a few steps, Old Bayi bit the protective sleeve on his arm and 
threw the trainer to the ground! 

Afterwards, Old Ba shook his head and bit the protective cover, making the man unable 
to lift his head. 

Once a military dog locks on an enemy, unless the owner orders it, even if it dies in the 
enemy’s hands, it will not let go. 

After seeing this scene, the trainers finally smiled with satisfaction. 

Military dogs, the most important thing is attack power, will your military cat attack 
people? 

Cats are a kind of animals that are more afraid of people. Unless they are wild cats, 
domestic cats will never attack humans. 

Lin Kai’s cat seems to have a gentler personality. Can it understand Lin Kai’s words? To 
actively attack humans? 

As everyone knows, everything the army dog Laoba does is seen by the kitten. 

“Old Ba! Come back!” With the command of the major, Old Ba immediately released the 
protective cover and ran back to the major. 

The major touched Lao Ba’s head and looked at Lin Kai. Once again, there was 
complacency on his face: “Your army cat, all right?” 

From simple to difficult, he has been making things difficult for Lin Kai. Even if your cat 
can play some games such as search and frisbee, this attacking cat will never do it? 

You know, cats are very afraid of people. 



The other trainers also looked at Lin Kai with a smile, to see what Lin Kai would do next 
and how to deal with it. 

Lin Kai touched Kitty’s head, pointed at the major in front of him, and said, “Attack him!” 
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So simple and straightforward? 

Does this cat really listen to Lin Kai’s orders? All the trainers dismissed a smile. 

But an unexpected scene happened to them. Just after Lin Kai’s voice fell, he only 
heard the cat scream and pounced directly on the major! 

The cat’s sharp claws directly scratched the major’s arm! Several **** wounds appeared 
immediately! 

With one hit, the cat immediately returned to Lin Kai’s side. 

At this time, the cat’s hair was exploded, and he was full of hostility towards the major! 

It actually took the initiative to attack! 

The major was directly attacked by the cat because of his carelessness, and all the 
trainers were shocked. 

This cat is so human! 

Lin Kai asked it to do what it did. Could it be that Lin Kai’s beast talk? 

The injured major didn’t pay much attention to his injury. Instead, he stared straight at 
the cat, as if he had seen a peerless treasure. 

Because Lin Kai is the only cat in the world that can become a real military cat! 

It is so humane! Not only can you find items based on the smell, but you can also follow 
the owner’s orders and attack others. 

Such an obedient cat can’t even match a military dog. 



And its owner, Lin Kai, deserves their admiration even more. Even their professional 
trainers are helpless with cats, but Lin Kai can make cats obedient to him, more 
obedient than military dogs. 

“It’s really incredible. If I hadn’t seen it with my own eyes, I would never believe that cats 
can be so human!” The major looked at the cat, his eyes beaming. 

The other trainers also seemed to have noticed that the New World stared at the cats. 

For them, conquering animals is their greatest pleasure, but they cannot conquer 
animals of other races. 

But Lin Kai did it. 

“How did you do it?” the major asked, staring at Lin Kai with piercing eyes. 

Lin Kai smiled and waved his hand: “I didn’t do anything, it’s just that it is smarter.” 

Lin Kai is telling the truth. If it were an ordinary cat, it would certainly not be so human. 
Indeed, this cat is much smarter than an ordinary cat. 

But everyone obviously doesn’t believe what Lin Kai said, can cats be so smart? Its only 
one step away from becoming a fine, okay? 

The major wanted to say something, but two people hurriedly walked in from the 
playground. One was a trainer who was paid by the major, and the other was Chief 
Zhang of the 459 regiment, who was also in charge of Lin Kais area. Head. 

Head Zhang is a middle-aged man with a bloated personality. He is not tall and fat. He 
quickly walked into the crowd and looked at the major. 

“Director Li Xun, call me here on a hot day, what’s the matter?” Head Zhang was 
straightforward. 

After the major saw Commander Zhang, his old face blushed obviously. He just agreed 
with Lin Kai that if the cat can do what his military dog can do, he will recognize the cat 
as the military cat. 

At the time he thought that the cat would definitely not be able to do it, but now, Lin Kai 
is really slapped in the face. 

“Then what, Commander Zhang, is there a military cat in our Yanjing Military Region?” 
the major asked blushing. 

“Military cat?” Head Zhang was visibly stunned, and said: “What did you say? Army cat? 
Where did the military cat come from? Can that thing become a military animal?” 



Commander Zhang has never heard of the term military cat. 

It seemed that this cat was indeed raised privately by Lin Kai, either because Lin Kai 
possessed extraordinary domestication skills, or because this cat had amazing talents. 

“There is no army cat? How do you explain this cat?” The major asked, pointing at Lin 
Kai’s cat. 

Afterwards, the major said all the things the cat had just shown. After listening to the 
major, Chief Zhang was also surprised. 

Can a cat serve as a military dog? 

Can the army dog do it all? 

My goodness! This cat can be the killer of the Yanjing Military Region! 

You know, behind enemy lines, the enemy is very hostile to dogs, especially shepherds. 
If they encounter a dog, they are basically killed directly! 

But cats are different. No one is hostile to cats, and no one would have thought that the 
enemy would send a cat to spy on the military. 

If this cat is so humane, it can become the only military cat in the entire China! 

“Is this cat yours?” Head Zhang asked. 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “Yes.” 

“Well, this cat will be mine from now on!” Head Zhang said with piercing eyes. 

When he thought that he could use this cat to perform well in front of the chief, he 
couldn’t wait. 

Lin Kai frowned and asked, “Why?” 

Head Zhang was also taken aback, and obviously did not expect Lin Kai to question 
what he said: “Why? It’s an order!” 

Head Zhang said sharply, in his own territory, he can’t control you anymore? Even if you 
are a major, your level is not as high as mine! 

“What **** order? To **** someone else’s possession is an order?” Lin Kai said coldly, 
looking badly. 



A few other trainers took a look, this is the rhythm of fighting! All hiding from a distance 
to watch the excitement. 

The major also smiled playfully. He couldn’t help Lin Kai, but Chief Zhang was different! 
And Lin Kai is still rampant up to now, and it will be a while to see how Chief Zhang 
manages this Lin Kai! 

“Snatch others? Pets are not allowed in the army, don’t you know?” Head Zhang asked 
sharply, but his eyes stayed on the cat. 

And Lin Kai also understood what he was thinking, and sneered: “Hehe, I think you want 
to take this cat to claim credit, right?” 

When Lin Kai saw through the thoughts in his heart, Head Zhang became angry from 
embarrassment. He pointed at Lin Kai and said angrily: “Which company are you from? 
Dare to speak to me like this. I must remember you today!” 

Lin Kai sneered, and said, “I’m Lin Kai. If you have the ability, you can remember the big 
mistake. If you can remember my big mistake, let alone this cat, I will give you a 
wheelchair!” 

“You wait for me!” Head Zhang’s face was flushed, obviously he was very angry. 

He took out his mobile phone and dialed a phone number. After the call, he immediately 
said, “Check me the information of a person named Lin Kai. He is currently in the 459 
regiment area of the Yanjing Military Region. Yes, hurry up.” 

Hearing what Leader Zhang said, the faces of the trainers were already gloating. They 
offended Leader Zhang, and Lin Kai was really out of luck this time! 

Head Zhang hung up the phone and stared at Lin Kai with a look of hatred: “You will 
wait for me! Your information will be sent immediately. I violate the military order. I must 
add such a stain on your military resume. If you change jobs, you wont find a good job!” 

What a cruel heart! 

But Lin Kaisi is not afraid: “Oh, is it? I want to see, how do you put a stain on my 
resume!” 

Chapter 212: There Is A Trick But No Death 

Chapter 212 

Commander Zhang’s attitude is very domineering. After all, where Lin Kai is located, but 
on his site, Lin Kai kept pets in the military area without permission. He violated military 
regulations and confiscated the cat, which was reasonable. 



Although Chief Zhang is also selfish, he doesn’t believe that he can’t play with a small 
major. 

After the call was made, the rest of the trainers also looked at Lin Kai gleefully, 
offending Commander Zhang, and just waiting to be remembered! 

Regiment Zhang is a man who must avenge grudges, and he is very overbearing. In 
addition, Lin Kai has indeed violated military regulations, and Regiment Zhang can deal 
with him whatever he wants! 

But Lin Kai’s attitude was even tougher. Lin Kai was not afraid of Commander Zhang 
and let Commander Zhang investigate Lin Kai’s background information! 

Seeing Lin Kai’s self-confident look, the trainers were very puzzled, how strong is this 
kid in order to be confident? 

Soon after, Regiment Zhangs phone rang and Regiment Zhang showed that you were 
finished. He connected the phone: “Hello? Have you checked it out? Lin Kai, yes, the 
rank is a major. I remembered it once in his profile! The reason was that he violated the 
military order and kept a pet privately, yes, yes.” 

After Commander Zhang gave a few orders, he also turned on the hands-free phone, so 
that the big guys listened to how Lin Kai was punished. 

But the voice over the phone seemed to be different from what everyone expected. 

“Commander Zhang, Lin Kai belongs to the Southeast Military Region. Our Yanjing 
Military Region has no right to record or deduct points in his personal data.” 

After listening to the words on the other end of the phone, Head Zhang was stunned. 

Actually from the Southeast Military Region? 

The other trainers were also stunned. No wonder Lin Kai looked confident. He turned 
out to be a soldier from the Southeast Military Region, not from the Yanjing Military 
Region! 

Head Zhang was also obviously taken aback and hung up. 

Actually from the Southeast Military Region? 

Can’t deduct Lin Kai’s points? 

At that time, Head Zhang’s face was flushed. After seeing Lin Kai’s proud look, he even 
wanted to go up and choke Lin Kai! 



Suddenly, Commander Zhang sneered, what about the Southeast Military Region? 
Even in the Southeast Military Region, I can kill you! 

“Haha, do you think you can be confident if you belong to the Southeast Military 
Region? Tell you, even if you are the brigade commander of your Southeast Military 
Region, you have to curry favor with me, the commander of the Yanjing Military 
Region!” Commander Zhang said very domineeringly. 

That’s right, although Regiment Chief Zhang is not high in rank, he is the head of the 
Yanjing Military Region, and the Southeast Military Region is several grades lower than 
the Yanjing Military Region. Commander Zhang made a call, I am afraid that Lin Kai will 
only be worse! 

Everyone who understood this, looked at Lin Kai with pity. 

It’s not good to provoke anyone, you have to provoke Commander Zhang, now it’s 
alright, go to your Southeast Military Region, so that you are not adults on either side! 

At this moment, the major came over and patted Lin Kai’s shoulder, and he pretended 
to care: “I said, big brother, why are you doing this? Give the cat to Chief Zhang and say 
two more words of apology, Chief Zhang. For my face, I will let you go.” 

“Otherwise, this matter really has caused your Southeast Military Region, and you will 
be ruined in the Southeast Military Region!” 

“You know, our Yanjing Military Region is a hundred times stronger than your Southeast 
Military Region. Those brigade commanders and deputy brigade commanders in your 
Southeast Military Region are all eager to courage to become regiment leaders!” 

When the major said this, his face was falsely concerned, and there seemed to be a 
trace of ridicule in his eyes. 

Isn’t your kid awesome? Can’t you kid domesticate cats? 

Let you scream, come to Lao Tzu’s site, you still want to be arrogant? You feel good! 

The other trainers also stared at Lin Kai gleefully, trying to see if Lin Kai wanted to 
preserve his dignity or his future military career. 

If he dared to continue to confront Commander Zhang, there will only be one end, and 
he will be recorded as a big demerit. In the future, he will not be assigned a good job. If 
he continues to stay in the army, it will be difficult to get promoted. 

Apologizing to Captain Zhang might be forgiven by Captain Zhang, but Lin Kai held 
himself so high just now, and now apologizing is undoubtedly throwing his dignity to the 
ground. 



Head Zhang also stared at Lin Kai high, as if he had expected Lin Kai’s next apology. 

But Lin Kai just sneered in the face of the major’s “concern”: “Hehe, I have this attitude. 
I have a trick but not a death.” 

“Okay!” Seeing that Lin Kai still has this tough attitude, Regiment Commander Zhang 
sneered at that time and took out his mobile phone: “It just so happens that I know the 
commander He Zhijun and He of the Southeast Military Region. You wait for me to call. 
In the past, it was easy for you!” 

“Oh, Commander Zhang, don’t be angry. Come here, big brother, come and apologize. 
Nothing is going on. If Commander Zhang actually calls Brigadier He, you will really eat. 
I can’t go around,” the major said hypocritically. 

It sounds like the major is good for Lin Kai, but in fact, the major just wants to see Lin 
Kai’s jokes. The higher he praises Lin Kai now, the more he prevents him from coming 
to Taiwan, the worse Lin Kai will fall in a while! 

Lin Kai shook his head proudly: “Call Brigadier He? Love to fight!” 

Lin Kai still has such a tough attitude. 

After seeing Lin Kai still having such an attitude, Head Zhang coldly snorted, giving Lin 
Kai no chance at all, and directly dialed He Zhijun’s number. 

After a few noises, He Zhijun’s voice appeared. 

“Hey?” 

Commander Zhang immediately smiled and said, “Hello? Is it Brigadier He? I’m Xiao 
Zhang from the Yanjing Military Region!” 

He Zhijun on the phone was sluggish for a while, and suddenly realized: “Oh, oh, it’s 
Xiao Zhang, what can I do?” 

Although it is said that the regiment commander of the Yanjing Military Region is more 
expensive than the brigade commander of the Southeast Military Region, after all, the 
rank is here. When the regiment commander speaks to the brigade commander, he still 
has to pay attention to the upper and lower ranks. 

“That’s it, Brigadier He, a soldier of your Southeast Military Region violated military 
regulations in our Yanjing Military Region. He didn’t say he violated the military order, 
and his attitude was very tough. Look, Brigadier He, write a big note on his profile Over!” 

When Reunion Leader Zhang said this, he had a gnashing attitude, and he still stared 
directly at Lin Kai. 



He Zhijun on the phone obviously hesitated for a while, and asked, “For what reason?” 

“Because he keeps a pet in the military area privately. It is a cat. I asked him to hand in 
the cat. He refused, and his tone was very tough, saying that he did not want to die.” 

After listening to Regiment Zhang’s words, He Zhijun also said angrily: “There is such 
an arrogant soldier? Who is it? It is a discredit to our Southeast Military Region! I must 
punish him!” 

“His rank is a major, he looks disabled with his legs, he looks quite young, he should be 
a recruit…” 

Leader Zhang hadnt finished speaking, when He Zhijun on the phone suddenly 
interrupted Leader Zhang, “Is his name Lin Kai?” 

Chapter 213: Head Zhang Dumbfounded 
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Head Zhang was obviously taken aback, how did He Zhijun know? 

But thinking about it again, Lin Kai’s military rank is not very low, plus he is a disabled 
person, and He Zhijun’s impression is normal. 

Head Zhang nodded: “Yes, his name is Lin Kai.” 

“What did you do to him?” He Zhijun’s tone suddenly became serious and asked 
sharply. 

After hearing He Zhijun’s tone, Head Zhang was at a loss. Could this Lin Kai meet He 
Zhijun? 

“I didn’t do anything to him?” Head Zhang replied with some confusion. 

“Head Zhang, I warn you! If Lin Kai loses a hair, I represent the Southeast Military 
Region and I will definitely be with you!” He Zhijun snapped. 

“Even if I, He Zhijun, devote all I have to, I will never allow you to move a little bit with 
Lin Kai’s information!” 

“I’m telling you, Chief Zhang, you can move others, Lin Kai, no!” 

He Zhijun’s few words stunned everyone. 

He Zhijun actually protected Lin Kai like this? Could Lin Kai be his illegitimate child? 



The major and the instructors stared at Lin Kai with wide-eyed eyes. They didn’t expect 
that even if Commander Zhang called in person, Lin Kai would be helpless! 

No wonder Lin Kai looks indifferent, because he has some support behind him! 

“Why?” Head Zhang didn’t understand. He Zhijun actually wanted to offend himself for 
such a major? 

“Why? Because he is the rookie king of my Southeast Military Region this year! 
Because he has made third-class merit! Because he is the strongest recruit in my 
Southeast Military Region! It is Ye Nantian from my Southeast Military Region!” 

After listening to He Zhijun’s words, Head Zhang was even more dumbfounded. He 
Zhijun actually gave Lin Kai such a high evaluation? Ye Nantian from the Southeast 
Military Region? 

“Furthermore, even the old squad leader who has brought Ye Nantian favors Lin Kai, if 
you think you have the ability to move Lin Kai, you can try!” 

“I’m not afraid to tell you that Lin Kai is still the Young Patriarch of the Lin Family in 
Jiangbei, so you can weigh it yourself!” 

After all, He Zhijun hung up the phone directly. 

As for the head of Zhang, who was already dumbfounded at this time, is this Lin Kai, so 
big? 

The new king of the Southeast Military Region? 

Is it a third-class merit? In this peaceful age, if you have won third-class merit, you have 
to kill at least five terrorists, right? 

And judging from his appearance, he is still so young and so powerful? 

And this kid is the young master of the Lin family? What kind of existence is the Lin 
Family? Head Zhang’s heart is like Ming Jing. With such an identity, he can’t afford to 
offend him! 

No wonder this kid Lin Kai looks confident, his background is really hard! 

The major was also dumbfounded. He thought he would see Lin Kai’s joke, but he didn’t 
realize that he was shown the joke by Lin Kai! 

The eighteen or nine-year-old major, with a brilliant background, powerful, and such a 
strong beast training ability, can be described as an almighty wizard! 



Lin Kai hugged the kitten in his arms and looked at Head Zhang with a smile. 

At this time Reimbursement Leader Zhang finally understood what it meant when there 
was a trick to kill him. Even if Lin Kai stood still, Commander Zhang could not hurt him a 
single hair! 

Want to move him? You have to ask the Southeast Military Region to agree or disagree! 

Head Zhang took a closer look at Lin Kai’s personal information, and his jaw was almost 
taken off. 

“The first place in the special combat training competition!” 

“First place in the jungle drill competition!” 

“Third-class merit, kill seven terrorists!” 

“The first place in the urban exercise competition!” 

Damn, no wonder He Zhijun treats Lin Kai as a treasure, this kid is really strong! 

In every competition, he ranked first, and he also set countless records in the Southeast 
Military Region. What is even more incredible is that he is a recruit who has just joined 
the army this year! The enlistment time is only about eight months! 

Lin Kai, 19 years old this year, has already reached this level of toughness. If he were 
an ordinary soldier, he would not be able to reach Lin Kai’s level in a lifetime of struggle. 

What’s more terrifying is that the old squad leader who brought Ye Nantian also spoke 
highly of Lin Kai. This kid, no matter his background or strength, he couldn’t afford it! 

After hearing about Lin Kai’s past record, the major and others were shocked that their 
jaws almost fell to the ground. Is it so strong? 

This is not strong, this is abnormal! 

“Now, do you still want my cat? Are you qualified to move my cat?” Lin Kai was sitting in 
a wheelchair, stroking the kitten on his lap, and looking at Head Zhang with interest. . 

As for the head of Zhang’s complexion, he hated Lin Kai deeply, but he had nothing to 
do with Lin Kai. No matter how rampant he was, Head Zhang had no right to move him! 

“Why don’t you speak anymore? If you have the ability to take my cat away, I promise 
you will not be peaceful as the leader of you!” Lin opened up his hands and motioned to 
Leader Zhang to take the cat from his lap. 



But Head Zhang looked at the kitten sitting on Lin Kai’s lap, and he didn’t even dare to 
move. 

He dare to touch Lin Kai’s cat? For the sake of his official career, he dare not move! 

“Don’t dare to move? Don’t you dare to pretend to be a big-tailed wolf in front of me? It’s 
boring.” Lin Kai shook his head in disdain, pushed his wheelchair, and walked aside. 

No one dared to stop Lin Kai, even though Head Zhang’s face was already pale, he 
dared not say a word! 

What He Zhijun said just now has completely frightened him. How dare he move Young 
Master Lin? 

Even if Lin Kai swaggered in front of him, he did not dare to stop Lin Kai! 

The major also watched Lin Kai pass in front of him, but he had nothing to do with him. 
No matter how arrogant Lin Kai was, he also had his arrogant capital. Although they 
were both majors, their status was very different. 

One is in charge of army dogs, and the other is the rookie king of the Southeast Military 
Region. The future is comparable to Ye Nantian! 

“Hey…” Head Zhang and the major sighed at the same time, watching Lin Kai leave. 

Lin Kai took the kitten and left the playground and returned to the King of War base. 

In the Warlord Base, Lin Kai uses small toys and snacks to induce kittens and teach 
them a series of lurking skills. The kittens are very talented and learn everything quickly. 
Basically, only Lin Kai teaches. Once again, the kitty can remember. 

Soon after, King Zhan came to Lin Kai with his arms, and after seeing Lin Kai actually 
teasing the cat, King Zhan shook his head with a smile: “Lin Kai, you have time to play 
with this cat, so why don’t you learn? The advanced tactics of our King Special Forces.” 

Lin Kai looked back at King of War, shook his head, and said solemnly: “No, I think I 
need a strong partner, and it is my partner.” 

“A cat?” The King of War frowned and said, “If you want animals to be your comrades in 
arms, I think military dogs are a good choice. I can get you a military dog.” 

“No, military dogs are too vulgar. This cat is smarter than a military dog. I plan to train it 
into the only military cat in the entire China!” 

Chapter 214: Xu Wenzhuo 



Chapter 214: Xu Wenzhuo 

“The only military cat?” After the war king heard this, he laughed. Lin Kai’s words were 
unrealistic. There were only military dogs in the army. Where did the military cats come 
from? 

“Yes, this cat is very talented.” Lin Kai said solemnly. 

“It’s up to you.” The King of War smiled and shook his head, then turned and left. 

He didn’t care if Lin Kai was on a whim or if he really had this idea. Anyway, Lin Kai 
couldn’t stay in the King of War Special Team for a few days, so let him go. 

For the next three days, Lin Kai has been training the little cat almost all the time, 
including searching and hiding skills, and even the fighting skills Lin Kai has taught him. 

After three days, this little cat has basically mastered all the skills of a military dog. 

The system is right. This cat is about to become a perfect cat. Its IQ is no less than that 
of a five-year-old child. 

If it can be tuned to produce fruitful work, it can play an unexpected role behind enemy 
lines in the future. 

On this day, Lin Kai was training the little cat, and the King of War and others were 
conducting devilish training in the King of War base, carrying a thousand push-ups. 

Every member of the King of War Special Forces must be physically qualified, or they 
will be driven out of the King of War Special Forces. 

They were sweating on the sidelines, but Lin Kai teased the little cat leisurely. 

At this time, with a loud bang, the door of the King of War Special Forces was suddenly 
kicked open! 

Everyone looked at the door, and Lin Kai was also taken aback. Looking at the door, in 
the Yanjing Military Region, there are people who dare to kick the door of the King of 
War Special Forces? 

Are you bored to live? 

Taking a closer look, the person came was a 1.7-meter-eight man with dark skin, thick 
eyebrows and big eyes. He was wearing a military-green uniform and his expression 
was a bit hideous. 

A faint smell of blood exuded from all over his body, and there was a life in his hand. 



But after seeing him, the other people in the special team of the King of War changed 
their expressions. It was him? 

“Zhan Wang, Li Zhan, long time no see!” The man touched his flat head and walked in 
staggeringly. 

He looked like a soldier, but Lin Kai knew that in the army, the ruffian could survive 
entirely by strength, and the person in front of him should not be underestimated. 

All the members of the King of War Special Team came to Lin Kai and looked at the 
man. 

“Xu Wenzhuo, why are you here?” Netwar asked in a muffled voice. 

Xu Wenzhuo? Lin Kai narrowed his eyes. He had heard of this person. This person 
seemed to be Ye Nantian’s youngest apprentice. Although he had not obtained the true 
biography of Ye Nantian, his strength was also very strong. 

“Three years ago, I was defeated by your King of War Special Forces. I vowed to 
avenge you for insulting me three years ago!” 

“A year ago, I went to the monk Ye Nantian and learned the authentic Taijiquan. I am 
here today to clean up your King of War Special Forces!” 

Xu Wenzhuo hugged his arms and said loudly. 

This kid actually worshipped Ye Nantian’s door. 

Lin Kai is like Lei Guaner for the three words Ye Nantian. Whether in the Southeast 
Military Region or the Yanjing Military Region, Lin Kai has heard of the three words Ye 
Nantian more than once. 

And as Ye Nantian’s youngest apprentice, how strong is Xu Wenzhuo? 

Lin Kai looked forward very much. 

Lizhan smiled disdainfully: “Cut, haha, do you think you can get revenge by worshipping 
Ye Nantian as a teacher? Rubbish is rubbish, salted fish is salted fish, and you can 
never turn back!” 

“Want to take revenge? Yes, I will fight you today!” 

After Li Zhan said, he stood up and tore off his army green vest, exposing his strong 
muscles to the air. 

Power war, natural supernatural power! 



Xu Wenzhuo smiled indifferently, and didn’t pay attention to Li Zhan at all. 

“You can’t, you five, let’s go together.” Xu Wenzhuo’s tone was flat, but the meaning in 
the words was very proud. 

One person actually has to challenge five people! Lin Kai still understands the average 
strength of the King of War Special Team. Although he has not fought against King of 
War, the strength of King of War is definitely not weak, and Xu Wenzhuo in front of him 
is actually going to beat five? 

When Lizhan heard this, he was angry at the time: “Who do you look down on? I can 
take care of you by one person!” 

After all, Lizhan stepped on the ground and slammed into it like a bull! The muscles on 
his arm bulged high, and he hit Xu Wenzhuo’s face with a punch! 

The punch came so fiercely that even the air was knocked out of the air burst! 

If this punch is strong, Xu Wenzhuo will have to lose his skin if he survives! 

But Xu Wenzhuo did not change his face in the face of this menacing punch. He saw 
that his right leg was curved and his two hands were placed on his chest. As soon as 
the punch of the King of War hit his eyes, he saw Xu Wenzhuo’s original action. The 
slow hands speed up instantly! 

With a slap, Xu Wenzhuo slapped Lizhan’s hands and knees, and his other hand 
directly grabbed Lizhan’s shoulders, pressing down, only to hear a slap, Xu Wenzhuo 
directly slapped Lizhan on the ground! 

With only one move, the battle has been defeated. 

Thousands of catties! 

This is a very high hand. Lin opened his eyes and narrowed. Xu Wenzhuo’s power was 
not as powerful as that of force, but his reaction and speed were stronger than that of 
force, and there was no flaw in his use of four or two strokes. 

After Lizhan fell to the ground, he shook his head and stood up, just about to start a 
hand, only to see a big hand on his shoulder. 

“You are not his opponent alone, let’s go together!” The incoming person was fighting 
fiercely. 

Fierce battle and Li battle are partners, and their attacking styles are also similar. They 
are both power players. 



Together, the two of them will increase their strength by several levels. 

Xu Wenzhuo had a faint smile on his face, and he was not afraid at all. 

“Let’s go together.” Xu Wenzhuo said lightly. 

Xu Wenzhuo’s nonchalant attitude completely angered Li Zhan and fierce fighting, and 
the two men roared and attacked Xu Wenzhuo from left to right! 

Lizhan punched Xu Wenzhuo’s face, and fiercely kicked Xu Wenzhuo’s calf. 

Facing the two mens joint attack, Xu Wenzhuos hands were shaped like a globe, his 
hands suddenly accelerated, his left leg was raised, and he escaped the fierce battle. 
With a light tap on Fierce Fight’s chest, there were two slaps, and Li Zhan and Fierce 
Fight retreated several steps like severely injured! 

Taking a closer look, I saw that the corners of their mouths were bleeding out of blood. 

So strong Xu Wenzhuo! 

What Lin Kai watched from the side was passionate. This Xu Wenzhuo was Ye 
Nantian’s youngest apprentice. Xu Wenzhuo was so strong, how strong should Ye 
Nantian be? 

Li Zhan and Fierce Zhan looked at each other, and both of them looked dissatisfied. 

Xu Wenzhuo patted the dust on his body and jokingly smiled: “What **** War King 
Commando, you still dare to call yourself the War King Special Team? So vulnerable, 
go home and farm! Hahahahaha!” 

Chapter 215: Defeated 

Chapter 215 

Lizhan and Fierce Fight have been defeated with just one move, even though they are 
not convinced in their hearts, they also know that they are not Xu Wenzhuo’s opponent. 

Xu Wenzhuo is really too strong, he is no longer the same Xu Wenzhuo three years 
ago, and now Xu Wenzhuo is a real too high player! 

After all, he was under the guidance of Ye Nantian, and his melee combat ability 
improved by leaps and bounds, which was understandable. 

At this time, Xu Wenzhuo stood proudly in front of everyone, with one hand behind him, 
looking at the crowd. 



The King of War frowned when he saw his teammates all lost. 

The King of War is generally not easy to shoot, but he knows that now for the dignity of 
the King of War Special Forces, he must shoot! 

“Xu Wenzhuo, don’t be too rampant.” The King of War said coldly. 

Xu Wenzhuo snorted coldly, and didn’t put Zhanwang’s words into his heart at all: 
“Haha, I couldn’t resist your move three years ago. Today, I will see if you can resist my 
move!” 

“Since you are sincerely asking for advice, my King of War will play with you!” King of 
War stood up. 

He took off his military uniform, and the muscles of his upper body were not as 
exaggerated as Li Wang, it could only be said to be strong. 

The King of War has always been low-key, but this does not mean that the King of War 
is incapable. As soon as the King of War came out, the eyes of Rat Wars showed 
expectation. 

“It’s been a long time since I saw King of War take action. This Xu Wenzhuo is too 
rampant, King of War, we must take care of him!” Li Zhan said angrily. 

Lin Kai also looked forward to how strong is the King of War? 

The King of War stood up, his eyes collided with Xu Wenzhuo in the air, and sparks 
seemed to be rubbed. Xu Wenzhuo’s eyes were full of hatred, and the eyes of King 
Wars were full of war. 

“Practicing Tai Chi, the most taboo has hatred in my heart.” Zhan Wang said lightly. 

“Then I don’t need Tai Chi!” Xu Wenzhuo said, with a pop, and rushed directly to the 
King of War! 

I saw Xu Wenzhuo’s right hand turned into claws, buckling to the shoulder of the King of 
War! 

The King of War was also on a masculine path. He turned around and avoided Xu 
Wenzhuo’s claw, but he didn’t expect that Xu Wenzhuo’s claw was just a false move, 
and saw his claws split into the neck of the King of War in the air! 

The King of War snorted coldly, and pressed his hands against Xu Wenzhuo’s palm. 
With a muffled sound, King of War actually sank down! 

“So strong!” Li Zhan on one side couldn’t help exclaiming. 



The King of War is also very powerful, but Xu Wenzhuo can still crush the King of War 
with one palm! 

What has Xu Wenzhuo experienced in the past three years? 

The King of War roared, suddenly lifted his body, broke free of Xu Wenzhuo’s palm, and 
hit Xu Wenzhuo’s face with a punch! 

At this time, Xu Wenzhuo used a very strange trick! 

I saw that his hands were like soft willow branches, and they were actually wrapped 
around the arms of King Zhan! 

Before the fist of the King of War touched Xu Wenzhuo, he was locked by Xu 
Wenzhuo’s hands! 

King Zhan’s expression changed, and he pulled his right hand back, but he found that 
Xu Wenzhuo’s hand clamped his arm tightly like a vise, making him unable to move. 

“Strangulation technique!” Xu Wenzhuo gave a grinning laugh, turned his legs up, and 
directly clamped the head of King Zhan, exerting force with his waist, with a crash, King 
Zhan’s entire body was already strangulated! 

With a muffled bang, King Zhan’s body slammed to the ground, his face turned pale, 
and a trace of blood appeared on the corner of his mouth. 

Standing in front of him, Xu Wenzhuo put his hands in his pockets, looked at the King of 
War who fell under his feet, and shook his head in disdain. 

“Three years of humiliation, has been reported!” 

“Warlord Special Forces? Haha, in my opinion, it’s just a joke! It’s just a bunch of trash!” 

Xu Wenzhuo spit out thick phlegm on the ground and swaggered towards the exit. 

At this time, the members of the entire King of War Special Team were silent. 

The victorious King of War Special Team was kicked by a Xu Wenzhuo and defeated 
the three major melee masters! 

Even their captain, King of War, was just a trick in Xu Wenzhuo’s hands! 

The dignity of their war king special team has been trampled by Xu Wenzhuo! 

He is too strong, Xu Wenzhuo, who studied with Ye Nantian, already has the ability to 
stand out from the crowd. 



Every member of the King of War Special Forces has a green face. They know that 
from now on, their King of War Special Forces is no longer victorious. 

Also know, I am afraid that the next day the entire Yanjing Military Region will circulate 
news of their defeat of the King of the Special Forces. 

The dignity of the King of War Special Team is completely gone! 

Xu Wenzhuo walked very smartly. He put his hands in his pockets and walked full of 
stubbornness. It was such a ruffian-like person who defeated the entire King of War 
Special Team. 

At this time, Lin Kai, who was sitting in the wheelchair, smiled slightly, the flames of war 
ignited in his eyes! 

This is the real powerhouse, Lin Kai is eager to fight! 

“Stop!” Lin Kai said dullly. 

This stop made everyone look at Lin Kai. Is it possible that Lin Kai would challenge Xu 
Wenzhuo? 

“Lin Kai, don’t be impulsive! You are not his opponent!” The King of War frowned 
anxiously. 

He knew that Lin Kai’s melee combat ability was also very strong, but in the eyes of the 
King of War, he was after all a young bird that had not spread his wings. 

If a few years pass, Lin Kai may have the ability to fight Xu Wenzhuo, but Lin Kai is still 
too tender now, he is not Xu Wenzhuo’s opponent at all! 

Xu Wenzhuo, who was about to step out of the King of War Special Team, took a stop, 
slowly turned around and looked at Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai was sitting in a wheelchair with a beautiful face. He looked very young, with a 
cat sitting on his lap. He didn’t look like a master at all. 

Xu Wenzhuo frowned and smiled evilly: “Haha, is there anything wrong?” 

“On behalf of the King of War Special Team, I challenge you!” Lin Kai said seriously. 

Staying in the King of War Special Team temporarily, Lin Kai will help them today, so as 
not to discredit their dignity. 



“You?” Xu Wenzhuo looked at Lin Kai up and down again, and laughed out: “Little 
brother, can you heal your legs first before talking about it? I, Xu Wenzhuo, don’t bully 
the old, the weak, the sick.” 

Lin Kai’s appearance was too unattractive, and he didn’t look like a master. Xu 
Wenzhuo didn’t open Lin’s eyes at all. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly: “What about the disabled legs? Is it possible that you are afraid?” 

When Xu Wenzhuo heard the words, he laughed: “Hahahahaha! I’m scared? Little 
brother, Xu Wenzhuo is Ye Nantian’s apprentice. Are you sure you want to fight me? 
With my opponent, I won’t be merciful!” 

Lin Kai pushed the wheelchair to him, and said lightly, “I’m not afraid of being merciful to 
you, I’m afraid you will lose too badly.” 

Hearing this, Xu Wenzhuo narrowed his eyes, and Lin Kai’s words were crazy, which 
made him angry. 

“Little boy, sincerely ask for beating, right? I will satisfy you today and let you 
experience the taste of being beaten down!” 

Chapter 216: Golden Thread 

Chapter 216 

After that, Xu Wenzhuo directly kicked Lin Kai’s chest! I only heard a strong wind 
sounding, before my feet reached, a strong wind was already blowing in the air! 

What a strong kick! Even if this Xu Wenzhuo faced Lin Kai, who could not move his 
legs, he would never show mercy! 

“Be careful!” At this time, the King of War couldn’t help but reminded loudly. 

He fought against Xu Wenzhuo, and understood the horror of Xu Wenzhuo. Xu 
Wenzhuo was like an earthworm. He would drill as soon as he saw a crack. If Lin Kai 
showed a flaw, he could defeat Lin Kai with one blow! 

And now Lin Kai is full of flaws! 

Facing Xu Wenzhuo’s aggressive kick, Lin Kai just stretched out his arms to resist, with 
a muffled bang, a strong force came, and Lin Kai’s wheelchair slid back uncontrollably! 

Bang! When the wheelchair hit the wall, it stopped, and Lin Kai’s face turned pale. 



Xu Wenzhuo’s expression was a little surprised, Lin Kai, the disabled, could actually 
resist him? You know, with the kick just now, he rushed through the forest! 

“It’s kind of interesting, but you are not my opponent, brother, don’t let me bully the 
disabled.” Xu Wenzhuo joked. 

Lin Kai pushed his wheelchair and came to Xu Wenzhuo again, his eyes burned with 
flames of war: “Come again!” 

When he saw Lin Kai actually coming back, Xu Wenzhuo’s eyes flashed with 
appreciation. Xu Wenzhuo still admired the kid’s energy that a newborn calf was not 
afraid of tigers. 

With a bang, he kicked Lin Kai’s face again, coming fiercely and extremely fast! 

And this time Lin Kai faced Xu Wenzhuo’s kick, but he didn’t choose to resist it with his 
hands. The reason why he did that just now was just to test Xu Wenzhuo’s strength. 

At this moment, I saw Lin Kai pat Xu Wenzhuo’s legs, and his hands mimicked Xu 
Wenzhuo’s strangulation method just now to wrap Xu Wenzhuo’s thighs. 

A strange look appeared in Xu Wenzhuo’s eyes. This gold-threaded killing technique 
was the assassin’s skill taught to him by his master Ye Nantian. Lin Kai just watched it 
just once, and actually wanted to imitate it? 

However, Xu Wenzhuo knew too much about his own gold wire entanglement 
technique. When Xu Wenzhuo’s right leg was lifted up, his straight leg immediately 
became curved and immediately broke Lin Kai’s gold wire entanglement technique. 

And Lin Kai really was stunned, he didn’t expect Xu Wenzhuo to do this. 

The next Xu Wenzhuo hit Lin Kai’s face with his knee. 

Lin Kai, who reacted very quickly, covered his face with his hands once again, with a 
muffled sound. This time Lin Kai was miserable, and the wheelchair under his **** was 
lifted out! 

And Lin Kai himself was also put on the ground by Xu Wenzhuo, and he turned around 
on the ground several times, looking very embarrassed. 

Xu Wenzhuo shook his head and smiled disdainfully: “Hehe, you also want to learn my 
golden thread killing technique? Although you learned the shape, you haven’t learned 
the essence!” 

“But your kid’s comprehension is not low, but it’s a disability, otherwise I will consider 
accepting you as a disciple.” 



Xu Wenzhuo shook his head, his eyes filled with regret. 

However, King Zhan hurried to help Lin Kai who had been knocked over by Xu 
Wenzhuo, and saw that Lin Kai’s forehead had been swollen, and it was obvious that 
Xu Wenzhuo had injured Lin Kai just now. 

“Lin Kai, stop fighting, you are not his opponent at all, besides, you don’t even have a 
leg!” Li Zhan anxiously persuaded. 

But Lin Kai only had war in his eyes, and he threw away the arm that Lizhan was 
holding on to him: “Who said I don’t have legs anymore?” 

After all, Lin Kai stood up from the ground alone, moved his hands and feet, and looked 
at Xu Wenzhuo again. 

Lin Kai’s injury has healed, but Lin Kai still wants to pretend to be sick and eat two more 
days of sick food, but now, he has to use his true strength. 

The King of War and the others were obviously taken aback, how could Lin Kai’s legs 
move? 

But so what? Lin Kai thought that if he was healthy, he could beat Xu Wenzhuo? 

Xu Wenzhuo’s eyes also showed a playful look. In his opinion, it is the same for him 
whether Lin Kai’s legs are healed or not. Lin Kai is not his opponent. 

But he did not notice the trace of war that Lin Kai hid under his eyes! 

Since I can’t beat you without my legs, then I will use my real strength to convince you 
to lose. 

“Phantom attack!” Lin Kai muttered silently, using his own skills to kill the ghost. 

Xu Wenzhuo’s golden thread wound killing technique Lin Kai still can’t use it, and his 
own things are still easier to use. 

In an instant, Lin Kai exploded at the speed of a rocket, and saw his body swaying in 
the air towards Xu Wenzhuo, his upper body was misty and immortal, and his lower 
body was steady into the old monk. 

It was so incomprehensible, and his speed was so fast, just blinking his eyes, he had 
already come to Xu Wenzhuo. 

With a snap, Lin opened a palm to Xu Wenzhuo’s chest! And Xu Wenzhuo hadn’t 
realized what was going on at this time. 



The ghost attack will give people a feeling of paralysis. It seems that Lin Kai has not yet 
come to the enemy, but in fact he is already in front of him. 

It wasn’t until Lin Kai took out his palm that Xu Wenzhuo understood that Lin Kai had 
already killed him! 

Xu Wenzhuo quickly used his hands to resist, but Lin Kai’s 140-point strength burst out, 
coupled with the inertia of speed, can Xu Wenzhuo resist Qi? 

With a muffled bang, Xu Wenzhuo’s body flew upside down! It flew out for several 
meters and hit the wall before it stopped. 

I saw blood dripping from the corners of Xu Wenzhuo’s mouth. Although his physical 
fitness was extremely strong, his internal organs were tumbling. 

At this time, Zhan Wang and others were shocked. 

What is this move? 

They have never seen such a weird move, which makes people puzzled. It is not so 
much that Lin Kai ran over, it was better to say that Lin Kai flew over! 

With a cry, it is hard to guard against. 

“I rely on…” Li Zhan was stunned. It seemed that Lin Kai was completely two people 
sitting in a wheelchair and standing on the ground! This kid also masters powerful killing 
skills! 

Xu Wenzhuo slid off the wall and landed on the ground. He wiped the blood from the 
corner of his mouth, and his eyes were full of fear when he looked at Lin Kai. 

He also felt Lin Kai’s power just now, even stronger than Lizhan! 

“Good boy, are you here pretending to be a pig and eating a tiger? It’s so fast, what kind 
of move was it just now? It actually made me stunned for a while.” Xu Wenzhuo asked. 

Lin Kai smiled faintly: “If you were my enemy, you would already be a dead person with 
the trick just now.” 

That’s right, if Lin Kai was holding a dagger in his hand just now, Xu Wenzhuo would be 
dead. 

Xu Wenzhuo narrowed his eyes, he refused! He is Ye Nantian’s apprentice, how can he 
be defeated by the people of the King of War Special Team? 

“Hehe, I just played with you just now, now I’m serious!” 



Chapter 217: Xu Wenzhuo Lost 

Chapter 217: Xu Wenzhuo’s Defeat 

After that, I saw Xu Wenzhuo taking a deep breath and stepping down with a horse 
stance. His hands were in a semicircle around his chest. His strongest method was Tai 
Chi! 

Xu Wenzhuo followed Ye Nantian, and he could see Ye Nantian playing Taiji every day. 
Although Ye Nantian didnt really teach Xu Wenzhuo Taijiquan, Xu Wenzhuos 
comprehension was not bad, and he learned the essence of it over time. . 

Tai Chi! 

Tai Chi pays attention to a kind of skill, more emphasis on the inner realm, four or two 
strokes of a thousand catties, in Tai Chi is the most basic martial arts moves. 

Although Lin Kai’s ghost attack was overbearing, he couldn’t deal with Xu Wenzhuo’s 
feminine Tai Chi. 

Moreover, the ghost attack can only play an effect once for the master, and the real 
master will not be the second time. 

Lin chuckled, strode towards Xu Wenzhuo, slapped Xu Wenzhuo in the face with a 
punch. 

Xu Wenzhuo’s speed was sometimes slow and sometimes fast. When Lin Kai’s fist was 
about to hit Xu Wenzhuo’s face, Xu Wenzhuo’s palm suddenly accelerated and he 
slapped Lin Kai’s fist lightly. 

Xu Wenzhuo surrounded Lin Kai, his hands were constantly dancing, no matter which 
direction Lin Kai attacked Xu Wenzhuo from, Xu Wenzhuo could well withstand Lin Kai’s 
moves. 

Tai Chi is very strong. 

At this time, Lin Kai’s face finally showed a trace of boredom, and Xu Wenzhuo saw it, 
and took advantage of the emptiness. The originally very slow Tai Chi instantly 
accelerated, hit the long dragon, and hit Lin Kai’s face with a punch! 

“Be careful!” War King shouted, reminding Lin Kai. 

And Lin Kai’s reaction speed is also extremely fast. He turned his head and escaped Xu 
Wenzhuo’s punch, but Xu Wenzhuo’s Kung Fu routine is about changing things. 

Once Lin Kai changes, Xu Wenzhuo can react quickly. 



He turned his fist into a palm and slashed towards Lin Kai’s neck! 

At this moment, Lin Kai had nowhere to hide, and with a muffled bang, Lin Kai slapped 
him firmly on the shoulder. 

But at this time, a trace of triumph flashed in Lin Kai’s eyes. 

Just now I deliberately exposed my fatigue in front of you, so that you have all your 
strength and the empty door is exposed! 

Xu Wenzhuos palm was not painful or itchy to Lin Kai, who had 300 points of defense. 
Lin Kai stepped on the ground with a loud bang, and Lin Kai stepped out of a huge hole 
on the ground. He opened his mouth and said in a low voice: “The rhino is close to the 
mountain!” 

Lin Kai’s strongest killer! 

At this moment, Lin Kai hugged his arm and slammed his shoulder against Xu Wenzhuo 
like a rhino’s horn! 

Xu Wenzhuo was shocked. He didn’t expect that Lin Kai could still attack after receiving 
a palm from himself! 

Xu Wenzhuo’s palm has not been retracted yet, and he has no extra time to dodge at 
this time. 

He could only watch Lin Kai bump into it like a rhino! With a click, Xu Wenzhuo seemed 
to hear the sound of his sternum being cracked, and a huge force came. At this time, he 
only felt as if he had been hit by a train, and his body was flying backwards 
uncontrollably! 

Like a kite with a broken line, Xu Wenzhuo’s throat became hot, and a mouthful of blood 
came out! 

“puff!” 

The blood was flying all over the sky, and Xu Wenzhuo was like a dead dog, knocked to 
the ground by Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets at this moment, imitating Xu Wenzhuo’s 
expressions and movements after defeating the King of War. 

“What kind of **** Xu Wenzhuo, returning Ye Nantian’s apprentice, really embarrassing 
your master, I am!” 



A mouthful of thick phlegm was vomited on the ground by Lin Kai, and Xu Wenzhuo, 
who fell on the ground, was flushed, and he puffed out another mouthful of blood. 

Xu Wenzhuo really didn’t expect that he would lose in the hands of such a brat! 

A boy who seemed to be only eighteen or nineteen years old, with his legs inconvenient 
to move, he actually lost in his hands! 

My master is Ye Nantian! 

If this matter is known by the master, you have to interrupt your legs! 

For three years, Xu Wenzhuo can remember the scene of the King of War Special 
Team insulting him three years ago. He has never forgotten it. He only hopes that one 
day he can become stronger and come back to avenge his former self! 

He thought he did it, but he didn’t do it. The person in the King of War Special Forces 
who caught his attention the least, actually defeated him! 

And he lost so terribly! 

There is nothing to fight back! 

As Lin Kai said, if this is the battlefield, he is Lin Kai’s enemy, he doesn’t know how 
many times he has been killed by Lin Kaizhi! 

After becoming Ye Nantians apprentice, Xu Wenzhuo has basically never encountered 
an opponent. This has made Xu Wenzhuo change from self-confidence to conceit. Now, 
Xu Wenzhuo is very proud! 

He felt that apart from his esteemed master Ye Nantian and a few senior brothers, no 
one was his opponent, until today he met Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai is too strong, so strong that Xu Wenzhuo feels that he is still the rookie from 
three years ago, and Lin Kai is the king of war three years ago! 

At this time, the eyes of everyone in the King of War Special Team looking at Lin Kai 
changed. 

Although they knew that Lin Kai’s talent was good, they didn’t expect Lin Kai’s talent to 
be so strong! 

Even a master like Xu Wenzhuo, he can easily defeat! 

This kind of Lin Kai, let alone the Southeast Military Region, even in their Yanjing 
Military Region, is definitely a top master! 



Everyone changed their views on Lin Kai once again. At first, they thought that Lin Kai 
was nothing more than a rich second generation who came here for gilding. 

Later, they discovered that Lin Kai was talented in shooting, and then came close 
combat, physical strength, speed, reaction, etc. Lin Kai all showed amazing talent. 

Lin Kai was still so young and his strength was so strong. They felt that it was not 
impossible for Lin Kai to become the second Ye Nantian in the future. 

Only now did they understand that although they gave Lin Kai a high evaluation, they 
still underestimated Lin Kai. Lin Kai could actually defeat Ye Nantian’s apprentice! 

If Lin Kai is given a period of time, can Lin Kai defeat Ye Nantian? After all, Lin Kai is 
only 19 years old now! 

The rookie king of the Southeast Military Region, this new rookie king, is probably the 
strongest rookie king ever in the Southeast Military Region! 

At this time, the King of War came to Lin Kai excitedly and hugged Lin Kai’s shoulders: 
“Brother, thank you, you have restored the dignity of our King of War Special Forces!” 

“No thanks.” Lin Kai glanced at the King of War, and said, “From now on, your King of 
War Special Forces will also keep a low profile. Don’t be so mad, otherwise, next time, 
there will be trouble like this. 

Lin Kai helped the King of War and them entirely out of the mentality of wanting to 
challenge the strong, and did not specifically want to help King of War and them. 

The King of War also nodded, it was a tear of gratitude. From now on, their King of War 
Special Forces must have their tails in their hands! 
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Xu Wenzhuo struggled to get up from the ground. At this time, he only felt a burning 
pain in his chest. After a little movement, he felt that his bones and muscles seemed to 
be torn. 

He opened his eyes wide, took a deep look at Lin Kai, remembered his appearance, 
and limped out of the King of War base. 

The duel between the strong is like this, whoever loses will leave silently. 



Because the other party knows that even if they tell the chief, the chief will only support 
the strong, and the strong can survive in the army. 

Xu Wenzhuo was just an episode of Lin Kai’s stay at the base of King of War. In the 
next few days, King of War and others treated Lin Kai with respect. 

It was delicious and drank for Lin Kai, and even the chamber pot was specially replaced 
for Lin Kai. These days, Lin Kai lived like an emperor. 

But the only drawback is that Lin Kai quickly came out of the birds. 

On this day, Lin Kai suddenly received a notice and gathered in the conference room of 
the King of War base. 

After Lin Kai arrived in the meeting room, he found that all the members of the King of 
War Special Team had arrived in the meeting room, only one Lin Kai left. 

The King of War held a document in his hand, his expression serious. 

After Lin Kai took his seat, the King of War spoke: “Lin Kai, I have a task that needs 
your help. Both the Yanjing Military Region and the Southeast Military Region have 
approved you to participate in this operation.” 

“Oh?” Hearing this, Lin Kai’s eyes lit up and he came to the task? 

“Recently, a murderous demon appeared in Yanjing City, who specifically poisoned 
female college students, raped first and then killed. The method is very cruel. Several 
female college students have been brutally murdered.” said the war king. 

After hearing this news, Lin Kai frowned, so there was such a pervert? 

“Does the local police care about it?” Lin Kai asked. 

The King of War explained: “Its not the local police who dont care. The information on 
this murderous madman has been verified. It is a retired member of a certain special 
team of our country. He was once a soldier of a certain military area. The police have 
sent out several batches. , Even the police have died several times.” 

After listening to King Zhan’s words, Lin Kai frowned, so he was so abnormal? 

Was he still a former soldier of Huaxia Kingdom? This simply insults the dignity of 
Chinese soldiers! 

“What do you need me to do?” Lin Kai asked. 



“In addition to you, several special teams have already accepted missions. There are 
many universities in Yanjing City. Our King of War Special Forces is responsible for 
sneaking into the university, posing as security guards, teachers, takeaways, etc., 
waiting for the opportunity to capture the murderous madman. “ 

“This is his picture.” 

With that said, King of War handed over a photo. 

The person in the photo is a tall man who looks like one and a half meters tall. His lips 
are a bit thin. It looks like there is such a trace of insignificance in his eyes, a face with 
Chinese characters. Lin Kai remembered this man at a glance. 

“Lin Kai, your task is to sneak into Yenching University of Science and Technology. 
Because your age and appearance meet the standards of college students, you are a 
student. We have already greeted the president of Yenching University of Science and 
Technology. This is you. Student ID and preparation materials.” 

The student ID and documents were pushed in front of Lin Kai. Lin Kai took a look, put it 
away, and nodded. 

At this moment, I saw Lin Kai stood up and stood upright. After a salute, Lin Kai said, “I 
promise to complete the task!” 

The King of War nodded very pleasedly, Lin Kai has the ability, but is not arrogant, 
which he admired very much. 

“Go, this time the mission will not end until you catch the murderous demon.” said the 
war king. 

Lin Kai nodded, took his student ID and materials, and walked out of the conference 
room. 

Ten minutes later, Lin Kai, wearing a sports suit, appeared at the gate of the King of 
War Base. He was carrying a black backpack and a pair of glasses. It looked like an 
average college student, no. People would suspect that Lin Kai’s true identity was a 
special soldier. 

Carrying his backpack, Lin Kai walked out of the Yanjing Military Region. At the gate of 
the Yanjing Military Region, Lin Kai got on the bus and set off towards the Yanjing 
University of Science and Technology. 

An hour later, Lin Kai successfully arrived at the door of Yanjing University of Science 
and Technology, walked into the university, and Lin Kai felt the comfortable time in the 
university. 



Yenching University of Science and Technology is a university, occupying a large area. 
It has to be said that the time in the university is pleasant. In the university, you can see 
couples in pairs everywhere, and single beauties are even more so. 

The scenery in the university is also very beautiful, with small streams and rivers, 
shades of big trees, everything. 

Twenty minutes later, Lin Kai came to the door of an office and knocked on the door of 
the office. 

“Please come in.” A woman’s voice sounded, and her voice was sweet and crisp. Lin 
happily swayed, or was she a female teacher? 

Pushing open the door of the office, Lin Kai walked in. Behind an office, a female 
teacher was sitting behind her desk with her legs up. 

Just taking a look, Lin Kai felt his blood boil all over, it was so beautiful! 

She was a woman of about 28 or ninth grade. Although she was nearly 30 years old, 
she was not old at all, but she had the charm of a mature woman. 

She wore a small professional suit and a pair of silver-rimmed glasses. She had a fiery 
figure and her beautiful legs in stockings were exposed in front of Lin Kai. 

She pulled a strand of hair behind her ears, the goose egg face was tender and mature, 
her small face was slightly red, and there was a slight sweat on her forehead, as if she 
was correcting the student’s examination paper. 

She looked up at Lin Kai, Lin Kai was stunned when she saw her, and she was also 
stunned when she saw Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai is tall and fat and thin. His skin is white and tender. Although his hair is not long, 
his handsome face reflects Lin Kai’s sunny and handsome face. 

I haven’t seen such a handsome student for a long time. 

“Are you?” the female teacher who reacted asked. 

Lin Kai smiled politely and asked, “You are Teacher Liu Qiongliu, right?” 

Liu Qiong nodded and said, “It’s me.” 

“In this way, I am a new transfer student, this is my personal information.” Lin Kai 
handed over the information prepared in advance. 



Liu Qiong took it, took a look, then looked at Lin Kais student ID, nodded, and said, “It 
just so happens that my class is about to begin. By this time, the students should have 
arrived in the classroom. You introduce it to them.” 

“Okay.” Lin Kai nodded very well. 

Liu Qiong stood up, picked up her materials, and led Lin Kai out of the office. Soon 
after, she led Lin Kai to the door of a classroom. 

The classroom was very lively, the lecture hall was full of students, but as soon as Liu 
Qiong appeared, the whole classroom became quiet. 

Girls are very quiet at first, and Liu Qiong is a teacher. They only respect the teacher. 

But those male classmates, after seeing Liu Qiong, their eyes lit up, sitting in their seats 
one by one, looking like three good students. 
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“Classmates, I will introduce you a new classmate today, everyone welcomes with 
applause.” Liu Qiong said. 

After saying this, there was a burst of applause, and Lin Kai walked in from the door. 

When Lin Kai walked into the classroom, countless hostile gazes came. Lin Kai’s 
appearance was too eye-catching. His handsome face and strong figure made 
countless male classmates feel envious. 

But the girl classmates are all bright, looking up and down Lin Kai, the peach blossoms 
in his eyes are already beginning to appear. 

“Classmates, please introduce yourself.” Liu Qiong smiled lightly. 

Lin Kai nodded and came to the podium. He took out a piece of paper prepared by 
Mouse War for Lin Kai. The paper wrote what Lin Kai would say after entering the 
classroom. 

Lin Kai opened the note and read it out according to the content of the note. 

“Hello everyone, my name is Lin Kai, the forest of the forest, happy to open. I am 1.78 
meters tall, cheerful, handsome, everyone is loved, flowers bloom…” 

When I read this, there was a burst of laughter in the classroom, and Lin Kai was also a 
black line. 



The more he reads, the more wrong he gets! What kind of self-introduction did you give 
yourself in this rat battle? 

“My specialty is playing basketball. I play basketball very well. Eight hundred miles 
away, I hit the basketball hoop with one ball. I can sing, jump, rap, basketball…” 

By the time I read this, the whole class had already laughed so badly. Lin Kai quickly 
closed the note, his old face blushed. 

Rat war, you wait for me! 

Liu Qiong also had a smile on her face, as if she wanted to laugh but was embarrassed. 

“Okay, please take a seat, Lin Kai.” 

Lin Kai nodded, he took a look, and found that there was a girl next to a vacant seat. 
There was no one sitting on the left or right. Lin Kai sat down. 

However, when Lin Kai sat in that position, a burst of voices appeared, and many 
students stared at Lin Kai with a gloating gaze. 

And in a corner of the classroom, a pair of faint eyes were already fixed on Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai didn’t know he was violent, and when he turned his head, Lin Kai was stunned 
again. 

I saw a very quiet girl sitting next to him, with long black and bright hair, dressed very 
pure, not exposed to flesh, looks very good-looking, watery eyes, skin can be broken by 
blows, and she still has A faint fragrance. 

Beautiful girls at school level! But for a beauty of this level, there is no one sitting next to 
her? 

She also glanced at Lin Kai, with a smile on her mouth, proactively stretched out a small 
hand to Lin Kai and smiled: “Hello, my name is Lin Panshuang, you are at the same 
table.” 

Lin Kai also smiled politely, and shook her hand. Her small hand was as smooth as 
boneless, but Lin Kai was also a gentleman, and just shook his hand and released it. 

“Hello, my name is Lin Kai.” 

Lin Panshuang was very satisfied with Lin Kai’s gentleman. She smiled sweetly and 
said: “Lin Kai, I think you are a good person, you should not sit here anymore, there will 
be trouble.” 



Lin Kai tilted his head and smiled, “Trouble? What’s the trouble? I’ve been afraid of 
everything in my life, but I’m not afraid of trouble.” 

Lin Panshuang was also amused when he heard Lin Kai’s naughty words. She smiled 
and shook her head and stopped talking. 

Lin Kai didn’t notice at all. At this time, in a corner of the classroom, a pair of spiteful 
eyes had already fixed Lin Kai. 

He was a fat man with a blessed figure. The fat man was about 1.8 meters tall and 
average-looking, but he was wearing brand-name clothes and a famous watch on his 
wrist. 

At this moment, the whites of his eyes were covered with bloodshot eyes, and he stared 
at Lin Kai fiercely, his expression seemed to be cannibalistic. 

Seeing Lin Kai and Lin Pan shaking hands and talking and laughing, he wished to go up 
and kill Lin Kai now. If the teacher were not there, he would have done it now! 

His name is Li Gang, a well-known rich second generation in the school. 

He was surrounded by a few doglegs. After seeing this scene, a doglegged whispered 
in Li Gang’s ear: “Boss, dare to hit your horse’s idea, this kid is very courageous! Class 
is over, do you need a buddy? How many rectify him?” 

“Give me to death!” Li Gang said through gritted teeth. 

“Good!” The dog leg was ordered, gearing up, looking like he couldn’t wait. 

Lin Kai hadn’t noticed that someone had been eyeing him, and his warning cat’s eyes 
had not reminded Lin Kai at all, because for Lin Kai, what happened in the school was 
not dangerous at all. 

Liu Qiong has started class. She is a Chinese teacher, and Lin Kai can understand the 
lessons she teaches. Although Lin Kai in this life is a scumbag, but Lin Kai in the 
previous life is a master! 

He has learned all these things the teacher said. 

An hour later, the get out of class was officially over, and Liu Qiong left the classroom 
with his materials. 

Lin Kai stretched out a lazy waist, smiled politely at Lin Panshuang next to him, stood 
up, and wanted to go outside to get some fresh air. 

But at this moment, two thin men appeared in front of Lin Kai. 



These two thin men looked like dangling, their hair was a flat head with bars, the upper 
body was tight half sleeves, and the half sleeves were tattooed like dragons and white 
tigers. There were tattoos on the arms, and leggings with peas. Shoes, like a social 
person. 

A thin man dangling a cigarette, squinted at Lin Kai, and poked Lin Kai’s chest with his 
finger: “Hey, newcomer, this is the first time I come to school. I don’t know how to honor 
our boss? Tired and crooked, isn’t it?” 

After Lin Kai saw them, he was also taken aback. 

How come this little hooligan outside the school came to the school? 

Ordinarily, there shouldn’t be this kind of hooligan in this university? 

But in fact, these two little rascals played with Li Gang since childhood. Li Gang is a rich 
second-generation. He can enter the Yanjing University of Science and Technology. 
This little rascal was soaked in it, and followed him in. 

Lin Kai smiled and said, “Haha, I’m sorry, I dare to ask your boss?” 

“Fuck, even our boss doesn’t know how your head grows? Our boss is Li Gang! Looking 
back, the most handsome one in the corner!” said the thin man cursing. 

Lin Kai looked back and saw a fat man in the corner looking at him viciously. 

At this time, the eyes of the entire class were staring at Lin Kai. The female classmate 
looked regretful, and the male classmate was gloating. 

Lin Panshuang, who was on the side, naturally looked in her eyes too. Her beautiful 
eyes flashed, knowing that it was Li Gang’s idea. She couldn’t watch Lin Kai in front of 
her because she was being bullied, so she stood up and scolded: “Enough! Why are 
you embarrassing the new classmates?” 

Seeing Lin Panshuang’s anger, the thin man immediately showed a pleasing smile: 
“Sister-in-law, don’t be angry, this is what the older brother meant. 
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“Who is your sister-in-law?” Lin Pan asked with a slightly angry face. 

The thin man immediately smiled flatteringly: “Sister-in-law, don’t be angry, you are not 
now, it will be in two days.” 



The little girl Li Gang fell in love with has never missed. The Shao Gang Group of Li 
Gang’s family is also famous in Yanjing. 

With assets of more than one billion yuan, Li Gang is also a veritable rich second 
generation. Lin Panshuang’s family conditions are average. Can a girl of her age be 
able to withstand the temptation of money? 

“You!” Lin Pan was red on both sides, but there was no way to take advantage of these 
rascals. 

At this time, the thin man looked at Lin Kai again and immediately changed his face. 
The smile on his face disappeared, staring at Lin Kai fiercely. 

“You kid, don’t you hurry over and apologize to me?” As he said, the thin man pushed 
Lin Kai, but Lin Kai didn’t move, but the thin man took a step back. 

“Fuck, the kid is pretty tough, do you know who our boss is?” The thin man asked with a 
grimace. 

Lin Kai smiled and shook his head, feeling a little helpless. He didn’t expect to 
encounter such a thing when he first came to school. 

“I don’t know, who is your boss?” Lin Kai pretended to be innocent. 

“It’s really useless. You don’t even know our boss Li Gang? You should always know 
about Shao Gang Group, right? Shao Gang Group Chairman, it’s our boss his father!” 

The thin man said loudly, for fear that others would not hear the same. 

Li Gang in the corner also raised his head high with a proud expression. 

Shao Gang Group? Lin Kai had heard of the Shao Gang Group, which can only be 
regarded as a small and medium-sized group in Yanjing, with assets of over 1 billion. 

“Oh, what does it have to do with me?” Lin Kai showed a sudden realization, but the 
tone of his speech was still awkward. 

“I said you got dog hair in your ears, right? I asked you to apologize to me!” The thin 
man was also impatient at this time, pinched the cigarette **** in his hand and grabbed 
Lin Kai’s collar. 

The thin man just tried to pull Lin Kaizhi to Li Gang’s side, but he realized that what he 
was holding was like an electric pole. No matter how hard he tried, Lin Kai just couldn’t 
move. 



And Lin Kai looked at the thin man with a smile on his face, the thin man also felt a little 
embarrassed, winked, and the two of them went to pull Lin Kai together. 

But even though the two of them worked hard together, Lin Kai still didn’t move. 

At this time, the thin man became irritated and cursed: “Fuck, shameless, right? Looking 
for death!” 

After all, the thin man picked up a bench from the side and wanted to do it. 

But at this time, a big hand was pressed on his shoulder, and the thin man’s eager hand 
stopped. 

The thin man looked back and saw Li Gang standing behind him, looking at Lin Kai with 
a smile. 

The thin man saw that his boss was coming, and quickly put down the bench in his 
hand, let Li Gang sit on it, then lit a cigarette for Li Gang, and gave Li Gang a massage. 

Li Gang was smoking a cigarette, puffing up clouds, squinting his eyes and looking at 
Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai’s handsome appearance made Li Gang look very upset in his heart. Originally, 
Li Gang wanted to beat up this kid so much that he could teach him a little bit. 

But after another thought, I wanted to pursue Lin Panshuang. I couldn’t be so violent. I 
had to show generosity and financial resources. 

Only in this way can Lin Pan take the bait. 

Ever since, Li Gang spit out a cigarette and said with a smile: “Little brother, don’t be 
afraid, my two brothers are ignorant, didn’t you scare you?” 

Lin chuckled and shook his head. Can these two little rascals scare himself? 

“Little brother, you are new here, maybe you don’t know the rules very well. When you 
came to my site with Li Gang, wouldn’t you say hello without saying hello?” Li Gang 
asked with a smile. 

He wants Lin Kai to bow to him! He wanted Lin Panshuang to know that no matter how 
handsome this little white face was, he still had to listen to Lao Tzu. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and didn’t speak. When the thin man saw that Lin Kai was so 
incompetent to promote, he was angry at the time: “Boy, don’t you understand human 
words? Call Gang Gang!” 



Brother Gang? Lin Kai smiled playfully, looking at the thin man, his eyes gradually 
cooled down: “Please shut up.” 

As soon as Lin Kai’s eyes cooled, the temperature in the entire classroom seemed to 
drop a lot, and the thin man was so scared that he hid behind Li Gang. 

The smile on Li Gang’s face also gradually disappeared. He looked at Lin Kai and said 
coldly: “Then you are not giving me Li Gang face?” 

Lin Panshuang looked at Li Gang always embarrassed Lin Kai, but at this time she 
finally couldn’t stand it anymore: “Enough! Li Gang, why did you bully the new 
classmate? Does he offend you?” 

Li Gang looked at Lin Panshuang, his words calmed down: “Xiaoshuang, you don’t 
understand, he came to my site, he didn’t say hello, he just didn’t respect me.” 

“Your site? Is the school opened by your home?” Lin Pan said angrily. 

Li Gang smiled and shook his head: “It’s not my house, but I have shares in it.” 

“You!” Lin Panshuang became angry for a while, not knowing how to respond to Li just 
now. 

As soon as she pulled Lin Kai’s hand, she wanted to take Lin Kai away: “Lin Kai, go, we 
are not staying in this place.” 

But before Lin Panshuang pulled Lin Kai two steps, he was stopped by the two little 
hooligans. 

After seeing Lin Panshuang and Lin Kai holding hands, Li Gang’s expression also 
became cold. At this moment, he couldn’t bear it. He slapped the table and said angrily: 
“Boy, you **** shameless, right? You too? If you don’t inquire, Lao Tzu Li Gang is also a 
resounding figure in school!” 

The little gangster on the side also praised: “Our boss is not known in school. Who 
doesn’t know Li Gang, the young master of the Shao Gang Group? Dare to give our 
Gang brother face, today you are dead!” 

Everyone in the classroom also stared at Lin Kai gleefully. Lin Kai had offended Li Gang 
and didn’t apologize. With such a tough attitude, the gods could not save him. 

In school, Li Gang was notoriously domineering, and Lin Kai was a newcomer. Even a 
teacher, he didn’t dare to care about Li Gang’s nostalgia. 

The eyes of the female classmates all showed a look of regret, but it is a pity that Li 
Gang will definitely disfigured such a handsome guy. 



Lin Panshuang looked at Li Gang and others blocking his way, and for a while, he didn’t 
know what to do, so he could only look at Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai smiled faintly, protected Lin Pan behind her, looked at Li Gang, and said, “What 
do you want?” 

When he heard this sentence, Li Gang’s face smiled triumphantly. He knew that 
whenever the other party said this sentence, he was already scared. 

“What do I want? Now, you kneel down for Lao Tzu, and bang your head three times, 
yelling three times that Brother Gang, I was wrong, just forget about it, otherwise, Lao 
Tzu will let you know why the flowers are so red! “ 

After speaking, Li Gang threw the cigarette **** on the ground and stomped it twice with 
his foot. 
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Kneeling down and kowtow to apologize, this can be described as asking Lin Kai to 
throw his dignity under his feet and let Li Gang trample on him. 

All the students in the class exclaimed, this time when the game was too big, Li Gang 
was really angry. 

It would be okay if Lin Kai knelt down, if he did not follow Li Gang’s words, he would end 
up very seriously! 

Im afraid Im going to school on the first day, and Ill have to go to the hospital to watch 
the news on the second day. 

Lin Panshuang’s delicate body was also trembling slightly. Li Gang was indeed a little 
scary. She wanted to help Lin Kai, but she didn’t know how to help. Li Gang would not 
listen to her. 

Lin Kai always looked at Li Gang with a smile, without a trace of panic on his face. 

Coming to the school, for Lin Kai, it was like coming to a kindergarten. A kindergarten 
kid threatened Lin Kai with a small wooden stick. Does Lin Kai take it to heart? of 
course not. 

“Sorry, I won’t kneel.” Lin Kai said nonchalantly. 

Seeing that Lin Kai didn’t even have a trace of fear, Li Gang’s heart was very angry. He 
felt that Lin Kai ignored him, and he had no sense of existence in his heart. 



At this time, Li Gang didn’t care whether his mother was a gentleman or not, so he 
roared and said, “Fight Lao Tzu! Beat to death!” 

As soon as this voice came out, the boys in the entire class cheered. Li Gang’s little 
brother jumped up from his seat, and the crowds looked far away. Seven or eight boys 
with strong bodies surrounded Lin Kai. 

After these seven or eight boys surrounded Lin Kai, they came up with their fists to 
greet him. At that time, Lin Kai’s fists were all up and down, and there was a crackling 
sound. 

Lin Panshuang was so frightened that she kept begging Li Gang to let Lin Kai go, but Li 
Gang remained indifferent. 

There was a burst of cheers, and the boys were celebrating that Lin Kai’s little white 
face was violently beaten by Li Gang. From now on, Lin Kai will either transfer to 
another school or be a human being! 

Everyone felt that Lin Kai was determined to lose. He was too mad. The so-called 
strong dragon would not crush the snake, and Lin Kai dared to be so mad in Li Gang’s 
territory. 

But at this moment, I only heard a crash, a cry of pain, and the bodies of the seven or 
eight boys who surrounded Lin Kai suddenly flew out! 

Crackling! These boys either smashed into the wall or smashed things like tables, 
benches, etc. It was a terrible fall. 

Everyone was stunned, what’s the situation? 

Looking at Lin Kai who was beaten by them, there was no sign of being beaten up all 
over his body. On the contrary, he stood in place with his hands in his pockets, and 
looked at the random students on the ground, smiling disdainfully. 

Fuck me? 

Can you fight like this? 

This was the first thought in everyone’s hearts. Seven or eight people beat one person. 
Not only was Lin Kai not beaten, on the contrary, he knocked down all seven or eight 
people at once! 

Looking at the seven or eight people who fell, everyone showed a panic on their faces, 
not daring to approach Lin Kai. 



Lin Panshuang was also dumbfounded. Originally, she felt that Lin Kai couldn’t get rid of 
her being beaten. She was quite guilty, but now it seems that Li Gang’s younger 
brothers are not Lin Kai’s opponents at all! 

The smug smile on Li Gang’s face gradually solidified, and he looked dumbfounded at 
the little brother who was lying on the floor. 

Although these seven or eight people are not professional thugs, they are also seven or 
eight young adults! Seven or eight people hit one person, but he didn’t hit him? 

This kid is too good at fighting, right? 

At this time, Lin Kai moved his collar, smiled faintly, and walked towards Li Gang. 

But Li Gang’s legs trembled, and his body moved backwards involuntarily. Now there 
was no one beside him. 

“You, you, you… what do you want to do?” Li Gang asked tremblingly. 

“I am a person who never holds grudges.” Lin Kai said with a slight smile. 

Hearing these words, Li Gang breathed a sigh of relief at the time, thinking that this kid 
was so courageous that he still did not dare to move himself. 

“Cut! You know who I am, go away!” Li Gang said proudly. 

Lin Kai said again: “Because I had an enemy, I reported it on the spot.” 

This sentence made Li Gang dumbfounded again, this kid really wants to do it! 

With a snap, Li Gang had already retreated to the corner of the wall. There was already 
a wall behind him, and he had no way to go back. 

Seeing Lin Kai approaching step by step, Li Gang’s heart beat suddenly. For the first 
time, he discovered that being threatened was such a terrible thing. 

“What do you want to do? I warn you, Lao Tzu is Li Gang! My dad is the chairman of 
Shao Gang Group! Move me and you will be done! I want your whole family to die!” 

Hearing Li Gang’s rampant words, Lin Kai’s eyes became even colder. He hated that 
others would threaten him with his family’s safety, even if Li Gang was unable to harm 
his family. 

“I’ll go to your mother!” Lin Kai shouted angrily and greeted him directly with a punch. 
With a bang, Li Gang was punched out of a panda eye. 



“You!” Li just wanted to say something, but Lin Kai didn’t give him a chance. He banged 
and punched again, and panda eyes appeared in the other eye. 

Li Gang was bet on the corner by Lin Kai alone, there was a crackling sound, and Lin 
Kai beat Li Gang for ten minutes in full view. 

When Lin Kai walked out of the corner, I saw that Li Gang was already very miserable, 
his face was beaten like a pig’s head, and his clothes were in tatters. I’m afraid his 
mother would not recognize him. 

Everyone looked at Lin Kai with only admiration, this kid is too courageous! Even Li 
Gang dared to fight. From now on, who would dare to provoke him in school? 

Lin Kai tidied his collar and came to Lin Panshuang. 

At this time, Lin Panshuang’s cherry mouth was also the boss, and she did not expect 
that this seemingly delicate new classmate could be so capable. He beat eight or nine 
people alone! 

But Lin Kai didn’t have the kind of hostility that Li Gang had on him. Li Gang hit people 
out of his own desires, while Lin Kai shot out for his own safety. 

Such boys are more likeable to girls. 

Lin Kai smiled at Lin Panshuang: “It’s okay, you don’t have to worry about me.” 

Lin Panshuang felt like a small deer bumping into his heart at this time. I don’t know 
why, Lin Kai at this time seemed to have a special attraction, making Lin Panshuang a 
little breathless. 

“You… you’re fine…” Lin Panshuang’s voice was like a mosquito buzzing. 

Everyone feels that the matter is over, but in fact, it has just begun. 

With the sound of footsteps, seven or eight strong security guards walked in from the 
outside of the classroom. Walking in front of them was a middle-aged man in a suit and 
leather shoes, wearing a pair of gold glasses. Gentle. 

“What are you doing? What happened? Why is the classroom so messy?” 

Chapter 222: Grade Director 

Chapter 222 Grade Director 

The grade director is here. 



As soon as the grade director appeared, the whole classroom immediately fell silent, 
and all the students obediently returned to their positions without saying a word. 

However, Li Gang, who was beaten into a pig’s head in the corner, burst out from the 
narrow eyes! 

I saw Li Gang rushing to the front of the grade director, holding the thigh of the grade 
director and crying for a while: “Director! Look at how unusual this newcomer looks. He 
beat me like this, you I want to make grievances for me, Director!” 

The grade director was also taken aback. He didn’t recognize Li Gang at first, but later 
discovered that it was Master Li who was holding his thigh. 

“Shao Li, Shao Li, get up quickly, what’s the matter?” The grade director helped Li Gang 
up and asked quite concerned. 

At this time, the seven or eight boys who had been beaten by Lin Kai and fell on the 
ground also came to the front of the grade director, all of them bowed their heads, as if 
they had suffered much grievance. 

Li Gang looked at Lin Kai with hatred in his eyes: “It’s him! This newcomer will charge 
my protection fee! If I don’t give it, he will hit us!” 

Need protection fee? One person collects eight or nine people’s protection fees? You 
beat eight or nine people? 

Not to mention that the grade director feels nonsense, the students in the class feel 
nonsense. 

The grade director also gave a rather awkward cough. Even if he knew what kind of 
person Li Gang was, he knew that Lin Kai was definitely a good person. 

But Li Gang’s family is rich! He still has his shares in the school, so he naturally dare not 
provoke Li Gang. 

At that time, the grade director pointed at Lin Kai and said angrily: “You! Stand up for 
me!” 

Lin Kai rolled his eyes and stood up from the spot. 

Li Gang’s eyes showed a gloating look, can’t you kid beat it? See who else dares to 
help you now! 

“Why hit classmate Li Gang?” the grade director asked loudly. 



Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets, with an impatient look on his face: “He wants to hit 
me, and I will fight back.” 

“You fart! Obviously you charge our protection fee! Director, such a scum, I suggest to 
fire him now!” 

When he said this, Li Gang’s eyes had a triumphant look. Isn’t your kid handsome? It 
must have cost a lot of money to come to the University of Science and Technology? I 
let you come on the first day, get out on the first day! 

The grade director also nodded: “Now pack your things and get out of here! The school 
doesn’t need a scum like you!” 

None of the students in the class dared to stand up and speak for Lin Kai. They didn’t 
dare to offend Li Gang and the grade director. If they stood up, they would end up just 
like Lin Kai. 

But one person came forward, and this person was Lin Panshuang. 

Lin Panshuang came in front of the grade director and said, “Director, it’s not like that. It 
was Li Gang and the others who bullied Lin Kai. Lin Kai took the initiative for self-
protection. If you don’t believe me, go and watch the surveillance!” 

Where can the grade director dare to watch the surveillance? He knew that he was 
pulling the sideways, and saw the grade director glared at Lin Panshuang, and said 
angrily: “What’s the matter with you? Go back to your seat!” 

“But the director…” Lin Panshuang wanted to say something more, the grade director 
stared at him and exclaimed, “Shut up!” 

When the grade director became angry, Lin Panshuang didn’t dare to speak too much. 
He could only glance at Lin Kai. Everything could only make Lin Kai ask for more 
blessings. 

The seven or eight male students who were knocked down by Lin Kai also looked at Lin 
Kai with a smile. The smile on their faces seemed to say that you were a victim, but now 
you have been expelled. 

Hahahaha! The expressions on their faces are mocking Lin Kai! 

Li Gang even quietly raised his **** to Lin Kai. How about your handsome guy? How 
about playing? Lao Tzu said, you can’t get out of school in a desperate way? 

The grade director glared at Lin Kai and said angrily: “Did you not hear what I said? 
Hurry up and pack things and get out! Don’t let me ask someone to drive you out!” 



As soon as he said this, the security guards brought by the grade director looked at Lin 
Kai with a bad face, and were about to move. 

Facing the order of the grade director, Lin Kai just smiled faintly, raised his eyebrows, 
and asked, “Are you sure?” 

“Sure?” The grade director sneered, and said: “Of course I am sure, do you know who 
he is? The son of the chairman of Shao Gang Group, he broke him. Can you afford it?” 

Lin Kai smiled disdainfully: “Hehe, you came here to wrong me because of his status as 
the young master of the Shao Gang Group, right? There are surveillance in the 
classroom, do you dare to put it in front of everyone?” 

The grade director’s face was red at the time, did he dare? Of course he dare not. 

In the surveillance, it must be the scene where Li Gang and others bullied Lin Kai. He 
didn’t dare to let Li Gang be laughed at in front of everyone else, otherwise his grade 
director would not be able to do it anymore. 

“Where are you so much nonsense? I said you were fired, you were fired! Hurry up and 
pack your things and get out of here!” the grade director angered, unable to listen to Lin 
Kai’s words. 

Lin Kai nodded, smiled, and said, “Okay, okay, I will leave immediately.” 

After that, Lin Kai picked up his backpack from the desk, and just about to leave the 
classroom, when Lin Panshuang grabbed Lin Kai’s arm, the corners of his eyes were 
wet. 

“Lin Kai, I’m sorry, if it weren’t for me, you wouldn’t be like this.” Lin Panshuang said 
apologetically. 

Lin Kai said lightly: “Don’t worry, I can’t leave, I will be back soon.” 

Lin Kai carried a backpack and came to the grade director, and said to him: “You can 
call your principal now and say that Lin Kai was fired by you, and see what your 
principal would say.” 

“Joke!” The grade director laughed at that time. He still thinks that the principal can give 
him justice? 

The principal is his uncle! Even if he called the principal, his uncle absolutely supported 
his decision! 

“Don’t give up, right? Director, call the principal, I want him to despair!” Li Gang yelled. 



Upon hearing this, the grade director took out his mobile phone and said to Lin Kai: 
“You are optimistic, I will call the principal now!” 

After all, the grade director found the contact information of his uncle from the address 
book, dialed the phone, and turned on the speakerphone. 

Soon after, the phone was dialed, and a more mature voice came from the phone: 
“Hello?” 

“Principal Wang, this is Xiao Zhang, I want to fire someone from my side, let you know.” 
The grade director said directly. 

The headmasters voice came over the phone: “If you are expelled, why do you call me? 
What is the name of the expelled student?” 

The grade director glanced at Lin Kai and sneered, “Hehe, what did he say is Lin Kai.” 

“Oh, then…what? Lin Kai?” Then there was a sound of the phone falling to the ground. 

Chapter 223: Principal Wang 

Chapter 223 

“Hello? Hello? The principal?” The grade director looked at the phone and was 
confused. The principal accidentally dropped the phone to the ground? 

Soon after, a loud noise came from the grade director’s cell phone, and it seemed that 
the principal picked up the cell phone again. 

“You wait in class, I’ll be there soon!” 

“Dududu…” 

After the phone was hung up, the grade director was still at a loss. What is the principal 
going to do? 

But at this time Li Gang gave a thumbs up on the side and said, “Director, it’s amazing! 
The face is so great, even the principal has to come and handle your affairs in person.” 

Hearing the words, the grade director was taken aback for a moment, then nodded, with 
a humble smile on his face, but his eyes were proud. 

It seems that my uncle finally knows that he cares about his nephew, and in order to 
save his face, he has to come in person. 

“Hahahaha! I have a better relationship with the principal.” The grade director laughed. 



Li Gang smiled while staring at Lin Kai, his eyes seemed to kill people. 

The expulsion of Lin Kai is only the first step. When Lin Kai leaves the University of 
Science and Technology, he Li Gang must pay Lin Kai the same price! 

But now, Li Gang has gained a lot of prestige in front of the class, and he can’t help but 
feel a little proud. 

Lin Panshuang, you have never been nice to Lao Tzu. Now that you know that Lao Tzu 
has such a hard relationship in school, you must admire yourself very much now? 

But Lin Panshuang was just worried at this time, and even the principal personally came 
forward. Isn’t Lin Kai finished? 

All the students in the class showed sympathy after hearing the principal’s words. It 
seemed that Guanyin Bodhisattva could not keep Lin Kai this time, and Lin Kai was 
destined to be expelled. 

Only Lin Kai still has a confident smile on his face. The principal is coming, is he afraid? 
Of course not afraid! 

But everyone felt that Lin Kai’s current calmness was pretended to be expelled. Who 
could be so calm? 

At this time, Lin Panshuang came to Lin Kai’s side, and said with great concern: “Lin 
Kai, do you want to admit it wrong? Don’t make things so big.” 

Lin Panshuang is more concerned about Lin Kai, she doesn’t want Lin Kai to ruin her 
future because of herself, so that her heart will be sad for the rest of her life. 

But Li Gang’s family is big and big, and the relationship at school is particularly hard. 
She is a little girl who can do nothing about Li Gang. She can only use this method to 
ask Lin Kai to keep her future. 

Lin Kai looked at Lin Panshuang and asked, “Why should I apologize? Am I wrong?” 

“You’re right, but if you don’t lower your head now, you will be fired in a while!” Lin 
Panshuang said very anxiously. 

Lin Kai looked indifferent: “Justice is at ease. If you are expelled, I am not afraid of it.” 

Seeing Lin Kai look like this, Lin Panshuang was helpless. Although she liked Lin Kai’s 
undaunted character, sometimes this character would really ruin a person’s future. 

After a few minutes, I saw a middle-aged man walked into the classroom out of breath. 



The visitor is a middle-aged man in his forties, with a slightly fat figure, some white hair 
on the temples, and some wrinkles at the corners of his eyes. The sweat on his head is 
obviously coming over non-stop. 

He is the president of the University of Science and Technology, President Wang. 

After seeing Principal Wang appear, the grade director immediately showed a smile on 
his face, and he stepped forward and grasped Principal Wang’s hand: “President Wang, 
how can you bother you to go for such a small thing?” 

If it weren’t for the school, the grade director would be called Uncle directly. To avoid 
suspicion, he could only call him Principal Wang. 

Principal Wang was sweating profusely, looking around in the classroom, not knowing 
what he was looking for. 

At this time, Li Gang smiled confidently, stood up, came to Principal Wang and 
introduced himself. 

“President Wang, hello, I am the son of the chairman of Shao Gang Group. My name is 
Li Gang.” Li Gang extended his right hand. 

Upon hearing this, Principal Wang’s gaze stayed on Li Gang’s body, shook hands with 
him, and said, “Hello.” 

After shaking hands with Li Gang, Li Gang was very excited. He turned his head and 
glanced at Lin Kai triumphantly, as if he was crying. 

At this time, the grade director came to Principal Wang and said: “Principal Wang, a 
very bad thing happened in this classroom today, which has simply affected the school 
spirit of our school!” 

“There is a classmate who actually collects protection fees in school! The protection 
fees are not collected, and he still beats people! I just gave him an in-depth education, 
but it didn’t work! He said I’m a big deal, principal, We must severely punish such 
students!” 

Principal Wang was taken aback when he heard the words, and asked, “Is this student’s 
name Lin Kai?” 

The grade director nodded and said, “Yes, that’s the student named Lin Kai!” 

Everyone’s eyes moved on Lin Kai’s body at this time. 

Li Gang also pointed at Lin Kai, gloating and said, “Principal Wang, he is Lin Kai!” 



It’s over, this is the only thought in Lin Panshuang’s heart, this time no one can save Lin 
Kai. 

Principal Wang also looked at Lin Kai, and saw him walk over with a stride, and he 
directly held Lin Kai’s hand under all eyes, it was an excitement. 

“Student Lin Kai, I am really embarrassed, I made you laugh!” 

As soon as Principal Wang said this, the audience was silent, and everyone was 
stunned. 

What’s happening here? 

President Wang was so polite to Lin Kai? And listening to the tone, the two of them 
seem to know each other! 

The smug smile on Li Gang’s face solidified again. He looked at Principal Wang who 
was like a subordinate to please his superior, and once again began to doubt life. 

Is it possible that this kid has a big background? Even the principal is so polite to him? 

The grade director was also stunned, and he didn’t expect such a scene to happen. 

It seems that the principal came to deal with this matter personally, not for the sake of 
saving himself, but because of Lin Kai, who has a big background! 

Lin Kai glanced at Principal Wang lightly, and said, “The grade director of your school 
said he wants to expel me!” 

Hearing this, Principal Wang trembled all over. Lin Kai’s identity was absolutely 
confidential. In the entire school, apart from him, no one else knew Lin Kai’s identity. 

He knew that Lin Kai represented the Chinese military and was the official Chinese 
official! If you don’t take care of this master, when he goes back to report, he will make 
some small comments in front of the chief, and he will feel better! 

At that time, Principal Wang suddenly turned his head, looked at the grade director, and 
said angrily: “You actually want to fire classmate Lin Kai? From now on, you don’t have 
to do it! Get me clean up immediately!” 

When he said this, Principal Wang kept winking. The grade director is his nephew, so 
naturally he would not really fire his nephew, just let him go home to hide from the 
limelight. 

However, the grade director was very unsightly. When he said that he would be fired, he 
was anxious: “Why? Uncle, we are a family!” 



Chapter 224: Hit With Money 

Chapter 224 

“You!” Principal Wang was about to be vomiting blood by his nephew at this time! It was 
so obvious that he had hinted, he didn’t understand yet, and he was still calling his 
uncle in a crowd! 

If this matter is known from above, the black hat on your head will not be protected! 

“Get out of here! Right now!” Principal Wang roared in a rage. 

The grade director’s body was trembling with fright. His uncle was so violent that he 
didn’t dare to stay in the classroom anymore, and even crawled out of the classroom. 

At this moment, the eyes of all the students looking at Lin Kai changed. Even the 
principal respected him. In order to please him he would expel his nephew, how old is 
this person? 

Then Li Gang was even more confused. Even the principal supported Lin Kai. Is it 
possible that Lin Kai’s background is stronger than himself? 

Lin Panshuang’s beautiful eyes stared at Lin Kai curiously. 

Lin Kai glanced at Principal Wang and winked. Principal Wang respected himself so 
much, he had to give a reason, otherwise the whole school would know that a big man 
of unknown origin had arrived in the school the next day. 

Principal Wang readily understood, and said: “Introduce, Lin Kai, the first place in 
Jiangbei’s test scores. I believe that his personality will not do anything that is 
indiscriminate. I will monitor if I go back. Classmate Kai has really done that kind of 
abuse, and I will never spare him lightly!” 

Hearing this, everyone suddenly realized that, no wonder President Wang respected 
him so much. It turns out that Lin Kai is a schoolmaster! 

The first place in Jiangbei exam scores, that is indeed amazing, top students! 

After President Wang said, he glanced at Li Gang and said, “Li Gang, you are not 
allowed to bully Lin Kai in school, you know?” 

Li Gang nodded very obediently: “I see.” 

Principal Wang nodded to Lin Kai and left the classroom. 



After Principal Wang left, the quiet classroom finally became lively, and everyone was 
discussing Lin Kai. 

Handsome, good at studying, and vigorous. Which girl doesn’t like this kind of boy? 

Even the school flower Lin Panshuang has a strong affinity for Lin Kai. 

Feeling so many admiring gazes in the class, Lin Kai smiled helplessly. Sometimes 
being handsome is also an annoyance. 

Li Gang on the side, crunching his teeth bitterly at this time, Lin Kai has nothing to do 
with it! However, the grade director who had something to do with him was taken down, 
and Li Gang was angry! 

Now Li Gang doesn’t dare to be rough with Lin Kai. This kid is covered by the principal. 
When he hits his own short report, he will definitely not be able to eat it! 

But if this hatred is not reported, Li Gang loses his dignity in school, and someone will 
definitely watch his jokes behind him. 

Now Gang in front of their loved one lost face, but also in front of the class’s lost face, 
the most important is that he was also open forest storm beating. 

Now Lin Kai is fine, he is the one who suffers! 

Li Gang has been spoiled since childhood, how could he bear this breath? 

This hatred will not avenge the non-gentleman! Even if Lao Tzu is a real villain! 

At this time, the skinny rascal came to Li Gangs ear and whispered in Li Gangs ear: 
“Boss, this kid is good at studying, and Principal Wang is so protective of him, but you 
see how poor this kid is wearing. what!” 

“Generally, if you study well, the family conditions are not good. Boss, why don’t we use 
the money and let him kneel down in front of you willingly. When the time comes, 
Principal Wang knows and can’t take you anymore!” 

When Li Gang heard it, his eyes lit up. This is a good idea! 

Don’t you study well? But you definitely can’t stand the temptation of money, so Lao Tzu 
will use the money, or show her financial resources in front of Lin Panshuang, so that 
she is completely obsessed with herself. 

Immediately, several people once again surrounded Lin Kai. 



Lin Kai raised his head and glanced at the eight or nine people with swollen noses and 
swollen faces, and asked, “Why? Still want to be beaten?” 

Li Gang snorted coldly and stretched out his hand. The thin man immediately passed a 
purse. Li Gang pulled out a stack of red banknotes, which looked like three or four 
thousand, and threw it directly onto Lin Kai’s body with a snap. It rained money in the 
classroom. 

At that time, all the students in the class exclaimed, and almost everyone’s eyes 
showed envy. They are all college students and don’t have much living expenses for 
one month. These thousands of dollars can be said to be their living expenses for two 
months! 

“Take the money and kneel down to Lao Tzu!” Li Gang sighed. 

Lin Panshuang on one side was also stunned. She looked at Lin Kai. She didn’t know 
whether Lin Kai could withstand the temptation of money. 

Lin Kai was also dumbfounded. Obviously he didn’t expect that Li Gang would come 
such a hand. He actually wanted to use money to hit himself? 

“Little boy, our brother Gang’s living expenses are 100,000 a month. Get acquainted 
and kneel down for Brother Gang. The money is yours.” The thin man pointed to Lin Kai 
and said. 

Lin Kai looked at the banknotes underground, unmoved. 

Li Gang took a look and took out a wad of banknotes from his purse. It looked like it was 
about ten thousand yuan, and it hit Lin Kai with a snap. 

“You don’t think you are too young? Kneel down to Lao Tzu!” Li Gang said loudly, his 
expression was a twitch, as if he was the richest person in the world. 

The students in the class are crazy with envy. If more than 10,000 yuan were given to 
them, they would kneel down and kowtow to Li Gang and shout that Dad would be 
willing! 

More than 10,000, you can sell a top-of-the-line computer! You can also sell two 
iPhones! 

Lin Panshuang also looked at Lin Kai very nervously. She didn’t know if Lin Kai could 
withstand the temptation of money. Even if Lin Panshuang saw so much money, her 
heart would be throbbing, but she understood the gentleman. There is a truth to love for 
money, she will not sell her dignity for money. 



Lin Kai finally reacted at this time, looked at Li Gang, frowned and said, “Put away your 
broken money! I don’t want it!” 

As soon as this sentence came out, there was another exclamation in the audience. 
Everyone began to admire Lin Kai’s determination. If you buy more than 10,000, you will 
kneel down and you will not sell it. It really treats money as dung! 

There are also many people who joke about Lin Kai’s stupidity. Just kneel down and 
earn more than 10,000 yuan. Why not do it? 

Wait until you step into the society to discover that in society you are making money 
with dignity! 

Lin Panshuang was obviously relieved, and Lin Kai’s goodwill in her heart rose another 
point. 

Lin Kai really echoed all her criteria for mate selection. 

Li Gang was stunned again, this kid couldn’t even look down on more than ten 
thousand? 

I’ve thrown out my money, so it’s so shameless to pick it up again! Li Gang gritted his 
teeth and took out a bank card from his purse. The bank card was his pocket money 
this month. 

Even if I eat soil this month, I want you to kneel down in front of me! 

With a snap, the bank card was thrown on the table, and Li Gang yanked loudly: “There 
is one hundred thousand yuan in the card, I will say it one last time, kneel down for Lao 
Tzu!” 
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